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The problem with which this study is concerned is that of construction

of a curricular model in word processing for post-secondary programs of

business education.

The study has six purposes, as follows: 1) to survey the present

emphasis upon word processing in programs of business education; 2) to

survey the current use of word processing in business; 3) to identify the

characteristic form of word processing systems; 4) to survey the need for

qualified personnel for employment in word processing; 5) to evaluate

current educational practices in educating individuals for positions in

word processing; and 6) to utilize findings from both business and edu-

cation to construct a curricular model for post-secondary educational

institutions.

Data were collected from two sources--educators and businessmen. The

educators were from private business and secretarial schools, junior and

community colleges, and four-year educational institutions located within

the continental United States and having a secretarial education program.

The businessmen were each responsible for the word processing system in

their business organization and were employed in the Dallas-Fort Worth

metroplex.

Questionnaires were first mailed to 897 post-secondary educational

institutions to determine whether the institution had a word processing

program as defined in the study (three or more courses in word processing
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carrying at least two hours credit per course for three courses). A

second questionnaire and a rating sheet were mailed to those institutions

having a word processing program to determine specific topics covered

and emphasis given, equipment used and proficiency level required, and

prerequisites for entering the program.

Thirty-nine businessmen in thirty-six business organizations were

interviewed and asked to complete a rating sheet, which corresponded

with the educators' rating sheet. Business personnel completing the

rating sheet consisted of word processing managers, supervisors, equipment

operators, and administrative support personnel. Each was asked to rate

the entry-level requirements for his or her position.

The rating sheets completed by the educators and business personnel

were compared by means of a Kruskal-Wallis one-way analysis of variance.

The curriculum model was derived from a systhesis of all input data--

review of literature, interviews, questionnaires, and rating sheets.

The data results included the following findings: 1) no separate

word processing course was offered by 73.8 percent of the responding

post-secondary educational institutions; 2) a word processing program

was offered by 2.4 percent of the responding institutions; 3) typing and

English were common prerequisites to word processing courses; 4) most of

the teaching materials used in the courses were vendor products or

teacher-constructed; 5) most of the interviewees felt that from three to

six months' training on the equipment was necessary for proficiency;

6) in the overall comparison of all education responses to all business

responses on the rating sheets, 37.7 percent of the 45 items showed a

significant difference.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Many educators have long been aware of the advantages inherent in

paralleling, as closely as possible, secretarial and business education

with business practice. One of the most recent business innovations

requiring incorporation into business education has been word processing

(WP). During the last twelve years many businesses have found it advan-

tageous to revamp their existing secretarial function to incorporate word

processing.

A few instructional materials relative to word processing have been

published for use by the educator. Many educators are introducing the

concept of word processing in their classrooms; and a limited number of

educational institutions have complete courses or programs in word

processing. This early stage of word processing educational development

is an appropriate time to research business and educational practices and

to present a curricular model for use by post-secondary educational

institutions interested in a word processing program.

With this kind of change in business and business education comes a

new dimension in the traditional image of a secretary. In a word proces-

sing system, secretarial duties are segmented into at least two areas.

Most of the typing duties of the traditional secretary are handled by

typing specialists, usually located in one central location called a word

processing center (WPC), and usually using specialized equipment such as

1
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magnetic keyboard typewriters, common-language high-speed printers, and

automatic monitoring transcription tanks.

Remaining duties of the traditional secretary are handled by an

administrative support (AS) secretary, who can serve more than one

administrator and take on such duties as research assistant, report

writer, and routine correspondence dictator. These administrative

support secretaries can also be grouped to cover absences and equalize

work-loads.

New secretarial job titles emerge simultaneously with new duties.

Although the National Secretaries Association objects to the use of the

term "secretary" to describe these new positions, (5, p. 14) such titles

as "Correspondence Secretary," "Word Processing Secretary," "Associate

Administrative Secretary," and "Traditional Secretary" are accepted on a

wide scale by businessmen.

A large amount of periodical literature has been published citing

benefits businesses have gained through word processing and debating

various aspects of word processing: Is it "dehumanizing?" Does it

detract from personal job satisfaction? Is the equipment being used as a

substitute for good typists? Is shorthand obsolete? Should schools

institute programs in word processing, and if so, how much depth is

required in the teaching of these concepts and machines? Is it necessary

to install expensive equipment in the classroom? Many opinions have

been formulated, but few research studies have been conducted to prove

or disprove those opinions.
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Subject of the Study

The subject of this study is a curricular model in word processing

for post-secondary programs of business education.

Purposes of the Study

The study included the following purposes: (1) to survey the

present emphasis upon word processing in programs of business education;

(2) to survey the current use of word processing in business; (3) to

identify the characteristic form of word processing systems; (4) to survey

the need for qualified personnel for employment in word processing; (5) to

evaluate current educational practices in educating individuals for

positions in word processing; and (6) to utilize findings from both busi-

ness and education to construct a curricular model for post-secondary

educational institutions.

Research Questions

Following is a list of research questions explored by this study:

1. What percentage and what types of post-secondary educational

institutions offered programs in word processing?

2. What business programs other than secretarial education utilized

the word processing courses?

3. What topics were being taught in the various word processing

programs and which topics were most emphasized?

4. What word processing equipment was being used in these pro-

grams, was the equipment located in the classroom or outside the educa-

tional institution, and was the equipment purchased or rented?

ITI
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5. What was the prime criterion which determined whether or not to

install word processing--type of business, size of organization, type of

hard copy output?

6. What was the typical size of a word processing center, consid-

ering number and type of units (machines), and employees?

7. How much education or training was required to secure an entry-

level position in word processing? Does the amount of education affect

the entry level?

8. How much on-the-job training was necessary for proficiency?

How much on-the-job training was necessary for advancement?

9. What kinds of topics taught in the educational institutions

were most beneficial to the student as an employee of the business

organization?

10. What kinds of equipment taught in the educational institutions

were most frequently used by the business organizations?

11. What level of proficiency was being taught on each type of

equipment, and how did this compare with the needs and expectations of

business employers?

12. What general and specific topics should be taught? To whom

should these topics be taught?

13. What learning objectives are appropriate for courses in a word

processing program?

14. What prerequisites are necessary for an adequate understanding

and successful completion of a program in word processing?

- T-090, ma"Ol" -, - --- I
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Background and Significance

About the time of World War II, data processing became more mecha-

nized in American businesses, due to an increase in paper-work. Many

automated devices were initiated into business offices to speed the

production of paper-work. Equipment such as the electric typewriter,

justowriter, and varityper proved to be valuable time' savers. Two

inventions, however, became of especially significant importance--

electronic circuitry and common-language media. Electronic circuitry

indicates operation through electronic impulses, as opposed to automatic

(gear or belt-driven) operation. Common-language media, such as punched-

paper tape and magnetic tape, are "readable" by more than one machine.

Both inventions are important to word processing.

Word processing to some people is a division of a business, which

houses specialized typing media. To others, it is an alternate name for

a kind of typewriter. To others it is a system for improving the flow

of paperwork throughout a company. One generally accepted definition of

word processing is: "Word processing is a program for improving the

efficiency and effectiveness of business communications (8, p. 3).

When both major aspects of a word processing system--a word proces-

sing center and an administrative support function--are implemented,

secretarial duties are divided. Typing suitable for processing on

electronic equipment is directed to the word processing center and all

other secretarial duties are performed by administrative support personnel.

Administrative support personnel duties, which encompass all the

functions of a traditional secretary except typing, involve mainly new
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procedures and very little new equipment. The word processing center,

on the other hand, uses primarily new equipment and procedures.

Word processing centers have been in operation in some businesses

for approximately seven to twelve years, having first been used by IBM

in Germany in 1965. To illustrate the scope and function of equipment

used, the major machines offered by IBM will be described. This is not

to suggest that these are necessarily better than comparable equipment

of other companies; they serve only as illustration.

The Magnetic Tape "Selectric" Typewriter (MT/ST) was introduced

in 1964 and uses a magnetic tape to store typed information in coded

form. In most companies the initial application of the MT/ST was in

repetitive typing. The typewriter can produce error-free copy at a rate

of approximately 150 words per minute.

In 1969 the IBM Mag Card "Selectric" Typewriter (MC/ST) made its

debut. The MC/ST utilizes, in addition to a typewriter, a connecting

console, which handles the recording function. By recording key-strokes

on small magnetic cards much like the way a voice is recorded on a home

recorder, this machine records everything that is typed on it. The

console has only three buttons and a card-loading slot for its entire

operation. The MC/ST can produce error-free typewritten material at a

rate of 150 words per minute.

Machine operation is relatively simple. Before one begins to type,

a magnetic card about the size of a standard punched card is placed into

the card-loading slot of the console. The record button on the console

is then pressed and the machine is ready to type. As the individual types

Not '17
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in the usual manner, the machine is simultaneously recording and storing

text on a magnetic card. Each card can record approximately one page of

typewritten material. When the card is full, it automatically ejects

from the console.

A backspace/strikeover technique which erases the mistake on the

magnetic card is used to make corrections while typing. The strike-over

on the "hard copy" shows that the error has been corrected. Should

changes be necessary after the material has been removed, the card is

reloaded and the machine allowed to play automatically until it reaches

that part of the text which needs correction. At that point the machine

is stopped and additions, deletions or corrections are made, after which

normal operations are resumed.

Right-hand margins are no problem either, since by playing the mag-

netic card in-the "adjust mode," the MC/ST automatically maintains a

uniform right-hand margin.

In 1973 the Mag Card II typewriter with an electronic memory was

introduced. This machine has a memory capacity of 8,000 characters, or

about two and one-half pages of type. Once entered into memory, the

information may be recalled on a magnetic tape at 200 characters per

second. The typewriter can read cards produced from its own keyboard or

from an MC/ST. A console accompanies this typewriter, also, and the

features available on the MO/ST are available on the Mag Card II. In

addition, the Mag Card II has the capability of switching memories--from

the material on the console to material in the memory of the typewriter

itself. In addition, the erase mechanism electronically erases typing

errors from the typewriter's memory and simultaneously removes errors

from the typed page.
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IBM later introduced a desktop, 50-page-capacity memory typewriter,

an MT/ST Model VI for teaching magnetic keyboarding, a Mag Card/A, and a

Communicating Magnetic Card/Selectric Typewriter (CMC). The CMC makes

it possible to "mail by phone." Documents may be typed on one CMC and

sent via telephone to any other CMC anywhere telephone connections exist,

with original typed documents available at both points.

To accompany these advanced typewriters, such equipment as the IBM

46/40 Document Printer was introduced. The Printer "reads" magnetic

cards produced by Mag Card typewriters, and electronically prints material

by an "ink jet" process. It, too, has the capability of "switching,"

allowing, for example, a list of addresses and a standard letter to be

fed into the machine. The 46/40 will then automatically print the first

address, switch to the letter and print it, print a corresponding enve-

lope, and then begin another letter with the next address.

The System/32 and the Word Processor/32, both much more sophis-

ticated pieces of equipment, began to merge word processing, data proces-

sing, and computer processing.

Equipment such as the aforementioned, combined with dictation and

transcription equipment, forms the "mechanical nucleus" of a word proces-

sing center. Trained personnel is, however, the determining factor in

the success or failure of any system.

Most knowledgeable individuals will concede that word processing is

an irrevocable part of business. A few post-secondary institutions have

initiated courses or programs in word processing. An International Word

Processing Association has been formed. At least three periodicals
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(Words, Word Processing World, and Word Prcessin) dealing strictly

with word processing have made their debut. A few training materials

have been developed by private corporations. A few textbooks have been

published for educators. Yet, no in-depth attempts have been made to

compare and correlate educational practices with actual business operations

in word processing systems.

Del imitations

The following delimitations were observed in developing this

research:

1. This study excluded high schools. Since by definition a program

in word processing consists of at least three such courses, the usual

high school curriculum requirements would not allow time for a word

processing program. An introduction to the concept of word processing

could be given in conjunction with other courses,.but a full-scale pro-

gram in word processing would probably not be possible.

2. Private business colleges and schools not accredited by AICS

were excluded. Admittedly this excluded many privately owned insti-

tutions, but provided a degree of consistency in those included in the

research. Many regional accrediting agencies operate across the nation,

and many non-accredited institutions exist. Standards vary greatly

throughout these institutions, which would have produced inconsistency

in the findings of this study.
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Basic Assumptions

The following basic assumptions were made concerning this study:

1. Businesses in the Dallas-Fort Worth metroplex are akin to

businesses in other United States metropolitan areas.

2. The applicable questionnaire and interview methods and

instruments yielded valid information upon which to base a curriculum

model.

3. The educational institutions chosen for inclusion in this study

are like other post-secondary educational instituions.

Design of the Study

Procedures for Collection of Data

Procedures for Collection of Education Data.--Two methods of data

collection were employed in this study--the questionnaire and the inter-

view techniques. The questionnaire technique was first used to obtain

information from three types of post-secondary educational institutions--

private business and secretarial schools, junior and community colleges,

four-year educational institutions--located within the continental

United States and having a secretarial education program.

The private business and secretarial schools included were chosen

from the Directory of Accredited Institutions 1976-77 published by the

Accrediting Commission of the Association of Independent Colleges and

Schools. From that list of institutions, a random sample of 300 which

met the above-stated criteria of location and program was selected for

inclusion in the study.
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Junior and community colleges having secretarial education programs

were obtained from the Cl Blue Book, and a random selection of 300

of those institutions were chosen for inclusion in this study.

Four-year educational institutions meeting the necessary criteria

were listed in the "Directory of NABTE Member Colleges and Universities,"

published in the January, 1976 issue of the Business Education Forum.

All 299 of those institutions, except the University of Hawaii and the

University of Puerto Rico, were included in the study.

Once the list of 897 post-secondary institutions was compiled, a

"Questionnaire for Educators" (see Appendix B) was mailed to each secre-

tarial education Head of Department to determine whether that institution

had a word processing program. In addition, the questionnaire was used

to obtain the name and title of the person to be contacted for infor-

mation concerning individual courses in the word processing program.

A second questionnaire, "Questionnaire for WP Instructors," (see

Appendix E), and rating sheet, "Rating Sheet for WP Instructors" (see

Appendix F), were sent to those educational institutions having a word

processing program to determine the scope, nature and content of their

program. Some specific information requested included (1) prerequisites

for entering the program, (2) number of courses offered, (3) emphasis

placed on specific topics included in each course, (4) instructional

materials used in the courses, (5) equipment used, and (6) amount of

hands-on experience required.

Procedures for Collection of Business Data.--Another facet of the

study was personal interviews with people responsible for the word
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processing system in their business organization. All businesses were

located in the Dallas-Fort Worth metroplex. Interviews were conducted

via an "Interview Schedule" (see Appendix G) and the interviews were

tape recorded or taken in shorthand. Copies of the "Rating Sheet for

Business Personnel" (see Appendix H) were either completed at the time

of the interview or left with the interviewee to be completed and returned

by mail. Rating sheets were requested to be completed (where positions

existed) by the word processing manager, the word processing center

supervisor, a word processing center operator and an administrative

support secretary. These rating sheets corresponded with the "Rating

Sheet for WP Instructors" to allow for correlation between the groups.

The "Rating Sheet for Business Personnel" requested information concerning

job requirements for entry-level positions.

Some specific information requested during the interview and/or on

the rating sheet included (1) the size of the word processing center or

system (number of employees and machines), (2) type of equipment used,

(3) equipment configuration (centralized, decentralized, satellite,

transitional, or mixed), (4) general educational requirements for each

position, (5) previous word processing education and/or experience of

employees in each position, (6) method of computing pay (salary, hourly

wage, output incentive, etc.), (7) number of "traditional secretaries"

retained by the organization and the administrative level of the person

to whom each reported, and (8) the length of time the center had been

in operation.
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Procedures forAnlysi of Data

Procedures for Analysis of Education Data.--The questionnaires

returned from each of the three types of post-secondary educational

institutions were analyzed separately and collectively. The responses

on the "Questionnaire for Educators" which was sent to the 897 post-

secondary institutions were grouped into four categories for each type

of post-secondary educational institution: (1) post-secondary insti-

tutions with no courses offered in word processing; (2) post-secondary

institutions with one course offered in word processing; (3) post-

secondary institutions with two word processing courses offered and those

with more than two, but not meeting the criteria for a word processing

program; and (4) post-secondary institutions with a word processing

program as defined in this study. The responses were tabulated in each

classification for each type of institution as well as for all instituitons

combined.

The responses on the "Questionnaire for WP Instructors" mailed to

those institutions which indicated that they had a word processing

program were tabulated by type of post-secondary educational institution

and by total post-secondary educational institutions.

The responses on the accompanying "Rating Sheet for WP Instructors"

were computer-tabulated and compared with the responses to the "Rating

Sheet for Business Personnel" by means of a Kruskal-Wallis one-way

analysis of variance. The Kruskal-Wallis is a statistic used to determine

whether independent samples come from the same population and is used

when the measurement is weaker than the interval level.
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Procedures for Analysis of Business Data.--Interview responses were

compiled by classification to determine characteristics of typical word

processing centers. Responses to each item on the "Interview Schedule"

were analyzed collectively to determine the percentage of total respon-

dents having similar responses.

To aid in the mechanics of tabulating data, the "Rating Sheet for

Business Personnel" responses were computer tabulated. The responses

were then compared with the responses to the "Rating Sheet for WP

Instructors" as noted above.

Finally, the compiled data were used as a tool in building a

curriculum model. Information received from the various business organi-

zations was used as teaching objectives. Existing word processing

programs in educational institutions were synthesized and used as general

guidelines in determining such things as the amount of material which

can be covered in a course, the extent of automated equipment usage, and

textbooks and supplies being used for WP courses. The actual model,

however, is a product of research, knowledges, and abilities, not simply

a compilation of existing programs.

Guidelines for Evaluating Current
Educa o~nal PractiCes

The fifth purpose of the study as stated on page three is "to

evaluate current educational practices in educating individuals for

positions in word processing." The following guidelines were set forth

for the evaluation:

1. Are word processing concepts being introduced to students in

all Post-Secondary educational institutions?
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2. Are the post-secondary educational institutions which have a

word processing program providing the skills and knowledges needed for

an entry-level position in each of the positions found in the businesses

surveyed?

3. Are the post-secondary educational institutions which have a

word processing program providing training on the type of equipment most

frequently found in business? Is the training provided at a proficiency

level commensurate with that required for an entry-level position?

4. Are the post-secondary educational institutions word processing

programs set up so that an individual could obtain a "specialist" or some

other degree or area of concentration in word processing? Or is the word

processing "program" three or more word processing courses added to the

existing curriculum as electives?

5. Does the word processing program provide practical experience in

both correspondence secretarial and administrative secretarial duties

(through a model office situation or, preferably, through an internship)

so that a student can assimilate the things he or she has learned in a

practice situation without all of the pressures of a job and with the

guidance of trained personnel.

Definition of Terms

The following words and phrases where used in this study have the

meanings ascribed below.

Word Processing Program: A course of study within a post-secondary

educational institution, consisting of three or more courses in word
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processing, on either a semester or term basis, and carrying at least

two hours credit per course for three of the courses. No attempt was

made to distinguish between semester hours and term hours because of the

difficulties involved in equating the two.

Word Procsin Center (WPC): A division of a business firm which

utilizes at least two automated typewriting machines.

Centralized WPC: A WPC which contains all of the electronic type-

writers for that business firm.

Decentralized WPC: Two or more WPC's in the same building for the

same company.

Satellite WPC: Two or more WPC's in the same company but in

different buildings.

Transitional Word Processg: Traditional secretaries who have

electronic typewriters. These secretaries are still performing the same

duties but now have electronic typewriters and have not been physically

moved from their secretarial location.

Mixed Word Processin9: Any combination, within a company, of the

possible word processing configurations--centralized, decentralized,

satellite, transitional.

Word Originator: An individual who inputs material to be

transcribed.
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Post-Secondy Educational Institution (P-SI): An organization

which offers training and/or education to persons who have either

completed high school or who have dropped out of high school but wish

to formally train for a career.

University: Four-year educational institutions used in this study.

College: Junior and community colleges attained from the College

Blue Book for use in this study.

School: Independent business and secretarial schools attained from

the Directory of Accredited Institutions 1976-77 for use in this study.

Hands-On Experience: Experience gained through actual use of

equipment, without simulation.

There are many definitions of word processing--perhaps as many defi-

nitions as people using the term. In its narrowest interpretation, it is

a name for a particular kind of typewriter. In its broadest sense, word

processing is the entire process from the mental inception of an idea to

the final printed form of that idea.

The following are definitions offered by various individuals:

Word processing is the flow of office communications including
face-to-face, telephone, or written documents which makes up the
total communications system. Included also are the creation, routing,
and retention of documents produced within the system (2, p. 7).

The "birth-to-death" systematic process for business
communications (4, p. 62).

a futuristic plan for blending procedures, personnel,
and tools in order to convert ideas and concepts into written
communications (6, p. 14).
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To the Computer and Business Equipment Manufacturers Assn.
(CBEMA) word processing means, "the transformation of ideas and
information into a readable form of communication through the
management of procedures, equipment and personnel" (3, p. 29).

In an article published by The Office, manufacturers of WP equipment

were asked their definition of word processing. Some of their replies

were as follows:

To me it means handling the wordflow in your office in the
most efficient and economical way possible . . .

Word processing is a program to improve the efficiency of
business communications. . . . It is the combination of people,
procedures and equipment in the proper system design to meet the
needs of an organization.

* . . word processing is the capturing, reproduction and
minimal reformatting of textual information using equipment of a
single-concept nature; equipment which was designed to do a single,
specific input or playback task and was not designed for general
text manipulation.

a managed system of people, procedures and equipment for
the handling of business communications . . .

Word processing means the professional application of management
science and technology to accomplish verbal communications with
maximum productivity.

A combination of people, procedures and equipment that trans-
forms ideas into printed communication and helps to facilitate the
flow of related office work . . .

Word processing is the activity of getting an ultimately type-
written message from the person who originated it to his intended
audience . . . It encompasses the flow of words from the person who
dictates them, through typing, editing, correction, repetition,
updating and merging of messages, as well as distribution by elec-
tronic communications and computerized typesetting.

It includes all of the equipment and systems needed to prepare,
dictate, or in any way originate the written material which could
then be communicated in a typewritten mode . . . (12, pp. 67-68).

According to one author, the United States Government has adopted a

definition of WP which lays the groundwork for an integrated approach.
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The efficient and effective production of written communi-
cations at the lowest possible cost through the combined use of
systems management procedures, automated technology, and
accomplished personnel (11, p. 52).

Other definitions of WP include:

Word processing has often been defined as a secretarial system
whose primary appeal is increased productivity at lower costs. As
inviting as this might be, I suggest word processing could be the
keystone of a new and far superior system encompassing the entire
administrative function (9, p. 6).

Word processing is the correct combination and specialization
of people, procedures, and equipment that allows an organization
(or individual) to transform its ideas into written communications
at substantial savings over existing methods (7, p. 9).

A method of producing all types of written communications with
optimum speed and accuracy; with the least possible effort; at the
lowest possible cost; by means of a correct combination of policies
and procedures, automated equipment, and specially trained personnel
(I, p. 18).

The fastest, most efficient, and most economical method of
expediting paper flow from its authorship to distribution of the
printed word (10, p. 9).

A definition established by the X4A12 American National Standards

Committee of Washington, D. C. reads:

Word processing is the transformation of ideas and information
into a readable form of communication through the management of
procedures, equipment, and personnel (10, p. 9).

In the 1960's, when the term word processing was coined, IBM

Corporation defined it as:

The combination of people, procedures and equipment to more
effectively produce written communications (8, p. 2).

As WP systems began to grow and change, IBM amended its definition

to read:

The transition of written, verbal or recorded ideas into type-
written or printed form and the distribution thereof (8, p. 2).
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In mid-1976, the definition was again changed to allow for the

effect a WP system has on every level of management, administrative

personnel, and secretaries:

Word processing is a program for improving the efficiency
and effectiveness of business communications (8, p. 3).

Were the broadest definition above to be adopted, business educators

could contend that the entire business department has been teaching WP

since the inception of the department. Were the narrowest definition

adopted, the teaching of WP would be condensed to training on a special-

ized typewriter.

In companies where the total WP system has been implemented, the

entire secretarial structure has been revamped, affecting virtually every

employee. In other companies, where the only change has been the addition

of sophisticated equipment, many employees are not even aware of the

change. Most "textbook" definitions express the ideal situation. In

order to achieve the highest possible efficiency and economy from WP, a

total implementation is necessary, even though this is not possible in

many instances. Therefore, the definition of WP adopted for use in

this study is as follows:

Word Processing (WP): A deliberate system of expediting business

communications from originator to intended audience, encompassing a

division of the secretarial function and the utilization of electronic

typing equipment.
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CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

This chapter presents a review of the background literature used in

this study. Included in the review is literature concerning word proces-

sing (WP) written primarily by or for businessmen, literature concerning

training programs in WP, the writings of educators regarding WP, and

material pertaining to development of a curriculum model.

Word Processing Literature Written
By or For Businessmen

History

The processing of words is claimed by many (5, p. 7; 52, p. 27;

65, p. 14; 129, p. 12) to have begun around 2500 B.C. with the carvings

of messages on clay tablets. There are, however, important distinctions

between simply processing words and the concept of WP. The introduction

in 1964 of the IBM Magnetic Tape Selectric Typewriter (MT/ST) conjoined

with sophisticated dictation equipment, made WP feasible (5, p. 8; 113,

p. 12).

Virtually every business "processes" words, beginning with the

originator's desire to have words on paper and ending when that origi-

nator approves and dispatches the resultant document. According to

Anderson and Trotter, WP ". . . is what happens in between those two fixed

terminal points--not what happens nearly so much as how it happens"

(5, p. 5).
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Ulrich Steinhilper of IBM's German products division is credited

with first coining the term "textverarbeitung" or "text processing" in

1965 (5, p. 8; 70, p. 15; 113, p. 10; 122, p. 3). The concept emerged

in an attempt to decrease the soaring costs of the secretarial function.

According to a report of the Dartnell Institute of Business Research, the

cost of a one-page business letter rose from $1.83 in 1960, to $2.74 in

1969, and to $3.20 in 1972. Other reports proffered an even higher figure:

" . about $4 for a standard typewritten letter . . ." (129, p. 13);

"The typical letter today costs over $4. (Some even estimate it as high

as $9)" (108, p. 5).

Steinhilper theorized that "if all dictation could be directed toward

one or more secretarial transcribing locations, time and money could be

saved because automatic typewriters can produce error-free documents at

speeds of 150 to 180 words per minute" (113, p. 10). When the idea

spread to the United States, it was usually referred to as "power typing"

(5, p. 8). As the concept gained wider acceptance and as more hardware

and software products were developed specifically to handle specialized

WP functions, the term "word processing" became standard.

Objectives

Too often systems are introduced into businesses and courses are

included in educational curricula simply because it appears to be appro-

priate. Precise objectives should be formulated in both instances.

As Collins states,

If the word processing system is to be responsible and
accountable for its existence, the needs and expectations of top
management must be constantly considered. These objectives should
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be formally stated and agreed upon by both word processing man-
agement and top management just prior to start-up" (25, p. 9).

Collins did not offer any specific objectives of WP, but other

authors did, as shown in the following paragraphs.

Usually the first objective ascribed to WP is the financial savings

involved. However, it must accomplish more than cost savings to be

fully successful.

Burk (19, p. 75) states three objectives for the WP system, which

are frequently listed: (1) to render superior secretarial service to all

principals based or, a measured workload; (2) to create career paths that

offer secretaries more responsibility, better pay, job status and the

opportunity to do the work they are best suited for; (3) to reduce

personnel problems, attract better employees with higher pay, and save

money for management. Other authors (37, 38, 122) list quite similar

objectives.

Additional objectives are stated by several authors. According

to Bart Stevens, 1972 president of IBM's Office Products Division,

It must provide faster turnaround time, a finished product of
superior quality, and improved filing and retrieval of infor-
mation. . . . expert supervision of priorities as well as the
flexibility to handle an emergency overflow of paperwork . . . swift
allocation of resources to the point of need . . . (122, p. 3).

Doonan (37) and Edmonston (38) state that the objectives of WP are

to remove the one-to-one secretary-to-principal relationship, to increase

production, and to provide more meaningful work for administrative assistants.

One objective in particular--the creation of career paths--warrants

additional coverage at this point. Just as no single WP system will

suffice for all situations, no single configuration of career paths will

suit all organizations.

-* W 
.............
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Under the traditional secretarial organization, a secretary's pro-

motions and salary increases are often limited to the level of achievement

of her or his boss. When the boss is promoted he or she often retains

the same secretary; and so the secretary realizes a promotion because the

boss is in a higher-level position--not because of the secretary's own

merits, but because the boss was promoted. With WP, this is no longer

the case. Since a secretary does not have a one-to-one working relationship

with a boss, advancement is not tied to the achievements of another

individual.

Beller (8, p. 5) suggests career paths for both WPC and AS personnel

which allow for six levels of advancement, as shown in Figure 1.

Document Production Secretarial Administration

Word Processing Administrative Secretarial
Center Manager Manager

Executive Executive
Correspondence Secretary Administrative Secretary

Senior Senior
Correspondence Secretary Administrative Secretary

Correspondence Secretary Administrative Secretary
Specialist Specialist

Correspondence Secretary Administrative Secretary

Associate Associate
Correspondence Secretary Administrative Secretary

Keyboarding, formatting Cognitive and general
and language skills business skills

Fig. 1--Suggested secretarial career paths (8, p. 5)
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In stair-step arrangement, either career path includes Associate,

Secretary, Specialist, Senior Secretary, Executive Secretary, and Manager.

Although not stating a specific stair-step arrangement, Anderson

lists the following job titles in conjunction with the installation

of WP:

. * manager or supervisor of the word processing center; word
processing center coordinator; manager, supervisor, or coordinator
of administrative or secretarial services; correspondence secretary
(often up to six grades); administrative secretary; word processing
proofreader and editor; and methods, procedures, job and equipment
analyst (3, p. 7).

The above are suggested job classifications. What are some of the

actual business arrangements? Eastern Airlines offers a career path

starting with Associate Secretary and advancing through Secretary,

Senior Secretary, and Coordinator. Each rung of the ladder carries

with it greater responsibilities and increased pay (102, p. 8).

Armco Steel Corporation's entry-level WPC position is Correspon-

dence Typist. The career path then progresses through Correspondence

Stenographer, two levels of Correspondence Secretary, Technical Word

Processor, and lastly, Senior Word Processor (66, p. 4).

Being in charge of the entire WP system, by whatever title, is not

necessarily the ultimate for an individual in WP, however. At least one

company reports a high degree of success in using the WP career paths as

a step into other areas of business. Promotions in the company have been

made to Personnel (interviewing secretarial applicants), Engineering (as

data analyst), and ". . . a variety of exempt positions" (98, p. 9).

NP 1 1 lllillillolli l
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Configuration

One of the most outstanding features of the WP concept today is its

flexibility. Each "standard" system design is "bent" to meet the

requirements of the company or department it serves. There are five

major components that determine the basic structure of any WP system,

according to Haller:

SecretarialOrganization--should secretaries be located out-
side the office of the principals they support, or should they
be grouped in support centers?

Work Specialization--should typing and administrative
support be processed in the same or different environments, and
to what degree should administrative support activities be
specialized?

Job Design--Should a secretary provide all the support for

one or several principals (principal-oriented), or provide

support in certain designated services for all principals in
the group (activity-oriented)?

SecretarialSupervision--Should word processing personnel
report to the principals they support, an office manager, or a
secretarial supervisor?

Management--If a secretarial supervisor is chosen, does this

person report to the function supported or to a word processing
department which serves all functional areas (50, pp. 6-7)?

LaDue asserts that the following factors should be taken into

consideration when determining the best system:

--the users, their work habits, expectancies and perceptions;
--the secretaries, their skills, expectancies and perceptions;
--the environment--management style, facilities and organi-

zational dimensions;
--the work requirements, the diversity, complexity, values,

peaks and valleys, lead time, volumes and levels of work;
--the organizational objectives--whether they are related

primarily to cost or service or are oriented to user
effectiveness (76, pp. 4-5).

Perhaps the most basic classification of WP systems is simply

"centralized" or "decentralized" (121, p. 19). A fully centralized
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approach groups all AS personnel together and all correspondence center

(or WPC) personnel together, with both centers reporting to an Adminis-

trative Manager. The centers are open for use by all members of the

organization. Traditional secretaries are completely eliminated (16,

p. 63). This system requires the greatest change in personnel structure

but eliminates possible friction because one person retains a personal

secretary while another does not or because one secretary moves to a

center while another does not. Coordination of the secretarial function

is enhanced by this system since everything is handled at one or two

locations and coordinated by a single individual. In addition, a fully

centralized system affords the largest number of steps in the career

path because of the greater number of employees in the department and

the opportunity for job specialization.

Taken to the ultimate, a fully decentralized system is like a

traditional office, with the exception that automated typewriters are

used (50, p. 8). A fully decentralized system requires the least amount

of personnel disruption. No physical changes in location are made, and

existing boss-secretary relationships are retained. The WP equipment is

not utilized to the fullest extent, because secretaries are still required

to perform both correspondence and administrative support duties.

Alternate approaches are generally more acceptable. One author

(26, p. 911) suggests three designs between the two extremes of a central-

ized and a decentralized system. First, a single secretary could perform

both administrative and correspondence duties for two or more principals.

A microphone-input system should be installed for input and a magnetic
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keyboard used for output. The microphone input would eliminate the time

consumption of taking dictation in shorthand. When a secretary serves

two or more principals in a single department, duplication of filing

could be eliminated and the scheduling of meetings could be simplified

since one person would have the schedules of two or more principals.

The second configuration (because of the workload) divides and

specializes correspondence and administrative duties between two or

more secretaries. All of the secretaries would, however, still report

to a principal rather than to a secretarial manager. The greatest

advantage of this system is the specialization of duties. The corres-

pondence secretary devotes full time to correspondence duties and thus

utilizes the WP equipment more fully. The administrative secretary

specializes, too, and filing is consolidated, scheduling of meetings is

simplified, and secretarial personnel is decreased.

The third suggested system, suited to a larger organization, is

called a "systems approach." A fully centralized WPC is set upwith

a WPC manager. Microphone or telephone input systems are utilized,

along with magnetic keyboards and communicating typewriters or terminals.

The AS function is grouped in smaller units, serving managers or prin-

cipals by departments or functional areas. A secretarial administrative

manager could be assigned to these units, or one manager could control

both the correspondence center and administrative support functions.

This system affords the greatest advantages attained through special-

ization of duties. With all correspondence being directed to a central

location, the WPC supervisor can equalize work loads among the WPC
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employees, and priority jobs can be handled more quickly. Some machine

operations are more complicated than others, and the WPC supervisor can

assign jobs according to the skill level of each employee. In addition,

a WPC makes it easier to standardize machine operations and media filing.

The AS function realizes the same advantages as in previous approaches.

In addition, with more than one AS secretary located at the same center

it is easier to cover absenteeism and to schedule vacations.

Lynett (85) suggests that all administrative services should be

consolidated and integrated into organizational units to support the

various business functions. Such a configuration would physically

consolidate such things as AS, copying, data processing, computer proces-

sing, facsimile transmission, library services, telephone services,

visitor escort, mail handling, filing and retrieval, calendar maintenance,

insurance, and other special services. It would, in effect, create a

department of its own, managed by someone responsible only for that

department. The advantages cited in such an arrangement are the justi-

fication for equipment, once fragmented jobs are consolidated, and the

more efficient management of information. In addition, it is supposed

that "professional administrative management, higher skill levels and

sophisticated equipment would raise the quality of support and speed of

response well beyond that possible today" (85, p. 9).

Bonjean (15, pp. 12-13) classifies possible WP designs as vertical

or horizontal. A vertical structure is one in which WP and AS centers

report to an administrative-level secretarial manager. This kind of

system crosses functional lines, has several levels of management to
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which a secretary can be promoted, and has a defined career path. In a

horizontally structured system, the secretarial staff reports to the

managers of the functions they support--marketing, personnel, sales, etc.

Therefore, promotions are more likely to be restricted to openings within

a single function or department, and career opportunities are fewer.

Kalow (67) lists four basic types of systems--traditional, semi-

consolidated, consolidated, and remote or computerized--from which many

alternate approaches are possible. Neither equipment nor procedures is

the determining factor used to differentiate between systems, but rather

the personnel practices. He states:

In the traditional system, . . . the distinguishing factors
are the generalized job of the secretary [he or she does a little
of everything] and the fact that she reports directly to the prin-
cipal for whom she works.

In a semi-consolidated system, the typing is consolidated,
. . . while the balance of the secretarial workload is shared by
administrative secretaries. . . . the key element is the personnel
structure. Both corresponding and administrative secretaries
report to secretarial managers rather than to the principals they
support. The secretarial managers may report to the department
manager in a decentralized system, or to an administrative manager
in a centralized approach.

In a consolidated word processing system, all secretarial
functions are specialized. . . . to use more sophisticated equipment.
In addition to specialized typing, other secretaries specialize in
filing, copying, telephone messages, reservations, calendar and
other functions. . . . all secretaries report to a center manager.
The manager may report to the manager of the department the center
supports or to an overall administrative manager.

In a remote word processing system, the secretaries involved
in typing share the work as they would in a center, using commu-
nicating keyboards connected to a central processing unit. They
report to a professional manager who may or may not be specialized
according to all duties. Instead of centralizing personnel to
manage, control and handle work flow, the computer will be able to
provide management with the information required to make possible
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the desired degree of control in a widely-dispersed secretarial
force, eliminating the need for a word processing center (67, pp. 9-10).

The author goes on to say that most organizations today are still

using the traditional type of word processing system, and some are

stepping into semi-consolidated systems. However, he anticipates that

increased consolidation of activities will occur, and eventually the

remote WP system will be a reality.

WP s Management

In an ideally situation, a WP system manager (or administrative

services manager) spearheads the activities of both the WPC and the

AS function. This particular line of authority is not always possible

nor practical, but is representative of some larger organizations and

shows the division of work pattern which allows the broadest possible

career path.

Implementation.--Many factors must be considered by both top man-

agement and those chosen to implement a WP system. Top management is

usually persuaded to install a WP system because of its potential cost

savings. In some instances, initial feasibility studies through actual

installation of equipment and training of personnel is handled by the

vendor issuing the WP equipment. Vendors, on the other hand, may do

little of the planning and initiating.

The process through which top management decides to install a WP

system is immaterial to the purpose of this study; however, once that

decision has been made and a manager has been chosen, the steps toward
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implementation are significant if the WP manager is given that respon-

sibility. The following eight steps were reportedly taken by one company

to implement their system: inform, study, redistribute, present, design,

train, implement, review (23, pp. 53-62).

1) Inform--All employees were informed by top management of what

was going to happen. It was made clear that management was behind the

move and that cooperation was expected from everyone.

2) Study--A two-week in-depth study was made of all typing.

Materials were categorized to determine the feasibility of designing form

letters or paragraphs. Also determined were methods of input, number

and type of author revisions, retypes because of typist error, kind of

typing (letter, memo, report, file labels, cards, envelopes, etc.). In

addition, task lists were used to indicate all duties performed by each

secretary and the time spent on each job.

During the next three months the study team categorized all corres-

pondence by method of input, amount of new output for each typist,

application, line count and page count.

3) Redistribute--In an attempt to consolidate all typing in a

correspondence center, form letters and paragraphs were created, based

on the study described in number two above; many forms were consolidated

or eliminated; and typing which could not be removed or eliminated was

centralized within each department.

Once typing was theoretically removed, the remaining work was

redistributed among those positions remaining in the department. New

workflows were designed, job descriptions rewritten, old duties modi-

fied and new duties created.
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4) Present--At this point, the proposed plan was presented to top

management, departmental heads and section supervisors.

5) Design--Procedures were then developed and a manual printed

showing how correspondence would be handled from its point of origin to

its conclusion. One manual was developed to show word originators how

to use the WPC--methods of dictation, priority handling, revision

handling, etc.--and to show them what items were to be processed outside

the Center. Another manual was produced for Center usage, giving key-

boarding and playout instructions, procedures for distributing finished

copy, and work measurement procedures.

6) Train--Applications for transfer to the WPC were accepted, and

a battery of tests was administered to all applicants. These tests included

spelling, grammar, and machine dictation. Those individuals chosen were

transferred to the Center and given a one-week training course on the

MT/ST.

7) Implement--One department at a time was converted to the WP

system until all were incorporated. This produced a relatively smooth

transition and allowed time to handle specific problems.

8) Review--After six months of operation, the form letters and

paragraphs were reviewed to determine actual usage, and appropriate

revisions were made. In addition, manuals were rewritten to show updated

procedures.

Probably the most difficult part of implementing WP is gaining user

acceptance, and this task usually falls to the WP manager. WP can

necessitate a major change in systems, procedures, and thinking, and

most people resist change. According to Sexton:
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By understanding how change works, management can achieve
three important objectives: (1) knowledge of why people accept
or resist change, and with that knowledge (2) the ability to
take action to maximize the climate for acceptance and minimize
it for resistance, and (3) gain lead time to develop strategies
to handle any resistance that might occur. . ..

Observation tells us that behavior toward a change to word
processing is influenced by or depends on

--self-image
--what "makes sense" to the individual
-- perception of the situation
--interaction between individual and environment
--individual's needs at a particular time (117, pp. 11-12).

The following techniques have been used successfully by at least

one company in gaining employee acceptance of WP implementation:

1) Show top management's support of WP to be unanimous.

2) Keep all users, especially potential dissenters, involved

whenever possible in the transition--ask their opinion or comments for

improvement.

3) Explain the system thoroughly and dispel misconceptions.

4) Make the system responsive to user needs--quality output, good

turnaround time, flexibility.

5) Organize AS secretaries to meet other needs more effectively

than ever before.

6) Provide incentives to dictators--i.e., Dictator-of-the-Month

award.

7) Build "esprit de corps" within the center--a sense of team

effort toward a mutual goal (91, pp. 3-5).

The second technique above was "involve the user." Operators can

be involved, too. In one company, secretaries visited WP installations
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and vendors, evaluated available equipment, submitted written evaluations,

and actually made the final equipment selection (56, p. 67).

Office Design.--Office design experts could be consulted when

planning the physical layout and environment of a WP system. However,

the WP manager must be able to knowledgeably express desires and needs

of the center. The first consideration is the physical location of the

WPC and the furniture with which to equip the center. The center must

be accessible to all users, yet not in the center of disruptive traffic.

Accessibility in some instances is achieved through decentralization, or

satellite centers located throughout a building or company. Office

landscaping, or open planning, could help to control traffic and at the

same time offer a flexible approach to office design.

Permanent walls are kept to a minimum with office landscaping.

Movable partitions, plants, acoustical screens, and furniture serve

to define work areas. Since all the elements are movable, remodeling

to accommodate change can be handled easily.

Phillips (106) and Goldfield (46) list the following components of

office landscaping as work enhancers: (1) Acoustical screens to absorb

sound and control sight lines; (2) Soundproof walls; (3) Modular fur-

nishings for efficient space utilization; (4) Floor carpet to reduce

footfall and machine noise; (5) Acoustical ceiling tiles to help control

sound; (6) Coordinated color schemes and a unified decorative theme; and

(7) Plants, to add attractiveness, help divide work areas, and provide

an acoustical sound-dampening service.
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Finally, according to at least one study, (28, p.20) office land-

scaping is cheaper than conventional methods of office design.

The second consideration of office design is noise. Increasing

technology and the resultant noise has caused noise to become an environ-

mental pollutant. Figure 2 shows some types of sound, the decibel level

of each, and its position on a graduated scale of noise classification.

Noise Level
Classic fiation

Decibel
Range

DEAFENING

100

VERY LOUD (Office
Machine room)

LOUD
(Noisy Office)

MODERATE
(Average Offi ce)

FAINT
(Private Office)

VERY FAINT

80

60

40

20

Type of
Sound

Thunder, artillery
Nearby riveter
Elevated train
Boiler factory

Loud street noises
Noisy factory
Police whistle

Average street noise
Average radio
Average factory

Noisy home
Average conversation
Quiet radio

Quiet home
Average auditorium
Quiet conversation

Whisper
Soundproof room
Threshold of audibility

Fig. 2--Classification and decibel level of sounds (99, p. 15)

An ordinary office machines room is listed in the "Very Loud" noise

classification, having a decibel range between 80-100.

The noise level resulting from multiple magnetic keyboards makes

necessary the consideration of noise control in the WPC. The sound
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cannot be subdued to match a general office environment; however, the

noise level can be reduced by insulating the ceiling, walls, and floor.

Tiles, cork, draperies, paneling and carpeting are all sound-absorbing

materials. An acoustical specialist can measure noise levels and make

recommendations for selection of materials (99, pp. 14-15).

A third consideration of office design is air comfort. Varying

temperature patterns greatly affect one's performance. An appropriate

relationship between temperature and relative humidity must be maintained.

In an office machines room the temperature is usually kept between 68-72

degrees Fahrenheit and the relative humidity is maintained between 35-40

percent. In addition, a method of cleaning the air--keeping dust and

dirt out--should be employed. Finally, a good system will avoid extreme

differences between inside and outside temperatures. An air condi-

tioning-heating specialist can advise on an optimum installation for a

particular situation (82, pp. 1415).

Expensive heating and air conditioning units for buildings are

no longer a necessity, however, as forms of energy conservation emerge.

Solar energy is one method. Another is electrical space conditioning

which uses heat from the interior of a building to heat the perimeter,

which is exposed to the elements. Sources of heat include machines,

people, lights, etc. Generally, extra heating is needed only when the

temperature drops below zero degrees Farenheit (123, p. 29).

Lighting is the next element of office design. Many of the visual

tasks required in a WPC such as reading duplicated material, proof-

reading, and editing, are visually demanding and require a higher quantity
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and quality of light than that necessary for ordinary observation.

Figure 3 shows minimum illumination levels measured in footcandles

necessary for various office tasks.

As shown in the illustration, business machine operation requires

the most illumination, along with reading poor reproductions and rough

layout drafting. The correspondence secretary works with business

machines constantly and should be in a room with adequate lighting.

Minimum Footcandles
Type of Work Recommended

Business machine operation, reading
poor reproductions, rough layout
drafting, etc. 150

Regular office work, reading good
reproductions, reading or transcribing
handwritten work in pencil or on poor
paper, active filing, mail sorting, etc. 100

Reading or transcribing handwriting in
ink or medium pencil on good quality
paper, intermittent filing. 70

Fig. 3--Minimum footcandle recommendations for office tasks
(81, p. 9)

All surfaces, including the ceiling, walls, floor, furnishing and

equipment, have light-reflecting characteristics, and affect the light

delivered to work. Lighting contractors and electric utility companies

can offer advice on lighting.

A final consideration of office design is static electricity, which

can be hazardous to a WPC. The problem associated with static electricity

is exemplified by one authorwho notes: "Paper and mag cards stick

together. Cards pick up dust. Machines go into constant error. As the
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card becomes demagnetized, content is lost. High breakdown factor

results" (40, p. 24).

Some illustrations of specific events caused by static electricity

lend a note of relevance to the situation:

'We had magnetic devices equipped with line finders. The
operators hated them. Some even refused to type. They were all
getting shocks at the keyboard,' reports Dr. James Kasprzak, U. S.
Army senior management analyst. 'On occasion, I would walk by,
point my finger at a machine, and "ZAP'" a spark would automat-
ically trigger spontaneous typing.'

In a Denver Army center typewriter platens were found to spin
as sparks, generated by operator foot movement on the carpet,
jumped from the operators' knees into the machines. 'One spark
could blow a $1500 circuit board, . . .' (40, p. 24).

Static electricity can be reduced appreciably (but not eliminated)

from the WPC through the following means:

Keep relative humidity at 48 percent and dry bulb tempera-
ture at 78 degrees.

Do not store WP equipment and/or media too close together.

Place rubber mats under equipment for effective reduction of
charge to machines. (Operators, however, will still experience
shocks with this solution.)

Apply a chemical spray to existing carpeting. (This is only a
temporary measure, and sprays are expensive and attract dust.)
(40, .p. 24)

Another author made similar statements concerning the possible

unpleasantness of static electricity and added the following concerning

carpeting:

Many carpet mills manufacture a commercial grade of carpet
that eliminates the problem of static electricity. The Carpet
and Rug Institute has established minimum standards for carpets
that are classified as permanently static free (99, p. 15).
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Procedures Manual_.--A procedures manual for WP tells the user what

process to employ to accomplish a desired result. According to the

company and its applications of WP, procedures manuals vary in form.

Some companies group all procedures for the total system in one manual,

while other companies have many manuals, each designed for a specific

application.

In an article devoted solely to WP procedures manuals, Ruprecht

(114, pp. 6-7) suggests that one manual contain procedures for everyone

and that copies of all stored material (form letters and paragraphs, for

example) be provided in a separate binder. The following is an outline

of her suggested contents for the procedures manual:

PURPOSE

A. Serves as a training guide D. Allows easier delegation
B. Serves as a reference guide E. Facilitates work measurement
C. Reduces disputes F. Tends to improve morale

WORD PROCESSING CENTER PROCEDURES

A. Center operation D. Special requests
B. Original dictation E. Tape identification
C. Prerecorded materials F. Logging

AUTHOR'S PROCEDURES

A. Documents to be processed E. Priorities
B. Original dictation and F. Routine work

reports G. Special conditions
C. Dictation techniques H. Confidential items
D. Use of the WPC I. Questions

ORIGINAL DICTATION

A. Dictation techniques C. Detailed instructions for
B. Use of dictation system use of WPC

PRERECORDED MATERIAL

A. Stored documents C. Format samples
B. Stored paragraphs

NNW
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STORED TAPES AND TAPE IDENTIFICATION

Stored Identification
A. Daily A. Rush
B. Variable B. Hold
C. Special C. Rough draft

REVISIONS AND RETENTION

A. Normal retention C. Rough draft
B. Extended retention

SPECIAL REQUESTS AND LOGGING

A. Rush items 5. Recipient
B. Confidential items 6. Playout date
C. Logging to include: 7. Number of pages

1. Tape reference 8. Date revised
2. Date recorded 9. Number of revised pages
3. Dictator 10. Comments
4. Description

SUMMARY

A. Additional procedures which could
1. Recording instructions 4.
2. Style
3. How to handle confusing 5.

dictation 6.

be included, i.e.
Procedures for
written communications
Glossary of terms
Controls for the center

Ruprecht's outline deals only with word originators and WPC

operations, as do other manuals mentioned in WP literature. Nowhere

has a manual for AS personnel been described.

Equipment Fjinanci.--In larger companies, the purchasing department

normally decides which method of financing equipment should be used;

however, the WP manager could have that responsibility in another company.

One important factor in equipment financing is length of equipment

retention. Generally, " . . if lwPl equipment is rented for more than

29 months, it costs more than if it were purchased" (134, p. 22).
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It is generally accepted throughout the industry that WP equipment

is initially rented. Rental agreements usually run from three to six

months, at which time the customer has an option to purchase, applying

part of the previous rent to the purchase price, or to continue to rent.

After the initial rental period, the equipment may be returned with a

30-day notice.

Leasing usually is based on a contract of from one to five or more

years. Manufacturers many times have a lease-purchase option, allowing

the customer to buy equipment after the initial leasing period, and

applying part of the leasing cost toward the purchase price (134, p. 22).

Management of Administrative Support Personnel

The administrative support side of word processing is often ignored

or at best only haphazardly initiated when all the glamorous equipment

is being set up for the WPC. The reasons for this are varied: (1) work

measurement in the WPC is more tangible and easier to evaluate than in

AS; (2) many people do not regard AS as part of WP; (3) if proper job

analyses are not made prior to the installation of WP, most people do

not know what AS is supposed to do; (4) there is still a resistance

among personnel to relinquish their personal secretary--their security

blanket; (5) vendors of WP equipment have no direct vested interest in

the conversion to AS, so do not promote its installation as aggressively

as they do the WPC (12, p. 19; 13, p. 74; 37, p. 9; 137, p. 16).

In a typical workday of a traditional secretary, Shiff identifies the

following five major activity groups and indicates the percent of time

the secretary engages in each:
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Dictation, typing, proofreading 25%
Away from desk (coffee, supplies, making

copies, etc. 19%
Waiting for work (duplication of effort) 14%
Personal 5%
Administrivia (clerical, filing, telephone, etc.) 37%
(120, p. 4).

Of those areas, the first group (representing 25%) is the direct

target for automation; the last group (representing 37%) should be the

primary concern of the AS function. The duties inherent in that 37 per-

cent consist of (1) mail handling, (2) telephone answering and message

handling, (3) filing and information retrieval, (4) reception, (5) copying,

(6) proofreading and distributing typed material, (7) doing research and

completing data for principals, and (8) maintaining calendars and

arranging meetings (19, p. 75; 68, p. 6; 120, p. 4; 121, p. 18; 136, p. 16).

The AS secretary is likewise a liaison between the principal(s) and

the WPC. The responsibilities for a document cycle, except for typing,

remain with the AS secretary. These responsibilities include ". . . proof-

reading not only for possible spelling and typographical errors, but

for proper grammar, sentence structure and punctuation, coordination of

attachments and/or enclosures, and for the final distribution of the

document" (12, p. 20).

The success of the AS function is highly dependent upon the

executives involved. Traditionally the greatest complaint rendered by

executives is a lack of time. How is their time spent? According to

Shiff,

An overview of the typical middle manager or executive reveals
that instead of spending 30-50% of his time on planning, he is
fortunate to spend 5%. He is on the phone 15% of the time, taking

T-,, -44 pomp
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many routine calls that could be handled by a competent assistant.
He is away at meetings 15% of the time. Most of his time, over
60%, is spent on trivia: forms, reports, routine mail, etc. These
tasks can, and should be delegated to support personnel (121, p. 19).

One of the most common resistance factors in implementing an AS

cluster is the unwillingness of executives to relinquish their personal

secretary. In a study reported by vonDrekle, (128) over 34,000 obser-

vations of the activities of executives revealed that less than four

percent of his day is spent interfacing with his secretary. Of that

time, ninety percent is verbal and usually initiated by the secretary.

The study exposed, too, that only six minutes of an executive's

time can be spent on one project or item before he or she is interrupted

to do something else. Interruptions have been shown to decrease with

the utilization of AS. Traditionally, one executive supervises the work

of one secretary. Under the WP concept, the executive is relieved of

that duty, which ". . . in many cases increased their productive time by

10% or more" (19, p. 75).

In most instances, an AS center is responsible to several executives.

Having more than one secretary to a center serving more than one princi-

pal, affords many advantages: (1) workloads can be shifted when one

executive has a peak period or during an illness or vacation; (2) tele-

phone backup is provided; (3) duplicate filing can be avoided when each

of the principals receives the same communication; and (4) meetings can

be arranged more easily and changes made more quickly because the secre-

tary maintains calendars of several principals (12, p. 19; 19, p. 75;

68, pp. 6-7; 125, p. 28).
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The secretaries in a clustered center work as a team, many times

rotating jobs to keep abreast of all work generated through the center.

Sometimes these secretaries report to a secretarial manager. "This way,

the work does not queue up according to the hierarchy of the organi-

zation and the secretary can get training and support from a professional

secretarial manager" (68, p. 6).

The only way to successfully implement and manage an AS function

is through competent supervision. However, since the position is new

to most businesses, no standard policy has been established for filling

the position; and, the labor market is limited because few people have

experience in the field. Some authors suggest that by promoting a

secretary from within the organization to the position of supervisor,

benefits such as the following would be realized: (1) the "career path"

objective of WP would be promoted; and (2) the supervisor would already

be familiar with company policy and personnel (12, p. 20; 45, p. 36;

103, p. 134).

Commonly recognized drawbacks to this method include the following:

(1) most traditional secretaries are unsupervised and unfamiliar with

supervisory duties; and (2) it is often difficult for "one of the gang"

to supervise former co-workers, and for those former co-workers to accept

the supervisor (12, p. 20; 45, p. 36; 103, p. 134).

An alternative method of attaining a WP supervisor would be to

promote someone (perhaps an assistant manager) from inside the company.

Such a person would already be viewed as a superior by the secretarial

personnel (instead of "one of the gang"), and he or she would be familiar

with company policy, organization, and personnel.
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Another method of attaining a WP supervisor would be to hire someone

from outside the company. The individual may or may not be familiar

with WP. If the person is not familiar with WP, the company training

program should allow time to make up that deficit as well as time to

become acquainted with company policy, organization and personnel.

Regardless of the method chosen for selecting a WP supervisor,

there are certain attributes that an employer can look for in a potential

supervisor. Some of the desirable traits and abilities of a supervisor

offered by various authors included

leadership abilities, psychological insight, organi-
zation, patience, tact, management skills, . . knowledge of
machine operation, . . . (45, p. 38).

a positive attitude toward change, the ability to
express ideas and to relate to others, peer group acceptance,
a tolerance of stress, . . . (12, p. 20).

flexibility, . . contagious enthusiasm, a real
desire for upgrading . . . self-confidence, a steady, pre-
dictable and consistent temperament, . . . ability to plan,
organize, implement and measure a project; to communicate in
all directions; sensitivity to the needs of others at all
levels; the talent to select people; accounting and reporting
expertise, and the ability to use confrontation skills for
discipline and motivation . . . (103, p. 134).

Once chosen and installed, the AS supervisor has a formidable task.

One of the first obstacles encountered will probably be resistance from

both executives and secretaries to the breakup of their one-to-one

relationship (41,.p. 8). However, as one writer put it, "As long as the

extravagant ratio of one secretary to one principal is allowed, work

distribution cannot be controlled and equitably divided" (121, p. 19).

Users of the AS center need to be sold on the idea. The center

supervisor should be sure that users know the capabilities of the AS
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personnel and are encouraged to delegate meaningful tasks to these

assistants (37).

Other supervisory duties include training and evaluating employees,

maintaining quality control and production, shifting work loads when

necessary, and making sure that principals receive required support

(50, p. 9). "The most valuable contribution an AS supervisor can provide

is to organize the flow of work through the center so that it is both

conducive to motivation and increases individual productivity" (12, p. 20).

According to Zangrilli,

The great promise of WP, from a secretarial point of view,
is the chance to become a specialist, to accept more challenging
duties and be recognized for personal accomplishments, while
gaining promotional opportunities and a broader awareness of all
corporate activities. . . . Administrative Support programs must
be maintained on a par with the WP center in both pay and
prestige. One is indispensable to the other (136, p. 17).

Word Processing Center Management

The qualities of a WPC supervisor are like those for an AS super-

visor, with perhaps more emphasis on machine knowledge or adaptability.

The supervisor still must be a leader, be able to equitably distribute

work, maintain quality control of the center's output, be able to measure

production of operators, be knowledgeable of the company, be able to

recognize superior performers with advancement potential, and have time

to supervise.

It seems obvious that a supervisor must have time to supervise,

yet in some instances a "working supervisor" approach is taken. The

concept means that an individual is expected to spend only part of his

or her time in typical supervisory or managerial duties, and the
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remainder is spent doing the same thing subordinates are doing. As one

author notes,

Generally, supervisors in large manufacturing firms are not
expected (in some cases not permitted) to perform actual assembly
activities. Yet, in large banks, insurance companies and utilities
it is rather common to find supervisors of clerical groups who are
expected to spend as much as 50% of their time performing a portion
of the clerical unit activities (60, p. 7).

When one realizes the magnitude of the task of supervising a WPC,

it is obvious that being a full- or part-time correspondence secretary

as well is not practical (60, p. 8; 75, p. 3).

Quality control is a vitally important area for the supervisor to

regulate. Fast turnaround time is never justification for inferior

production. As part of that control, proofreading should be emphasized.

"While each operator should proofread his or her own material, there

should always be the quality check of someone else in the center proofing

the work of another operator" (14, p. 5). In some instances operators

are solely responsible for proofing their own work; in others, a full-

time "proofer" may be employed; and in still others proofing is the

responsibility of the supervisor.

Another very important responsibility of the WPC supervisor is work

measurement, not only of the individual operators, but also of the WPC

itself. Conformity, however, has not yet been attained among vendors

for claims made for their WP systems, much less among the more numerous

users of equipment. And, commonly agreed upon definitions of the things

being measured have not been formulated. What is "turnaround time"--by

definition? What is "letter cost"--by definition? What does it mean if

a machine prints sixty "lines" per second?--What is a "line" (71, p. 3)?
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Evelyn Berezin, (11) president of Redactron Corporation, recognizes

the need for standards of measurement, points out where some of the

differences originate, and offers a suggestion. The speed of printers

is one confusing issue. In computing the wpm of their machine, manu-

facturers use no uniformity. The character-to-character speed cannot be

compared, because speed of printing includes spacing, carriage return,

tabulating, etc. Bereqin adds:

. .1..the actual speed depends upon what is a standard line
length, what is the average number of characters in a word,
whether or not printing is monospaced or proportional, and if
monospaced whether it is 10 or 12 pitch, and whether or not
bustrophedon printing (that is, printing alternately left to
right and right to left) is done (11, p. 69).

Character clustering is also a consideration in printing speed.

Some machines have the most commonly used characters close together, so

printing, depending upon the material, takes less time. Printing speed,

then, depends on the character sequence.

As a solution, Bereqin suggests timing printers on a universal

paragraph and calculating their wpm from that number. In addition,

perhaps a paragraph for tabular data should be used (11, p. 69). It was

not evidenced in the literature, however, that the industry had given

any consideration to the suggestion.

A company can, however, measure its own progress against past per-

formance, both before and after WP was instituted. The figures might

not be comparable industry-wide, but would certainly provide an adequate

measure of WP progress for an individual company.

In one manufacturing firm, an evaluation was made of the actual

work produced in their WPC against estimated costs of doing the same
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work in the conventional way. In a year's time, $103,644 was saved by

using a WPC (39, p. 12).

Another manufacturing firm maintains a line count for work

measurement (86). As work reaches the center, its time of receipt is

recorded by a time-and-date stamp. When a secretary takes a piece of

work, he or she posts that information--the time the work was received by

the center--to a log sheet, as well as recording the originator's name

and department. After the job is completed, the secretary records the

time of completion, the line count, and the type of work--longhand,

dictation, revision or statistical. Templates placed over the finished

copy determine line count. Revisions receive line credit only for the

lines revised. Each line on the log sheet is keypunched, compiled, and

displayed by principal, with totals by department and totals for the

secretaries and the WPC.

Macomber (86) states that from the system it is learned

--How our turnaround is running. Our r cords show an average
turnaround of 236 minutes or about 3 1/2 hours.

--How much dictation there is and by wh m. From this we make
efforts to place dictating units where most needed, to suggest
training sessions where needed, and to suggest using form letters
or standard format letters where possible.

--How the secretaries are performing. We don't "play" one
secretary against the other, but we do like to see the activity
above a certain line count on average.

--When to expand the center--either with people or equipment.
We can monitor the users; we know when other departments are
expanding personnel and work, and we can plan to have the support
necessary when needed (86, p. 10).

Although most companies pay their WPC employees an hourly wage, some

companies use line or page counts as the basis for compensation. Armco
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average production in a center was 125 lines per hour, the following

rating structure would result:

Rating Lines per Hour

Excellent 155 & over
Superior 135 - 154
Satisfactory 115 - 134
Marginal 95 - 114
Unsatisfactory below 94 (115, p. 33)

Such a structure would allow each secretary's performance to be

appraised on a tangible scale according to the total center output, and

would likewise give the secretary a basis for a personal goal.

It is becoming common practice to have a "charge-back" system for

work done in the WPC. This shows how the costs of the center are dis-

tributed throughout the various departments using the center's services.

Costs per page or per line are the most common methods of determining the

amount to be "charged back" to each user department. The same weighted

system used to determine operator output is recommended (32, p. 14).

Besides allocation of charges, the information gained in a charge-

back system can be an important management tool for the center itself,

as noted by Sandburg:

Detecting problems. A fully-trained operator should
maintain good production levels relative to past performance. .

Upgrading your standards. If all your operators are consis-
tently maintaining "superior" or "excellent" ratings, upgrade
your standards.

Calculating Equipment Potential. If other equipment can
increase your standards, calculate new probability charts on new
equipment potential. Use these increased standards as part of
your evaluation of the new equipment.

Evaluating objectively. Use your production reports in your
performance appraisal of your staff for objective evaluation.
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Discovering Go-Getters. Use your submitted weekly pro-
duction reports to evaluate non-measured work. Oftentimes,
this report can detect those individuals showing that extra
initiative to assume additional responsibility.

Deciding on Flexible Working Hours. If you have flexible
working hours, you will be able to justify its value or consider
eliminating it (116, p. 50).

Equi pment

In their recently published (January, 1977) book on WP, Rosen and

Fielden (113, p. 11) list as WP equipment the automatic typewriter, CRT

editing devices, shared logic systems, high-speed printers, copiers,

facsimile machines and composers.

One's definition of WP determines which machines are "part of the

system." Someone who defines WP as another name for a kind of typewriter

would have only the one piece of equipment on the list. If, however, WP

includes all aspects of getting a communication from a word originator to

the intended audience, then the list of equipment expands considerable.

In this section, equipment is categorized as input WP equipment, keyboard

equipment, facsimile equipment, and records management and reprographics

equipment.

InputWPquipment.--The first phase of the WP system is dictation

by an originator--manager, salesman, policeman, engineer, AS secretary.

In a traditional office this function is generally accomplished through a

one-boss--one-secretary situation, with the dictation being taken in

shorthand or transcribed from a desk-top transcription unit. In a WP

environment, the dictation is usually via some recording medium, and much

of the time, directly into the WPC.
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Benton (10) divides recording media into three categories: Off-

Line, On-Line, and Remote systems. Off-Line systems are designed as

individual desk top input units. A belt or tape is the recording medium,

and these must be delivered to the typist. Off-Line systems allow as

many word originators to dictate at once as there are units available,

and allows a word originator with lengthy work to dictate without tying

up the On-Line system.

On-Line systems use the telephone to input dictation, and Benton

cites the following advantages:

faster typing service because all inputs are directed
to central recorders . . . faster secretarial access .. '.
accurate up-to-minute knowledge of workloads. Since all inputs
are recorded at the point of transcription, there will be far
less media lost . . . easy to use . . . more facility for less
money . . . no "make ready" or "clean up" . . . (10, pp. 19-20).

Benton subdivides On-Line systems into three types--Private Wire,

Touchtone, and PBX input. All three are centralized systems, using the

telephone to input dictation. The Private Wire set-up is installed by

the dictation systems company, and offers the following advantages:

-- Equipment gives instant response to originator's control signals
--Better input control
--One company responsible for maintenance
--Does not tie up Bell Telephone equipment
--Less expensive for most installations (10, p. 19).

On-Line Touchtone systems utilize Bell Telephone equipment (10, p. 20).

Advantages of the system include

--Allows complete control from any touchtone phone in the U.S.
--Equipment gives instant response to control signals
--One company responsible for maintenance . .
-- Less expensive to operate than PBX (10, p. 20).
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The last On-Line system is the PBX Input; a central system using

any Bell Telephone to input dictation. Its advantages include

--Use any telephone
-- Cost justified for low volume originators (or telephone locations)
-- Easier installation for scattered locations
--Can be used where private wire installation is not possible
(10, p. 20).

The final classification of dictation equipment is "Remote" input

equipment. Some remote equipment is lightweight recorders that are

hand held and battery operated, allowing dictation anywhere. A "phone-in"

remote system allows any Bell telephone (at or away from the company) to

access the On-Line centralized system. ". . . the office is as near as

any telephone, 24 hours a day" (10, p. 22).

The above classification of dictation equipment is dependent upon

the way the equipment is connected to the transcription location. The

same equipment is classified differently by other authors. For example,

one classification (34) is according to the type of recording media--

discrete media and continuous flow (endless loop). Discrete media are

categorized as desk top units and portable units. Continuous flow is

categorized as central recording via telephone or PBX systems, and

central recording via private wire systems. It is important for the WPC

supervisor to recognize classification differences when evaluating

equipment.

Keyboard guipment.--IBM's Selectric Typewriter, introduced in 1961,

was in large part responsible for the growth of WP; for it provided the

mechanism around which IBM and most other manufacturers built their

separate editing logics. "The Selectric, with its familiar 'golfball'
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typing element, provided the heart of the first true WP machine, IBM's

text-editing MT/ST . . as well as the later . . MC/ST, and the

publication-oriented MT/SC, or Selectric Composer" (72, p. 21).

Varying discussions and breakdowns of equipment are given by dif-

ferent authors (5, p. 18; 24, pp. 20-22; 72, pp. 22-23; 77, p. 38;

113, p. 84). Rosen and Fielden offer, perhaps, the most current

classification:

Automatic repetitive typewriters
Stand-alone correspondence and text-editing typewriters
Communicating typewriters
Computerized systems (113, p. 84).

The automatic repetitive typewriter is a rendition of the player

piano roll, using paper tape to code and replay material.

Stand-alone (not connected to a computer) correspondence and text-

editing typewriters use some form of magnetic media (tapes, cards,

cassettes, cartridges) for recording, correcting, and printing material.

Both single and dual media stations are available. Single media stations

are limited in revision capabilities, since revised material cannot be

transferred to an updated tape or card. Dual media stations utilize

magnetic cards or tapes and have greater revision capabilities than single

media stations.

Selection of type pitch (pica, elite, or proportional spacing) is

available on some models by simply changing a knob on the typewriter. A

console accompanies the typewriter to accommodate the internal logic and

a magnetic media reader.

The cathode ray tube (CRT) is similar to a television screen.

Instead of typing initially onto a sheet of paper, typing appears on

.apt
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the screen. Revisions, additions, corrections, etc., of a single char-

acter or an entire paragraph are easily effected. A cursor (position

indicator) appears on the screen to allow the operator to pinpoint a

specific location. Then the material can be changed, deleted, or even

moved to another location on the page.

After error-free copy is attained on the screen, it can be output

typed at speeds of 540+ wpm. (According to Rosen and Fielden, CRT

models are now available which can print at 650 wpm, and models will

soon be available which can print up to 1,000 wpm.) Print-out time need

not be wasted, either, since the operator can begin corrections on the

next document while the first is printing. (113, pp. 84-90).

Communicating typewriters can transmit text from one terminal to

another (and produce original quality copies at both locations) or to a

computer. Using standard Bell telephone system telephone lines, the

terminals can be located anywhere--in-house or across continents.

"Because of their ability to 'type it here and receive it there,' some

communicating typewriters are being marketed not only as WP devices, but

also as message terminals, substitutes for conventional TWX or Telex

arrangements at much less cost" (72, p. 23).

Another author defines a communicating word processor (CWP) as

an automated piece of office equipment that is in essence the

combination of a telephone, typewriter, and a small-scale, special

purpose computer. . . ." (89, p. 2).

According to Cumpston (30) the convenience of communicating type-

writers is that material already typed on magnetic medium can be sent

i
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via the communicating typewriter without further typi ng. The Xerox 800

sends information at up to 120 characters per second--about two pages of

double spaced text per minute. The Daconics shared-logic system, on the

other hand, can communicate at up to 6,000 words per minute.

Rosen and Fielden (113, p. 91) add that the error correction capa-

bilities of the equipment allow for editing and review of information

off-line; the only on-line time to pay for is actual transmission. That

could be a tremendous cost-savings when using a time-sharing computer.

Computerized systems offer greatly increased capabilities for the

creation of lengthy documents having many complex revisions. Adding,

deleting, and rearranging are accomplished easily and quickly by the

computer. Changes are facilitated by such capabilities as a global

search, which enables the computer to scan all material to locate all

instances in which a specific word or phrase is used and to change or

delete the word or phrase.

In addition, more than one operator can be working on the same text

at different terminals. Printout can be as fast as three seconds per

page on the computer or at 150 words per minute on the terminal. It can

be printed on bond paper or multilith masters; the computer can typeset

the material for publication; or it can be used to instruct photocom-

position equipment.

The communicating typewriter and computerized systems merge data

processing and word processing (113, p. 91). As early as 1972, in the

second issue of IBM's Word:Processing magazine, it was reported that DP

and WP functions were being successfully combined by a steel company via
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use of a CMC (Communicating Mag Card) to communicate with a remote time-

sharing computer (78, p. 14).

Other accounts of a communicating typewriter being used as a word

and data processor appear in several publications (7, 17, 104, 133, 135).

In a 1973 article, it was asserted that ". . . about 75% of firms

presently using or considering using WP, can feasibly utilize the

computer in this area" (6, p. 18).

By 1974 shared logic and multi-function word processors were in use.

Shared logic systems ". . . wed several WP terminals, . . . to a mini-

computer that performs file maintenance, text editing, and other tasks

for all of the terminals" (90, p. 11). The multi-function system is

". . . gradually displacing the familiar keypunch station in third

generation DP operations" (90, p. 11).

An article published in 1975 stated that the technologies existed

to integrate WP, copying, and DP equipment (24, p. 36). That prediction

is fast becoming reality, as evidenced in an article published September,

1976 concerning an International Word Processing (IWP) conference. It

stated:

the DP'ers couldn't help feeling that their territory
was being invaded--their domain never again to be sovereign.
They saw minicomputers, microprocessors, cathode ray tubes
(CRTs) and data communications all merged into word processing
machines that put more power into the hands of the administrative
secretary than DP'ers could care to admit (131, p. 29).

These new technologies, as noted by Konkel and Peck (73), have

expanded the usefulness of WP/DP systems. Stand-alone minicomputers

have a global search, scrolling (rolling text off top or bottom of CRT),

automatic pagination and headings, and deletion, addition,and insertion
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capabilities. Shared logic systems can provide even more--more storage,

OCR, high-speed printing, photocomposition, and peripheral programs.

More sophisticated systems can yield computer output microfilm (COM).

As a prediction of the potentials created by the WP/DP marriage,

Konkel and Peck note a paperless office, a worldwide communication

network from terminal to terminal to transact all business, and all

publications available in soft copy form (CRT) instead of being printed

on paper (73, p. 30).

In the Spring of 1976 IBM introduced two WP/DP products--the

46/40 Document Printer and the Word Processor/32. The 46/40 Document

Printer, in the computer communication mode, can "(1) generate auto-

matic letters from DP files, (2) act as a terminal to a time sharing

data base, (3) act as a remote printer, and (4) batch information for

transmission to a computer or to another 46/40" (110, p. 3).

The Word Processor/32 combines a computer and magnetic card

storage. "Its DP/WP functions are practically limitless; it brings

word processing functions to DP users and data processing functions

to WP users" (110, p. 4).

These technological achievements make it necessary to train

equipment operators. It is predicted that both administrative and

correspondence secretaries will have to acquire a more technical

knowledge of the systems and be able to understand data bases, report

formulation, and computer data access methods (48, p. 49).

Facsimile Eguipment.--Another system of sending and receiving infor-

mation is facsimile transmission, which is a cross between the
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communicating typewriter and office copier. Facsimile equipment handles

typed, graphic or handwritten material. Mich McCaughey, the Xerox 800

communicating typewriter product manager, states that ". . . if a

document is already typed but not recorded on a magnetic medium, fac-

simile is the ideal means of priority distribution" (30, p. 21). He

continues, "Most large offices already have facsimile equipment; conse-

quently the cost of using it to supplement the word processing center's

needs is modest--especially in the case of companies already using WATS

lines" (30, p. 21).

Richard Nelson, chief executive of QWIP, a facsimile manufacturer,

says,

facsimile transmission is a necessary part of the
WP/AS system because it fills the gap between the multiplicity
of locations at which material may originate and the WP center.
. . . the convenience facsimile transceiver complements and
enhances the cost-effectiveness of the WP/AS system (30, p. 55).

According to one author, "facsimile equipment is now in its third

generation (sub-minute, one-minute, and two-minute transmission), to be

replaced by 1979 by microprocessor facsimile transceivers"--the fourth

generation (2, p. 101).

Records Management and Reprographics.--The management of information

includes three major segments: DP, WP, and executive control. During

recent years the budgets of each have shown a marked increase in the

allotment for automation (42, p. 19). Increased use of automated

equipment using cassettes, belts, magnetic tape and cards, etc., has

expanded the traditional filing system. Efficient storage and retrieval

is dependent on specialized equipment and procedures.
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A look at the advertisements in almost any business periodical

reveals some of the storage options which, of necessity, have replaced

the file folder. Just a few that are now available include (1) a

top-bound, flip-up mag card desk organizer, for storing up to ten mag

cards and hard copies together; (2) a file protector, which is a

three-ring notebook containing pages with pockets--one pocket for the

mag card and one for the hard copy; (3) modular cassette storage--a

square unit with pockets on each side for storing three rows of

cassette tapes, five tapes per row, or a storage capacity of sixty

cassettes, with the option of stacking additional units on top as

the need arises; (4) cassette binders, which open like a file folder

and have pockets to accommodate six or twelve cassettes; (5) floppy

disc storage--a three-ring binder containing vinyl sheets with

pockets for storage.

Having a WPC and an AS center in two locations also alters the

traditional filing setup. Since AS centers eliminate the one-boss--one-

secretary situation in which the secretary maintained files and knew most

of the correspondence initiated by the principal, centralized files can

be used. The WPC can route hard copies to all involved parties, as

well as a copy to the AS center. The AS copy is filed and all others

are discarded after being read. There is no need to maintain several

copies in individual offices, since several originators use the services

of one AS center.

Harling (54) reported that carbon copies had been completely elimi-

nated in one utility company. MC/ST's were used for typing originals
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and gummed mailing labels. Then a junior office clerk produced the

necessary copies on a high-speed copier, attached the labels, and mailed

or delivered the copies. The following advantages to the system were

cited: (1) labor costs were reduced with the use of a junior office

clerk instead of a typist to handle non-typing functions; and (2) turn-

around time was improved (54, p. 10).

Reprographics as an industry has grown rapidly during the past

several years. As the industry has grown, so has the user's job of

selecting and managing copying equipment. Wilds states, ". . . copying

machines have . . . [begun] to look more like printing presses, and some

are called copier-duplicators. Now the line between duplicating and

copying is blurring to the point of invisibility" (132, p. 75). The

prime buying consideration for copying equipment has proceeded through

quality of copies, speed of reproduction, and cost per copy, and we're

entering the systems approach. Hastings states, ". . . copy management on

an organization-wide basis is becoming recognized as the way to achieve

the productivity and economy necessary in the current environment" (58, p. 2).

Three basic approaches to copy management are noted by one author.

A "one-on-one" system, found in many small firms, has one individual

responsible for one copier as well as other duties. In the second

system, a "floater," often employed in large firms, is responsible for

maintaining a number of copiers throughout the building. And lastly, a

"dedicated" operator monitors copiers in a centralized center and makes

almost all copies (27, p. 7).

Weisman (130) feels that WP should be an integrated system, encom-

passing automated typewriters, remote input WP equipment, and a wide
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range of office machines, including copiers. He says that to exclude

the copier from WP is both "short-sighted and self-defeating," since

it is part of the paperflow system with which WP is concerned.

Hanson, (53) too, feels that the copying function is part of the

WP system. He classifies copy management as basically centralized or

decentralized. A centralized system entails a central duplicating

department or a single copy station and depends on a mail delivery

service for receiving originals and sending copies.

A decentralized system (also referred to as a "satellite" or

"water cooler" system) affords free access by any individual to any

copier for whatever purpose.

Mutations of these systems are common, and when the copying

function is included in WP the configuration possibilities multiply.

One company reportedly centralized all copying in its mail distribution

department, located adjacent to the WPC, and connected by a "pass-through

counter" door. On final work, carbon sets were used by the WP personnel

to make up to five copies. For work requiring more than five copies, an

original was given to the mail distribution department. In that

department, up to seventy-five copies were produced on a high-speed

copier, and jobs requiring more than seventy-five copies were offset

duplicated (53, p. 12).

In another company, WP personnel again used carbon packs for up

to five copies; for six to twenty-five copies, the AS was responsible

for reproduction on a copier; and for more than twenty-five copies

an offset duplicator was utilized (53, p. 13).
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Depending upon the company set-up and requirements, either the WPC

or the AS staff is responsible for making and distributing copies.

Having the copiers located in an AS center minimizes copier misuse

and enhances the efficiency of a consolidated filing system. Associated

departments do not have to maintain file copies of each other's documents.

Any needed reference material can be obtained from the consolidated

files of the AS center, copies made on the copier, and the file copy

replaced.

Wilds' (132) viewpoints parallel Hanson's (53) concerning the

impact of WP on office copying. Wilds feels that the integration of

typing, copying and mailing can be profitable, and states:

By locating the WPC, copier, collator and mail in the same
place, a marked decrease in paper handling can be achieved. WP
produces a single master set of original pages which are copied
and collated in one pass, removed from the collating bins and
sorted into mail racks in one handling (132, p. 76).

An increasing number of companies are beginning to use in-house

printing operations for jobs which formerly were sent to a commercial

printer. "Quick Copy Centers," as they are called, generally utilize

strike-on or photocomposition equipment. The IBM MT/SC (Mag Tape "Selec-

tric" Composer) is a strike-on model. Krauss says, ". . . the most

sophisticated . . . model [MTSC] has a computer capable of storing 24,000

characters and can be programmed to do almost an infinite variety of

composing challenges. . . . Its print-out capacity is 186 words a

minute" (74, p. 9). Photocomposition equipment, Krauss states, ". .

uses a photographic process thus making the image sharper than that

obtained with a strike-on machine" (74, p. 9).
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Perhaps Krauss' most important statement for the WP application is,

"One plus in all these units is that you do not need a professional,

high salaried compositor to operate the equipment. A regular typist can

easily be taught to become a first rate compositor in a relatively short

time" (74, p. 11).

Another area of reprographics and records management is micro-

graphics. Laird defines microphotography as a means of "photographing

papers in a greatly reduced size, maintaining the film either in rolls

or strips or data-processing aperture cards" (77, p. 153). Micrographics

offers several advantages to conventional filing of "hard copies,"

according to Harrod:

(1) . . microfilm is . . . more permanent than the finest
rag content paper available.

(2).. . microfilm images . . save over 98 percent of the

space original documents require.

(3) Low reproduction and distribution costs ...

(4) . . little likelihood of losing a document.
original film copy need never leave the filing area

(5) . . . any one of a million records can be retrieved and
viewed in a matter of seconds . .

(6) . . . virtually eliminates the need for costly filing
cabinets or shelving. .

(7) One of the largest factors in deciding to go to micro-
graphics is the mere cost of handling paper. Paper files and
paperwork processing usually cost . . . an average . . . per
file, . . . of thirty-five dollars. Then, the maintenance of
this information may be the largest single cost within an organi-
zation. Not only does it cost $6500 every year to create and
file the content of one, four-drawer file cabinet, but it also
costs $200 each year in floor space and personnel charges just
to keep each cabinet. Add to this the cost of misfiles.
Studies show that a typical company misfiles from 1 to 5 percent
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of its records, and one-half of these files are permanently
lost. . . . (57, p. 9).

Reprographics and records management is a large and growing field,

which when examined in its entirety, should be considered part of the

total WP system.

WP Training Programs

There are basically two avenues open to businessmen wishing to

train personnel for a WP system--in-house or vendor training. Training

and education is needed in several areas: word originators need to be

trained in the proper use of dictation equipment and in the art of

dictating; executives need to be retrained in the use of their AS per-

sonnel; and AS personnel need to be trained or retrained in the elements

of their job (which could include being a word originator). WPC oper-

ators need to be trained in the use of equipment; the office manager, AS

supervisor, and WPC supervisor need to be educated in the system of

WP--its advantages, uses, change of paperflow.

Vendor training has been of a very basic nature, dealing mainly

with machine operation of dictation and typing equipment (36, 79, 118).

A few articles have been written as "self-help" for word originators,

pointing out common communications errors and suggesting corrections or

better methods (69, 88, 105).

Several authors (14, 51, 100, 127) discuss in-house originator

training. In-house word originator training responsibilities generally

fall on the WPC supervisor, or a program implementor. The initial step

in such training is to hold a general (and mandatory) seminar for all
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word originators in which dictation machine operation instruction is

given. The user of the WPC must know how to obtain normal service, how

to obtain priority service, how to make corrections, and how to arrange

for the proper number of copies. A manual containing the same information

should be available to all users.

Next, the trainer or implementor should perform a document analysis

for each word originator to determine document types suitable for machine

dictation. Individual or small (two or three) group follow-up sessions

are recommended to discuss the findings of the document analysis as well

as to answer any questions or objections the originators might have. In

addition, benefits--to the individual, to the organization, and to the

system--of machine dictation should be discussed. For anyone unfamiliar

with the dictation equipment, practice sessions should be provided.

Periodic sessions for training new or transferred employees should

be scheduled on a regular basis. Later, "brush-up" sessions for veteran

users are of value. These sessions should include not only effective

machine operation, but should also be aimed toward improved communication

skills.

Training should include "live" demonstrations of equipment and a

tour of the WPC. Without such an orientation, many originators form the

impression that the WPC is equipped with a lot of "magic computers" that

automatically type from voice input, bypassing the manual typing.

Hershey (62) suggests development of a seminar for administrators

in communications management and support utilization. Such a seminar,

he says, "could focus . . . upon audience analysis, communique planning,

I
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message impact analysis, support personnel training and utilization,

prior message analysis and adaptation, and the like" (62, p. 22).

Effective utilization of AS personnel could be a tremendous time

savings for administrators. Analyses should be made to determine those

things which could most appropriately be delegated. (37, p. 62).

Seminars for both AS secretaries and their managers could be conducted

to suggest specific activities that should be delegated to administrative

secretaries. Task-solving seminars could be held for administrative

secretaries that require completion of problem-solving exercises similar

to those which could be expected from managers (61).

Administrative secretaries relinquish most of their typing jobs

when WP is initiated. Revamping and retraining is needed to fill the

void. In companies where duties become more specialized, other duties

could be given up as well--telephone answering, filing, duplicating.

By regrouping administrative secretaries, and having them service more

than one manager, the volume of work increases. Effective delegation by

each of these managers further utilizes their paraprofessional skills

(37, p. 120).

Understanding the job of a manager is considered important for AS

personnel. Training given to administrative secretaries by at least one

company (1) included a sixteen-hour course illustrating how managerial

problems and pressures affect the administrative secretary; showing the

planning, organizing, and controlling functions of management; explaining

that there is no one best style of management and offering reasons for

differences in styles; suggesting that a professional should be flexible
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enough to work with and learn from any style; and discussing aspects of

change. In addition, the course included sessions on communication

skills and employee-supervisor relationships, stressing the importance

of open communications and feedback; professional standards of perfor-

mance, allowing each individual to develop standards for his or her own

job; and self-development, assisting the employee in developing short-

and long-range goals for on-the-job self-improvement.

The WPC is another focal point of training. Efficient operation

of the equipment, knowledge of procedures and standards within the

center, and competence in record-keeping are all necessary components

for a productive employee.

Gormley (47) reported a training program which included a language

skills course consisting of a diagnostic section and self-study lessons.

The diagnostic section dealt with proofreading and correcting, typing

and layout of handwritten copy, and transcribing and editing dictated

material. It was designed to pinpoint individual strengths and weaknesses

in . . . spelling, punctuation, grammar, capitalization, hyphenation,

syllabification, consistency, typos and quotes, editing and following

directions" (47, p. 88). The self-study lessons were designed to improve

those weak areas identified by the first portion.

Vendors in many instances, as reported by various authors (37, 66,

95), provide initial training for a company installing its equipment.

They will likewise provide trainer-education to enable an individual

to take over future training in-house.

One company (101) reported that their secretaries evinced such a

"thirst for knowledge" that luncheon training programs were initiated
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on an on-going basis, completely voluntary and without remuneration. On-

the-job training was required for WP secretaries beginning on new

equipment, and WP and AS secretaries were cross-trained. However, the

luncheon training sessions were initiated by the secretaries, Such

topics as grammar, spelling, word usage, sentence structure, punctu-

ation, human relations, office etiquette, mail handling, telephone

techniques, and filing were discussed with the certified professional

secretary (CPS) who conducted the luncheon meetings as well as the

required training courses in the company.

Eastern Airlines cross-trains their secretaries in both the AS area

and the WPC (102). Initially secretaries spend eight weeks learning to

operate the magnetic media typewriters. Then they rotate on a three-

week basis learning AS functions and returning to the correspondence

side. It was stated that "Our studies show that a secretary's output

peaks at three weeks, particularly on the correspondence side, and

begins dropping in the fourth. So, far from cutting into production,

rotation actually improves it" (102, p. 7).

The rotation and familiarity withwork areas allows for shifting

of talents to cover absences or heavy work-loads. And Eastern reports

having had no turnover for the year prior to the publication of the

article.

When a WP system is begun, managers and supervisors are often

recruited and trained from the secretarial ranks. In one instance (47),

eight secretaries were chosen, after screening all who wished to apply

for the positions, to form a project team and implement the WP system.
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From those eight, the managerial and supervisory positions were later

filled. The team received a communications-skills workshop and mana-

gerial training. They presented each phase of WP implementation to all

levels of employees, made presentations, handled objections, made expla-

nations, and generally "sold" the system to the company.

Other suggestions for training supervisors include a course in

company policy and procedure in connection with the administration of

personnel, assistance in determining a personal management style, some

basic management education (budgeting, planning, personnel relations,

records management, etc.), machine or technical training, and communi-

cations training (103, p. 118).

Lorraine Lear, (80) Director of Administration for the IWPA, suggests

a certification program for WP managers. Most WP managers are former

secretaries, and often still regarded as such by peers. The certifi-

cation program would, according to Lear, lend credibility to the compe-

tence of these managers. In addition, it would insure that professional,

qualified people fill such positions.

Educators and the WP System

In WP, as in all areas, educators must first become familiar with

the concept and how it operates in business, and then teach. Touring an

operative WPC can be a valuable asset, as noted by Nordiello (97). She

reports having witnessed a dramatic change in teachers' attitudes toward

WP after a tour of her center--a tour which was supposed to have taken

thirty minutes, but which stretched into two hours! Before the tour,

she states that some of the teachers expressed fear that WP might someday
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put secretaries out of a job. Upon leaving, they ". . . concluded that

WP isn't a threat to secretaries--it's an ally" (97, p. 87). That same

opinion is echoed by Dillon, who states, ". . . in the end we can expect

word processing to raise the standards of the professional secretaries"

(35, p. 8).

Dillon says, also, that ". . . beginning secretaries of the future

will have to be better qualified than at any other time in the history

of the profession. Educators will have to move fast to close a widening

gap" (35, p. 8). Lira echoes Dillon's opinion, saying, "Some small

change has come about in this deficit area in the last two years; how-

ever, the response must be much greater and come about quickly to fulfill

the needs of industry and our young people who are entering today's job

market" (83, p. 45).

Mary Lira is accredited with being the first person to introduce

magnetic-media keyboard training in a public school system (83). The

adult evening school class began with twenty-two students and only one

machine. Upon completion of the first course, request was made to

present another course, and the school director asked, "How many of that

kind of typist do you think you're going to need . . .?" (83, p. 45).

According to Lira,

too many educators still ask whether or not we need
to train for magnetic-media typing. While some don't think it's
necessary at all, others feel that only a limited, infrequent
training program is necessary. The attitude seems to be that if
they don't look at it, the problem will go away (83, p. 45).

Perhaps that attitude is true of some educators, but two years prior

to the 1974 publication date of Lira's article, the first issue of Word
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Processing contained an article by a business educator, Ruth I. Anderson,

(4) who noted the impact WP would have on business education programs.

She cited the necessity for upgrading typing and machine transcription

requirements for those training to work in a WPC. In addition, she

listed as essential, "A thorough knowledge of correct typing usage,

spelling, punctuation and business practice . . ." (4, p. 7).

The secretarial or administrative assistant may or may not use

typing and shorthand or machine transcription, but will be assisting

management in many areas, from handling business by phone, to assem-

bling information for reports and dictating routine correspondence to

the WPC. Anderson suggests, then, that "courses in office machines,

office management, including methods and procedures, business and

report writing, data processing, records management, psychology, super-

visory techniques, and human relations should provide excellent

preparation" (4, p. 8).

The need for specialized education for coordinators and managers

was likewise noted by Anderson, (4) but of particular interest was the

suggestion of an additional, essential ingredient to complete the

program--an internship, functioning much like a student-teaching

program. If the educational institution has a WP system, the intern-

ship might be on campus. If not, business firms throughout the

community would probably participate in such a program (as many are

doing in cooperative education programs). The learner would first

observe and gradually take on more responsibility until at the end of

the internship the student would need only guidance instead of

supervision.
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At least one office has expressed a desire for just such a partici-

pating work program (55). The student would be hired by the company

while still in school, and upon graduation, qualified students would be

eligible for openings as full-time employees, thus aiding the students

in their training and the company in its search for qualified employees.

An internship program is a very excellent training mode; however,

there are times when such is not feasible and educators would prefer to

establish a WPC in the classroom. For educational institutions with

several campuses, a "WPC on Wheels" could be a solution. In a California

school system, a mobile trailer houses WP equipment used for the initial

training of students in five schools. The "trailer"-room course accom-

modates fifteen students at a time. It stays at each school from seven

to nine weeks to complete the introductory course (31).

At College of the Mainland in Texas City, Texas, no magnetic media

equipment is used in their simulated WPC (9). The center has two primary

purposes: "(1) to familiarize students--both business and secretarial

majors--with word processing, and (2) to develop an understanding of the

working relationship between word originators, or principals, and the

transcriber/typist" (9, p. 12). Equipment includes electric typewriters,

some dictation units, and microphone input units. Management and mar-

keting majors as well as some college instructors gained knowledge and

experience in dictation techniques by using classroom equipment to

dictate actual correspondence or homework assignments from other courses.

The transcriber-typist gained experience and skill by transcribing the

material and returning it to the word originator.
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Tarrant County Junior College, in Fort Worth, Texas, reports a

successful program with only one magnetic media typewriter (18). As

Burdine states, ". . . it was felt that the WP course should offer

more than teaching students to use WP equipment. Too often, people

are being led to believe that WP is strictly an equipment-oriented

concept. Nothing could be further from the truth" (18, p. 4). These

students develop both correspondence and administrative skills such as

the use of the magnetic typewriter (acquaintanceship level), machine

transcription, machine dictation, planning meetings and conferences,

and making travel arrangements. As a culminating experience, students

are required to offer solutions to problems one might encounter when

setting up a system--how to set up a WPC; how to divide AS among execu-

tives; possible resistance factors to be encountered.

Professional educator opinions about WP are many and varied. One

issue concerning business educators is the assertion that shorthand will

no longer be necessary after WP is fully utilized by businesses. The

IWPA in a 1975 news release stated that shorthand skill "is becoming an

archaic job requirement" (124, p. 40). In another article it is stated,

"In too many high schools and colleges, business courses are still

stressing such soon-to-be-antiquated skills as shorthand and typing on

manual typewriters, . . ." (84, p. 1).

In response to statements such as the above, a study was made for

seven consecutive Wednesdays of listings for secretaries in the New York

Times. The results: ". . . of the 956 job listings only 9% say no
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steno or indicate machine transcription,[while] 50% specifically indi-

cate shorthand requirements" (64, p. 14).

A responsive article by Anderson (4) notes other evidences of the

continued necessity for shorthand:

(1) . . . only about 10 percent [in 1976] of all companies in
the United States currently use word processing equipment. .

(2) . . . basically word processing involves the utilization
of dictation equipment. Manufacturers of dictation equipment
have been predicting the demise of shorthand for the past thirty
years . .

(3) . . . there will continue to be many businesses that will
not install word processing systems. . . . there are many top exec-
utives who insist on having a private secretary or administrative
assistant who can take dictation in shorthand. . . .

(4) . . . The administrative secretary . . . may find it helpful
to record the exact wording of important phone calls. . . . for
dictating to the word processing center . . . difficult letters
which must be carefully phrased can be jotted down in shorthand for
more accuracy. . .

Shorthand can also be extremely useful to administrative
secretaries who are required to collect material for their
superiors, outline reports, take notes in the company or public
library, summarize important articles, and record information
during an interview .

(5) . . . what about the secretary who desi r es a promotion [in
a company whose top executives require shorthandJ.

(6)... what happens to the secretary who changes jobs? . . .
the next job . . ., [may require shorthand . . . (4, pp. 18-19).

Nance (96) is concerned with the reliance businessmen seem to be

placing on the capabilities of equipment. He says, "In my discussions

with over a hundred managers of word processing centers, one statement

comes through loud and clear: 'With magnetic card and tape typewriters,

even a poor typist can turn out good material"' (96, p. 14). He offers

a cost analysis which shows that the services of a good typist using a
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standard electric typewriter often benefit management more than the

services of a poor typist using magnetic mediaand discredits the assertion

that WP is a substitute for a poor typist.

Other articles (21, 22, 93) deal with the job satisfaction of WPC

equipment operators. In a research study by Casady, (22) the following

comments by magnetic typewriter operators indicated the most satisfying

aspects of their job, beginning with the most frequent response:

I. Turning out a large volume of work with speed
2. Turning out perfect copies; the ease of correcting errors
3. The variety of tasks
4. Responsibility, independence, making own decisions
5. Keeping constantly busy
6. The friendly people within the office
7. The feeling of accomplishment when a job is completed
8. Being able to operate a sophisticated machine
9. Working without interruptions (22, p. 4).

The following comments show the most dissatisfying elements of the

magnetic typewriter operators, as reported by Casady:

1. The pressures
2. Repetitious work is boring
3. Being treated as a machine rather than as a person
4. Keeping time and work records--daily log sheets
5. Little chance for advancement
6. Slack periods when time is wasted
7. Pay is low
8. Little responsibility
9. Having to work overtime
10. Personality clashes within the office
11. Doing the same project over many times before the final form
12. No contact with those for whom the typing is being done
13. Secluded; don't meet others
14. Poor dictators slow down transcription (22, p. 4)

Morrison admonishes business educators in their ". . . roles as

leaders of young people [to] attempt to 'decelerate' this mechanized

movement" (93, p. 197). He expresses concern that secretaries might
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find themselves in "'assembly line' office roles in a mechanized

environment" (93, p. 196).

Morrison (93) feels that far too many managers are ignoring the

human element in the operation of WP equipment in their quest to increase

production. His concern is echoed by Hershey in the following statement:

There appears to be some inconsistency in the argument that
the correspondence secretary should be rather alert and intelli-
gent while at the same time suggesting that the correspondence
secretary will be motivated on a long-term basis by rather mecha-
nistic, routine, and repetitive activities. How long can a
manager expect an educated and alert person to continue as an
operator of an automatic typewriter (63, p. 3)?

Several authors (43, 59, 65, 92, 94, 109, 112, 126) attest to the

permanence of WP as well as to the necessity of including WP in programs

of business education and offer suggestions for preliminary studies, chal-

lenges to existing courses, and recommendations for curricular changes.

Preliminary study suggestions are exemplified by Frame (43). His

first suggestion is for an assessment of resources, including interested

teaching personnel (willing to study WP, visit businesses, talk with

equipment vendors, plan the physical facility, etc.), adequate facil-

ities, and financial ability (perhaps over a two- or three-year period,

and/or through grants). Secondly, Frame recommends a survey of the

potential employment community to determine the types of equipment being

used (if any), the extent to which WP (both partsWPC and AS) is being

used, and the businesses which would cooperate in field trips or guest

lectures. Capriotti (20) adds other needs of businessmen to be deter-

mined, including skills, knowledges, abilities and aptitudes of entry-

level employees.
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Challenges to existing courses are typified by Rosen (112) through

seven questions:

1. Should our English courses continue to concentrate on
works of literature at the expense of learning to spell, punc-
tuate, and divide words?

2. Should our typing courses continue to stigmatize
striking over errors as sinful, or can we introduce a new skill-
building concept of typing at rough draft speeds that includes
the backspace-strikeover method to simulate magnetic keyboarding?

3. Should our present office management courses give equal
(or perhaps more) time to word processing concepts, instead of
data processing concepts? Should they try to keep abreast and
introduce students to new developments in word processing equip-
ment, office landscaping and design, reprographics, and the
exciting new developments that are unfolding in the field of
micrographics, even though our present management textbooks omit
these new areas?

4. Should our business communications courses include
a unit on "How to Dictate" for potential word originators?

5. Should we take a realistic look at the whole question of
shorthand training with a view to scaling down requirements if the
community no longer requires this skill for entry-level jobs?

6. And what about our teacher training institutions setting
up programs to train our future teachers to know and understand
the concept of word processing (112, p. 17)?

Curricular suggestions range from no change at all (126) to

changes in direction and emphasis in the present curriculum (109) to

major upheavals in the present curriculum and inclusion of a myriad of

additional courses in business and secretarial education (65, 93).

Included in the suggested courses to be implemented are Business

Psychology, Business Interpersonal Dynamics, Business Decision-Making,

Magnetic Keyboarding, WP Management, Reprographics, Office Design,

and most frequently, WP Internship.
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In a research study by Merton Powell, (107) designed to determine

what, if any, changes should be made in the secretarial curriculum of

business schools because of the advent of WP, the following curriculum

suggestions were made:

The administrative secretary's curriculum could emphasize
oral skills needed to elicit and transmit information, including
telephone techniques; written communication skills with emphasis
on how to research information and on how to dictate as they
compose items orally; good English grammar, proofreading and
editing of drafts; and, finally, the traditional subject areas
such as filing, mail handling, etc.

The word processing center's curriculum could place
emphasis on written communication skills, including proofreading,
punctuation, good English grammar and spelling; typewriting and
machine transcription. . .

Finally, toward the end of the specialized training, the
program could culminate in a working situation where all the
skills the students have learned can be put together in a working
environment. This could be a simulation class, a cooperative
training program, or another similar situation (107, p. 6).

Curriculum Model Design

Cruickshank (29) outlines four stages in developing a training

program. In describing these steps, he says:

During the needs stage, the training agency organizes for
change and establishes needs and priorities . . . ; the design
stage includes efforts to identify programmatic thrusts that
hypothetically will reduce or eliminate the needs; in the
development stage, the training agency seeks to build or adopt
new training components and support subsystems; during the
implementation stage, the new components and subsystems are
instituted and tried out (29, p. 73).

A second model for developing a training program is a systems

model by Friesen (44). His model contains the same four stages as

Cruickshank's:
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1. The needs stage--includes problem identification and classi-
fication; population description; entering behavior and
subject analysis.

2. The design stage--includes determination of the levels of
learning; methods of measurement; instructional objectives
and measurement criteria.

3. The development stage--includes the development of teaching
points; sequencing of instruction; methodology and media
decisions.

4. The implementation stage--includes the validation of the
program; implementation and evaluation (44, pp. 3-6).

The model used by Mager and Beach (87) has three stages:

1. The preparation phase--includes job description; target
population; task analysis; course prerequisites; course
objectives; prerequisite test and criterion examination.

2. The development phase--includes unit outlining; sequencing;
content selection; procedures selection; sequence and lesson
plan completion and course tryout.

3. The improvement phase--includes a comparison of performance
with objectives; a comparison of objectives with the job and
revision and tryout (87, p. 6).

Each of these models describes very similar processes for

developing curriculum.

In 1972 the Dallas Independent School District Board of Trustees

decided to provide a curriculum development unit to furnish the

career education programs with needed materials. That committee

established the following as necessary components of a curriculum:

1. Capable of addressing itself to the needs of all learners
as a wide range and variety of appropriate activities and
ways of assessing behaviors can be developed from the
curriculum structure.

2. Constructed to account for teacher differences thus allowing
for flexibility in the teaching-learning process by dictating
only the understandings to be targeted for, not the teaching
method or materials to be used.

pop. M-- W-0-
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3. Capable of interfacing with other subject areas by communi-
cating the conceptual understandings involved rather than
specific content appropriate only for that given subject
area.

6. Enabling flexibility of measurement to account for differ-
ences in learner abilities by using those factors involved
in the understandings to assess student behavioral outcomes
and not factors restricted to a specific test or situation.

7. Structured to teach thinking and not specific content by
assessing the student's ability to apply his understandings
to solve new problems (33, p. 1).

Summary

The review of literature shows that many articles have been published

concerning WP. Business people have written about the history of WP and

the coining, in 1965, of the term "word processing;" about the objectives

of WP; about the possible configurations of a WP system and the necessity

of altering configurations to suit individual needs; and about the

management of WP. As shown, the management structure depends upon the

configuration of the WP system. In a transitional WP system, where the

only change has been that the secretaries have been given an electronic

typewriter, management undergoes no change whatsoever. In a system

which has centralized both the correspondence and administrative support

functions under one management, however, the entire traditional secre-

tarial organization undergoes change in location, structure, duties and

responsibilities, and management.

Another topic about which business people have written is WP

equipment and equipment capabilities. The equipment included in a WP

system depends upon the type of system. The transitional system has only
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a typewriter and possibly dictation equipment, whereas another system

could contain such additional items as a photocopier, a computer, a

high-speed printer, an offset press, and micrographic equipment.

The review of the literature revealed many educators' opinions of

WP, too. A few educational institutions have initiated courses in WP

and have described those courses in the literature. Some educators feel

that no change is needed in educational programs due to the advent of

WP. Other educators advocate varying degrees of change, from a verbal

introduction to the concepts of WP to a complete program of courses in

WP with a fully-equipped WPC for student use.
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CHAPTER III

METHODS OF PROCEDURE

Data for the study were collected mainly from two types of

sources--post-secondary educational institutions (P-SI's) and business

organizations having at least two magnetic media typewriters located in

the same building for the same business organization. The research data

were gathered during the months of May, June, July, and August, 1977.

P-SI Sample Selection

To obtain information from the primary United States P-SI's, three

classifications were chosen--four-year educational institutions, junior

and community colleges, and private business and secretarial schools.

All of the P-SI's were located within the continental United States and

offered a secretarial program.

Four-year educational institutions meeting the necessary criteria

of location and program were listed in the "Directory of NABTE Member

Colleges and Universities," published in the January, 1976 issue of the

Business Education Forum. All 299 of those institutions, except the

University of Hawaii and the University of Puerto Rico, were included

in the study.

A listing of junior and community colleges meeting the criteria of

location and program was obtained from The College Blue Book, from which

a random sample of 300 was chosen using a table of random numbers.
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The private business and secretarial schools included were randomly

chosen from the Directory of Accredited Institutions, 1976-77, published

by the Accrediting Commission of the Association of Independent Colleges

and Schools. Listed in the Directory were 478 schools which qualified for

inclusion, and 300 were chosen for the study using a table of random

numbers.

Development of P-SI Data Collection Instruments

Once the list of 897 P-SI's was compiled, the data-gathering

instruments were created. Two questionnaires and a rating sheet (with

appropriate cover letters) were formulated for the P-SI's--a "Question-

naire for Educators" (see Appendix B), a Questionnaire for WP

Instructors" (see Appendix E), and a "Rating Sheet for WP Instructors"

(see Appendix F).

The First P-SI Questionnaire

The "Questionnaire for Educators," a preliminary survey instrument,

was constructed to obtain the following information from each P-SI:

1) how many courses in WP were offered by the P-SI; 2) if no courses

were offered, whether there were plans to institute such a course, and

if so, when; 3) if courses were offered, when they began; 4) the

departments offering the WP courses; 5) the course titles; 6) the number

of credit hours granted for each course; 7) the name and title of the

person to contact for additional information; and 8), if WP was

incorporated into other courses, what courses?
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An appropriate cover letter (see Appendix A), which stated the

purpose of the questionnaire, was also constructed.

The Second P-SI Questionnaire
And Rating Sheet

A "Questionnaire for WP Instructors" and an accompanying "Rating

Sheet for WP Instructors" were constructed next, to obtain information

about each course offered by those P-SI's which had a program in WP.

The questionnaire, with an appropriate cover letter (see Appendix D),

was designed to obtain the following information about each course:

1) course title; 2) sequence of the course in the WP program; 3) course

prerequisites; 4) the academic majors of students enrolled in the

course; 5) whether or not students in the course participated in an

internship, and if so, whether it was on or off campus and for how long;

6) teaching materials used in the course; 7) equipment used in the

course--brand name, number of machines, and time or proficiency level

required of the students; 8) whether the machine was being rented or

purchased, was part of an internship, was located in or out of the

classroom, and if out of the classroom, on or off campus; 9) the amount

of laboratory time required outside of class. In addition to the infor-

mation requested on the questionnaire, the cover letter asked if the

instructor had received any special training or education prior to

teaching WP.

The "Rating Sheet for WP Instructors" was constructed to gather

information about the topics covered in each WP course and the emphasis

placed on each topic. Merton E. Powell, who wrote a doctoral dissertation
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entitled The Modern Automated WP System--Its ImplicatiOns for Change in

the Curriculum for Business and Office Education, granted permission to

adapt his questionnaires to this study.* Segments of his questionnaires

were adapted for use in the "Rating Sheet for WP Instructors" (and the

corresponding "Rating Sheet for Business Personnel".).

The "Rating Sheet for WP Instructors" contained forty-five possible

topics to be covered in WP, divided into six categories--verbal communi-

cation skills, written communication skills, typewriting, miscellaneous

secretarial skills, management abilities, and interpersonal relation-

ships. Each item was to be rated on a scale from one to five, with the

numerals having the following meanings:

1 = not included (in the course)
2 = minor emphasis
3 = moderate emphasis
4 = considerable emphasis
5 = major emphasis

Pilot Testing the P-SI Instruments

After the questionnaires and rating sheet were constructed, an

instructor of WP at a post-secondary educational institution was visited

and asked to complete the educators' questionnaires and rating sheet and

to evaluate each item for clarity and content and the entire packet for

completeness. The instruments were given to the instructor one at a

time in the order in which they would be mailed to the P-SI educators.

The distinction between the terms automatic typewriter and text

editor was unclear to the educator, so those items were noted for possible

change, but no change was made at that time.

*The degree was conferred by the University of Montana in 1975. Copies
of the dissertation are available through American Doctoral Dissertations,
Xerox University Microfilms, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106.
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Mailing and Return of the P-SI Instruments

The Educators' Questionnaire

The "Questionnaire for Educators" was mailed to 297 four-year

P-SI's (termed universities), 300 junior and community colleges (termed

colleges), and 300 private business and secretarial schools (termed

schools), for a total of 897 questionnaires. Approximately four weeks

later a second mailing of the questionnaire was made to non-respondents.

Seventy percent (632) of the P-SI's returned a questionnaire.

Three percent of the returned questionnaires (three from universities,

ten from colleges, and nine from schools) were unusable, mostly because

the P-SI was no longer in existence. The total usable returns numbered

610, or 68 percent of the 897 P-SI's, and will henceforth be termed

"total returns."

Table I shows the total number of returns and the percent of returns

by institution type. As indicated, 82.2 percent of the universities

TABLE I

TOTAL RETURNS AND PERCENT OF RETURNS
OF QUESTIONNAIRE FOR EDUCATORS

BY INSTITUTION TYPE

Post-Secondary Number of Number of Percent of
Institution Institutions Returns Returns

Type Contacted

University 297 244 82.2%

College 300 208 69.3

School 300 158 52.7

Total 897 610 68.2%
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returned a usable questionnaire; 69.3 percent of the colleges responded

to the questionnaire; and 52.7 percent of the schools returned question-

naires. All combined, of the 897 P-SI's contacted, 610, or 68.0 percent

responded to the initial survey questionnaire.

Of those respondents 2.4 percent (15) indicated that that P-SI

offered a WP program as defined in this study (three or more independent

WP courses, each carrying at least two hours credit). The fifteen

P-SI's included nine universities, three colleges, and three schools.

One other respondent stated that three WP courses were listed in

the P-SI catalogue, but only one course had been taught. The other

courses were awaiting sufficient enrollment to warrant teaching. Another

respondent noted that courses in WP had been offered for several years,

but since no one enrolled for the courses, they had been dropped. And

yet another questionnaire return indicated that in the small town in

which that institution was located, there was no demand for WP, and a

community survey revealed no use of WP equipment.

The Questionnaire and Rating Sheet
For WP Instructors

Approximately six weeks after the second mailing of the "Question-

naire for Educators," those P-SI's having a program in WP were sent copies

of the "Questionnaire for WP Instructors" and the "Rating Sheet for WP

Instructors." Individual names had been furnished on the first question-

naire ("Questionnaire for Educators"), and those were the individuals at

each P-SI to whom the second questionnaires were mailed.

Three weeks were allowed for responses to the "Questionnaire for

WP Instructors." Non-respondents were then contacted by telephone to
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elicit return of the information. Most of the individuals requested

additional copies of the questionnaire, which were mailed, and four-

teen of the fifteen (93 percent) responded, as shown in Table II.

TABLE II

TOTAL RETURNS AND PERCENT OF RETURNS
OF QUESTIONNAIRE FOR WP INSTRUCTORS

BY INSTITUTION TYPE

Post-Secondary Number of Number of Percent of
Institution Institutions Returns Returns

Type Contacted'

University 9 8 88.9%

College 3 3 100.0

School 3 3 100.0

Total 15 14 93.3%

Represented in the responses shown in Table II were eight univer-

sities, three colleges, and three schools. (One university did not

respond.) Nineteen persons took part in the responses. Information

supplied on the first questionnaire, "Questionnaire for Educators,"

indicated that the fourteen responding P-SI's offered a total of fifty-

nine courses in WP. The returned copies of the "Questionnaire for WP

Instructors" accounted for forty-five courses (76.3 percent of the total

originally indicated).

Business Sample Selection

The businesses chosen for inclusion in this study consisted of

thirty-six organizations located in the Dallas-Fort Worth metroplex.

COM- - - -410 -.- o; -, ,, - , -"a ., .
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Each of the organizations used at least two magnetic typewriters at the

location of the interview.

A membership list of an International Word Processing Association

chapter was used to locate some of the businesses. Names of other

companies having a WP system were obtained from interviewees. Other

interview locations were obtained by telephoning companies listed in

the telephone directories.

In each instance the person in charge of WP at that business was

contacted by telephone to obtain permission to conduct the interview and

to arrange a convenient time for the interview. Each person was told

the purpose of the interview and given an approximate interview length.

Development of the Business Data
Collection Instruments

An "Interview Schedule" and a "Rating Sheet for Business Personnel"

were developed for use in gathering data from business personnel. The

Interview Schedule was designed to obtain the following information:

1) the title of the person in charge of WP; 2) the type of company using

WP equipment, according to type of product or service and number of

employees; 3) the type of WP system utilized; 4) the extent to which AS

and private secretaries were utilized; 5) the minimum education or

training required for an entry-level position; 6) the pretests and hiring

standards for an entry-level position; 7) training practices employed;

8) available career paths; 9) the age of the WPC; 10) work measurement

practices; 11) equipment used.

The "Rating Sheet for Business Personnel" corresponded to the

"Rating Sheet for WP Instructors." Only the directions were changed.
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Persons completing the rating sheets were asked to rate the knowledges,

skills, and attributes needed for an entry-level position.

Pilot Testing the Business Instruments

To evaluate the "Interview Schedule" and "Rating Sheet for Business

Personnel," a preliminary interview was conducted with a past-president

of a large city chapter of the International Word Processing Association,

who is also a WPC Supervisor. The interviewee was asked to give con-

structive criticism on all phases of the interview--wording of the

questions, thoroughness of the questions, clarity of the interview

questions and of the rating sheet, and construction of the rating sheet

items.

As a result of the interview, the wording of several items on the

Interview Schedule was changed to clarify meaning. For example, the

term "logging" had to be clarifiedsince to some people in WP it means

to keep a record of all work coming into a WPC, and to others it means

to keep a record of the work the WP operators turn out. The term

"weighting" had to be clarified, also, since the verbal term could be

interpreted "weighting" or "waiting."

One change was made on the rating sheet as a result of the inter-

view. Prior to the interview the Rating Sheet requested information

about automatic typewriter operation and text editor operation as sepa-

rate items. The two were combined because many people use the terms

interchangeably. (These were the same items questioned during the

pilot-test of the "Rating Sheet for Educators.")
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Conducting the Interviews and Return
of the Rating Sheets

Thirty-six business organizations were included in the study.

Three of the organizations had two WPC's, and interviews were conducted

in each, for a total of thirty-nine locations. The length of the inter-

views ranged from approximately twenty minutes to two hours. Most of

the interviews were tape recorded, and a few were summarized in short-

hand. All of the information from the interviews was compiled at the

same time (rather than after each interview) to provide more consistent

interpretation.

At the conclusion of each interview, the "Rating Sheet for Busi-

ness Personnel" was either completed by those requested or copies of

the rating sheet were left with the interviewee to be completed and

returned by mail. Where positions existed, (even though titles varied)

rating sheets were completed by the WP manager, the WPC supervisor, a

WPC operator and an AS secretary.

The rating sheet requested information concerning job requirements

for entry-level positions. Managers and supervisors were asked to do

two ratings--one for an operator's entry-level position and one for

an entry-level of their own position. Thirty-eight of the interview

locations completed rating sheets.

A breakdown of the companies interviewed is given in Table III,

which shows the type of product or service rendered and the number of

companies interviewed in each category. The table shows that insurance

companies had the greatest representation in the sample, followed in

rank order by financial institutions, manufacturing firms, legal firms,
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TABLE III

TYPE OF COMPANY AND NUMBER OF INTERVIEWS
CONDUCTED IN EACH TYPE

Type of Number of Firms
Company Interviewed

Insurance. . . . . . . . . . .8 . . . . .. . . 8
Financial . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7
Manufacturing. R.0.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6

Legal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
Government .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Non-Profit . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Petroleum .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 2

Engineering . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1

Hospital . . . ............. . . . . 1
Utilities . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

government agencies, non-profit organizations and petroleum companies,

and engineering firms, hospitals, and utilities.

Figure 4 shows the percent of the sample each company type

represented. Insurance companies accounted for 22 percent of the

Engineering

Financial Hospital
Utility

Petroleum

95,5% Non-Profit
Insurance -- 19%

Government

17% 14%

Legal
Manufacturing

Fig. 4--Percent of sample represented by each company type
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total, financial institutions for 19 percent, manufacturing firms for 17

percent, and legal organizations for 14 percent. Government agencies

represented 8 percent of the sample, non-profit organizations and petro-

leum companies 5.5 percent each, and engineering firms, hospitals, and

utilities 3 percent each.

Organization size varied greatly among the business firms, ranging

from less than 50 employees to more than 1000 at the interview location.

Table IV shows the number of employees in each company. Two companies

had less than 50 employees; five companies had from 50 to 99 employees;

six employed from 100 to 199 persons; three stated an employment figure

between 200 and 299; six ranged from 300 to 399; two employed from 400

to 499 persons; seven had from 500 to 999 employees; and five indicated a

personnel figure between 1000 and 2000.

TABLE IV

NUMBER OF COMPANIES INTERVIEWED
PER NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES

Number of Employees Number of Companies

1 - 49 . . . . . . . . . . 2
50 - 99 . . . . . . . . . . 5

100 - 199 . . . . . . . . . . 6
200 - 299 . . . . . . . . . . 3
300 - 399 . . . . . . . . . . 6
400 - 499 . . . . . . . . . . 2
500 - 999 . . . . . . . . . . 7

1000 - 2000 . . . . . . . . . . 5

These figures represented the number of employees who were physi-

cally located in the building which housed the WPC or interviewee.

Several companies had many more employees at other locations or "in the
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field." Considering only the one location, the average number of

employees was 488.

Table V shows the average number of employees in each type of

company. Manufacturing firms had the highest average number of employees,

with 922, and engineering firms show the lowest average number of

employees, with 50. From highest to lowestthe rank order for all of the

company types is as follows: manufacturing, utilities, financial,

petroleum, hospitals, insurance, non-profit, government, legal and

engineering.

TABLE V

AVERAGE NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
IN EACH COMPANY TYPE

Type of Average Number
Company of Employees

Engineering .s. a4 . . . . . . . . 50
Financial . ..... . . . . .771
Government . . . . . . . . . .138

Hospital . .. . 450
Insurance 0.......... 344
Legal .4. !.4 1 k . .... .9 90
Manufacturing . . . , . . . 922

Non-Profit ....... 183
Petroleum .. . . . . . 643
Utilities ..... ,...800

Statistical Procedures

The rating sheets completed by business personnel and educators

represented responses from th-e following seven groups: WPC managers,

WPC supervisors, correspondence secretaries, administrative support
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secretaries, educators from universities, educators from colleges, and

educators from schools.

Nineteen sets of comparisons were made among the groups. For each

set, a computer-tabulated Kruskal-Wallis one-way analysis of variance was

run for each of the forty-five items on the questionnaire. A 95 percent

confidence level was used to determine those items which were signifi-

cantly different. Some of the respondents did not respond to all forty-

five items on the rating sheet. In such instances, the computer scored

the missing responses as "missing" and tabulated the remaining scores on

their own merit without respect to the "no responses."

Table VI shows the number of respondents in each of the seven

groups. The table also shows the percent that number represents of

the total respondents. As shown in the table, equipment operators

formed the largest group and represented 27.8 percent of the total,

TABLE VI

NUMBER AND PERCENT OF RATING
SHEET RESPONDENTS

Respondent Number of Percent of
Type Respondents Respondents

Administrative Secretaries 14 13.0%
College Educators 9 8.3
Correspondence Secretaries 30 27.8
Managers 12 11.1
School Educators 12 11.1
WPC Supervisors 7 .6.5
University Educators 24 22.2

Total 108 100.0%

maaramsammassammamamamm
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followed in descending order by equipment educators, administrative sup-

port secretaries, WPC managers and school educators, college educators,

and WPC supervisors.

Combining all of the education groups in the table results in a

total of forty-five respondents, or 41.7 percent of the total. Like-

wise, combining the business group yields sixty-three respondents, or

58.3 percent of the total.

Summary

Data for the study were collected from post-secondary educational

institutions and from business organizations having at least two magnetic

media typewriters located in the same building for the same business

organization. A list of 897 P-SI's was compiled for a preliminary survey

of four-year educational institutions, junior and community colleges,

and private business and secretarial schools. Of the questionnaires

mailed, 68.2 percent were returned. An important part of the information

gained from the initial survey questionnaire was whether the P-SI had a

WP program as defined in this study. Those P-SI's which had a WP pro-

gram were mailed a second questionnaire and a rating sheet, designed to

obtain information about each course offered in the WP program. Ninety-

three percent of the P-SI's responded to the second questionnaire and

rating sheet.

The businesses chosen consisted of thirty-six organizations located

in the Dallas-Fort Worth metroplex and included the following types of

businesses: engineering, financial, government, hospital insurance,
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legal, manufacturing, non-profit, petroleum, and utilities. The com-

panies ranged from less than 50 employees to more than 1000.

A total of thirty-nine interviews were conducted. The interviews

were tape recorded or taken in shorthand and later compiled. A rating

sheet which corresponded with the one mailed to the P-SI's was given to

WP supervisors, WP managers, equipment operators, and AS secretaries.

The rating sheets completed by the educators and the business personnel

were compared by a Kruskal-Wallis one-way analysis of variance.



CHAPTER IV

FINDINGS

Research findings were compiled from four sources: 1) the Question-

naire for Educators; 2) the Questionnaire for Word Processing Instructors;

3) the interviews; 4) the comparison of the Rating Sheet for Word Proces-

sing Instructors and the Rating Sheet for Business Personnel.

The Questionnaire for Educators: Findings

The questionnaire returns yielded much information, including

1) how many courses in WP were offered by each institution type; 2) of

those P-SI's in which no WP courses were offered, how many planned to

institute such a course and when; 3) in institutions which offered a

course(s), when the course(s) began; 4) the department(s) which offered

WP; 5) actual course titles; 6) the number of credit hours granted for

each course; and 7) the courses in which WP was taught as a segment.

Course offerings.--Table VII shows the number and percent of insti-

tution types offering from zero to three or more courses in WP. The 244

university responses represented 40 percent of the total (610) returns

from all sources. Of those universities, 75.8 percent offered no courses

in WP; 14.8 percent offered one course in WP; 5.7 percent offered two

courses in WP, or more than two but not meeting the criteria of two or

more credit hours granted per course; and 3.7 percent of the univer-

sities had a WP program.
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Colleges represented 34.1 percent of all returned questionnaires,

with 208 replies. Of those replies, 70.2 percent indicated that no

courses in WP were offered; 21.6 percent indicated that one course

was offered in WP; 6.7 percent offered two courses, or more than two

but not meeting the criteria necessary to be a program in WP; and

1.5 percent of the colleges had a program in WP.

The same breakdown for schools is given in Table VII showing total

school returns to equal 25.9 percent (158) of the grand total. Of the

questionnaires returned by schools, 75.3 percent offered no courses in

WP; 17.7 percent offered only one course; and 1.9 percent of the schools

had programs in WP.

In addition Table VII indicates that 73.8 percent of all P-SI's

responding to the initial questionnaire offered no independent courses

in WP. P-SI's offering one course in WP represented 17.9 percent of the

grand total. Those offering two or more courses but not meeting the

criteria for a WP program constituted 5.9 percent of the returns, and

2.4 percent offered a program in WP.

P-SI's Offering No Courses in WP: Findings

Number of P-SI's who planned to initiate a WP course.--Several of

the 450 P-SI's which offered no courses in WP at the time of the ques-

tionnaire indicated that they were planning to offer at least one course

in WP sometime in the future. Table VIII shows the number of univer-

sities, colleges, and schools which had plans to institute at least one

course in WP, the number of P-SI's which had no such plans, those which

were undecided, and those which made no indication either way.
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As Table VIII indicates, 23.4 percent of the universities (57)

indicated plans for teaching at least one course in WP at some later

date,.3.7 percent were undecided, and.3.3 percent made no indication.

Universities with no plans to teach WP as an independent course numbered

111, which represented 45 percent of all university returns.

TABLE VIII

P-SI PLANS TO INITIATE COURSES
IN WORD PROCESSING

Institution Yes No Undecided Not Total
Type _-.''Indicated

University 57 111 9 8 185

College 46 89 6 5 146

School 35 66 11 7 119

Total 138 266 26 20

Colleges and schools showed similar results, with 22 percent of

the colleges and 22.8 percent of the schools planning to begin at least

one course in WP; 2.9 percent of the colleges and 7 percent of the

schools undecided; and 2.4 percent of the colleges and 4.4 percent of

the schools making no indication. The remaining 89 colleges (43 percent

of the total college returns) and 66 schools (42 percent of the total

school returns) expressed no intentions of teaching a separate WP course.

Date P-SI's planned to initiate a separate WP course.--The next

item on the questionnaire asked when these 138 P-SI's were planning to

offer a separate WP course. Table IX shows that twenty-five of the
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courses were scheduled to begin fall semester, 1977; a majority, sixty-

six, of the courses were to be inaugurated sometime in 1978; four were

TABLE IX

PROPOSED BEGINNING DATE FOR NEW COURSES

Institution Fall Semester 1978 1979 Undecided Total
Type 1977_._... _....

University 8 27 4 18 57

College 6 25 .. 15 46

School 11 14 .. 10 35

Total 25 66 4 43

scheduled to start in 1979; and forty-three were undecided about a

beginning date. (Several noted, "As soon as funds are available.")

WP incorporation with other courses.--The final question asked of

those respondents whose institutions offered no separate course in WP

was whether WP was incorporated into (an)other course(s) and if "yes,"

which course(s). Table X shows that 151 universities, 107 colleges and

62 schools indicated that WP concepts were being taught as part of

(an)other course(s). (See also Table XVIII, page 125 for a summary of

the courses into which WP was incorporated.) Ninety-two of the P-SI's

offering no separate courses in WP also did not teach WP as a part

of another course. Therefore, 15.1 percent (92) of the total P-SI's

(610) gave students little or no exposure to WP. Thirty-eight of the
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TABLE X

INCORPORATION OF WP CONCEPTS WITH OTHER
COURSES IN INSTITUTIONS OFFERING

NO INDEPENDENT WP COURSES

Institution IncOrporation of WP Concepts
Type Yes No Not

Indicated

University 151 26 8

College 107 33 6

School 62 33 24

Total 320 92 38

institutions did not indicate whether WP was incorporated into (an)other

course(s).

P-SI's Offering One Course in WP:. Findings

The next group of returns analyzed were those which indicated that

only one course in WP was offered. There were two items to tabulate in

that group: 1) When was the separate WP course begun; and 2) Was WP

taught in (an)other course(s) as well, and if so, which course(s).

Date separate WP course began.--Table XI shows a steady increase in

the number of institutions starting WP courses since 1970, and according

to Table XVIII, page 125, continued growth can be anticipated. As seen

in Table XI only one university course was started prior to 1973; thir-

teen were begun between 1973-1975; eight were initiated in 1976; and

twelve were inaugurated spring or summer of 1977. Table XI shows that

i
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eight more courses were expected to begin fall, 1977, bringing the total

1977 figure to twenty, with at least twenty-six additional courses

planned for 1978.

TABLE XI

DATE COURSE BEGAN IN INSTITUTIONS
OFFERING ONE WP COURSE

Institution Date WP Course Began
Type Prior to 1970 to 1973 to 1976 1977 Not

1970 1972 1975 Indicated

University .. 1 13 8 12 2

College .. 6 15 8 12 4

School 2 3 8 3 5 7

Colleges and schools show a similar increase, with six college

courses and five school courses beginning prior to 1972, increasing

to twelve college courses and five school courses beginning spring

or summer, 1977. An additional six college courses and eleven school

courses were expected to begin fall, 1977, as shown in Table XI.

WP incorporation with other courses.--Table XII shows, for P-SI's

which offered one separate WP course, the number of universities,

colleges, and schools which incorporated WP concepts with other courses,

the number of P-SI's which did not incorporate WP into other courses,

and the number of institutions which did not indicate either way. As

shown, twenty-three universities, twenty-five colleges, and nineteen

schools were, in addition to teaching a separate WP course, incorporating
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TABLE XII

INCORPORATION OF WP CONCEPTS WITH OTHER
COURSES IN INSTITUTIONS OFFERING

ONE INDEPENDENT WP COURSE

Institution IncorpOration of WP Concepts
Type Yes No Not

Indicated

University 23 13

College 25 17 3

School 19 9

WP concepts into other courses. Thirteen universities, seventeen

colleges, and nine schools were teaching WP concepts as a separate

course only. Three P-SI's did not indicate either way.

The courses into which WP was incorporated are shown in Table XVIII,

page 125, which also shows a summary of the number of institutions

incorporating WP concepts into other courses.

P-SI's Offering Two WP Courses: Findings

The next group of questionnaire returns were from those P-SI's which

indicated two courses offered in WP. Grouped with these returns were

institutions which offered three or more courses but which did not carry

at least two hours credit per course. The university group had fourteen

such instances, the college group had fourteen, and the school group

numbered eight.

Date WP courses began.--Table XIII shows that of the aggregate

groups, nineteen P-SI's had begun their first course in WP by 1975,
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and nine were already offering two courses. The following year, 1976,

showed a significant increase, with eleven additional institutions

beginning their first course, and eleven adding a second. In 1977, three

TABLE XIII

DATE COURSE BEGAN IN INSTITUTIONS
OFFERING TWO WP COURSES

Institution Date WP Courses Began
Type Prior to 1970 to 1973 to 1976 1977 Not

.1970 1972 1975 Indicated
First Course

University 1 1 5 5 2

College 2 2 5 2 1 2

School .. 2 1 4 . 1

Total 3 5 11 11 3 3

Second Course
University .. 2 5 5 2

College 1. 3 3 3 4

School .. 3 3 . 2

Total 1.. 8 11 8 8

P-SI's began their first WP course, and eight added a second course. In

addition Table IX, page 115, indicates that twenty-five "first courses"

were scheduled to begin fall, 1977.

WP incorporated with other courses.--The final information obtained

from those institutions offering two courses in WP was whether, in

addition to those two separate courses, WP was taught as a part of
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(an)other course(s). Table XIV indicates that twelve universities, six

colleges, and eight schools incorporated WP concepts into other courses.

TABLE XIV

INCORPORATION OF WP CONCEPTS WITH OTHER
COURSES IN INSTITUTIONS OFFERING

TWO INDEPENDENT WP COURSES

Institution Incorporation of WPConcepts
Type Yes No Not

Indicated

University 12 2 ..

College 6 7 1

School 8

Two universities and seven colleges indicated no incorporation, and one

college made no indication. Table XVIII, page 125, shows the courses in

which WP was taught as a subtopic.

P-SI's Having a WP Course: Findings

Of the 610 respondents to the "Questionnaire for Educators," a

total of fifteen, or 2.4 percent, indicated that that P-SI offered a WP

program as defined in this study (three or more independent WP courses,

each carrying at least two hours credit). The fifteen P-SI's included

nine universities, three colleges, and three schools.

Number of courses offered in WP programs.--Table XV shows the type

and number of P-SI's which had from three to nine courses in the WP

program. One school offered nine courses in WP; one college offered
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eight courses; one school offered six courses; three universities offered

five courses and two offered four courses; and the remainder (seven

TABLE XV

TYPE AND NUMBER OF P-SI'S OFFERING
FROM THREE TO NINE WP COURSES

Type of Number of CoursesOffered
Institution 3 4 5 6 7 8' ' 9

University 4 2 3

College 2.1

School I .I. 1

P-SI's) had three courses in their WP program. With only one exception,

all fifteen of these P-SI's were located within a 125-mile radius of at

least one major city.

Date WP'coursesbegan.--The fifteen WP programs were begun at

various times, with the first courses beginning between 1969 and 1977.

Table XVI shows the beginning dates for the first, second, and third

courses offered in the WP programs. Both the first and second courses

in one program were initiated in 1969, and the program was in operation

by 1970. Another school initiated all three of its courses in 1977,

creating a program as defined in this study. A steady increase in the

number of programs can be seen between the first one in 1970 and the

most recent one in 1977. By 1975 a second program was in operation, and

six more were begun by 1976. Six additional WP programs were operative

by 1977 bringing the total to fifteen.
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In addition to the fifteen operative WP programs noted in Table XVI,

several new courses were scheduled to begin fall semester 1977 (as shown

TABLE XVI

DATE FIRST THREE WP COURSES BEGAN IN
INSTITUTIONS OFFERING A PROGRAM

IN WORD PROCESSING

Institution DateCourses Began
Type 1969 1970 to 1973 to 1976 1977 Not

FirstCourse 1972 1975 _Indicated

First Course
University .13 3 2

College

School 1 1 1

Total 1 3 3 4 1 3

Second Course
University .. 2 5 1 1

College 2 1

School

Total 1 4 6 3 1

Third Course
University - 5 3 1

College11

School 1 2

Total 1 1 6 6 1
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in Table IX, page 115). In a few instances the addition of that one

course would create a WP program as defined in this study and bring the

1977 total figure to more than the fifteen indicated in Table XVI.

WPincorporation with other courses.--The number of P-SI's offering

a program in WP and still incorporating WP into other courses is shown

in Table XVII. Six universities, two colleges, and one school were

teaching WP in other courses in addition to teaching independent WP

TABLE XVII

INCORPORATION OF WP CONCEPTS WITH
OTHER COURSES IN INSTITUTIONS

OFFERING A WP PROGRAM

Institution Incorporation of WP Concepts
Type Yes No Not

Indicated

University 6 1 2

College 2 1

School 1 2

courses; one university, one college, and two schools were not teaching

WP in other courses; and two universities made no indication. These

results are also listed in Table XVIII along with a breakdown of the

courses in which WP was taught as a segment.

WP as a Segment of Other Courses

Table XVIII is divided into four groups: P-SI's offering no inde-

pendent courses in WP, one independent course, two independent courses,
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and three or more independent courses. The four groups are subdivided

by type of institution. Examination of the table shows office practice

to be the course in which WP was most frequently taught as a segment.

That group included responses variously titled Office/Secretarial

Practice/Procedures. Of the 610 P-SI's from which questionnaires were

returned, 42 percent taught WP as part of office practice. In descending

order, those courses listed as incorporating WP were Typewriting

(26 percent), Business Communications and Office Machines (both 18 per-

cent), Shorthand (13 percent), and Teaching Methods and Management (both

10 percent).

The final category on the questionnaire was a space for "other"

courses in which WP was taught. Although some of the institutions

listed more than one course, approximately 15 percent gave at least one

additional course title. The most frequently given title was "Tran-

scription,"' with most of the others being some kind of secretarial

course--Executive Secretary, Medical Secretary, Secretarial Adminis-

tration. Some of the infrequently given titles included Data Processing,

Key Punch, Model Office, Internship, Office Appliances, Reprographics,

CPS Review, Filing, Accounting, and English and Vocabulary. When indi-

cated, the management courses including WP as a segment were Office

Management, Filing and Records Management, and Introduction to Business.

Examination by category (zero, one, two, and three or more courses

offered) of the order of the courses which most frequently incorporated

WP concepts shows that the only significant deviation from the above-

listed order (Office Practice, Typewriting, Business Communications and
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Office Machines, Shorthand, and Teaching Methods and Management), was in

"Management." Except for Management, the rank order of course titles

was the same for the four categories independently as for the categories

collectively. Overall, Management was the least frequent title, ranking

number seven in rank order. In the individual categories, however, in

the group of "Two Courses Offered," it was number three in rank order.

In the "Three or More Courses" group, no P-SI's indicated an incorpo-

ration in management; but, one-third of them offered WP Management as a

separate course.

The "Summary" section of Table XVIII shows the number of P-SI's

which incorporated WP with other courses, grouped by institution type

and number of WP courses offered. Collectively, 69 percent of the P-SI's

combined WP with other courses; 24 percent did not; and 7 percent made

no indication.

The Questionnaire for WP Instructors: Findings

The questionnaires returned from the fourteen P-SI's contained

information in the following areas: 1) course titles; 2) prerequisites;

3) internship programs; 4) student majors; 5) teaching materials;

6) equipment; 7) special training or education of instructors.

Represented in the responses were eight universities, three

colleges, and three schools. Nineteen persons from those P-SI's

took part in the responses.

Information supplied on the first questionnaire, "Questionnaire

for Educators," indicated that the fourteen responding P-SI's offered
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a total of fifty-nine courses in WP. The returned copies of the

"Questionnaire for WP Instructors" accounted for fifty-three courses,

or 89.8 percent of the original total.

Course Titles

The returns showed almost as many course titles as courses offered.

Duplication did appear in titles such as Word Processing, Word Proces-

sing Concepts, Transcription, Magnetic Media (usually specifying a

specific machine), and Word Processing Management. A few of the other

titles were Power Typing, Reprographics, Automatic Typing, Office Proce-

dures, Memory Typing, and Electronics. There was no consistency, by

title, for sequencing the courses. Some P-SI's taught the equipment

first and the elements of a WP system later; others taught elements

first and specialized areas later.

Prerequisites

Both typing and English composition were required in many instances

before entering the WP program. Several of the P-SI's sequenced their

courses such that each level required successful completion of the prior

course(s). Others, however, did not sequence their courses at all; and

in a couple of instances, co-registration with another course was

required. Additional prerequisites mentioned included Introduction to

Business Data Processing, keyboarding skills, Business Communications,

senior class standing, and Shorthand.
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Student Majors

The majors of students enrolled in the WP courses varied with the

institution type. Table XIX shows that the schools had only secretarial

and WP majors enrolled in the courses. A majority of the students

enrolled in the WP courses in the colleges were secretarial majors, with

others majoring in communications, management, and business teacher

TABLE XIX

MAJORS OF STUDENTS ENROLLED IN WP COURSES

Student Majors Number of P-SI's

university College School

Administrative Services 1.
Business Teacher Education 8 1
Business Technology 1.

Communications 1 2
Information Systems 1..
Management 5 2 ..
Office Administration 1.

Secretarial 8 3 3
Shorthand 1*.
Word Processing 1

education. Of the university courses, business teacher education majors

were mentioned as frequently as secretarial majors, with management

majors ranking next. Majors mentioned only once by the universities

included communications, business technology, shorthand, WP, office

administration, administrative services, and information systems.

FA
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Internship' Programs

Some of the P-SI's included an internship with every course, and

others included an internship in various courses throughout the program.

None of the P-SI's indicated having a complete course entitled or devoted

to an "Internship." Table XX shows the number of P-SI's which offered

at least one internship and the number of courses which included an

TABLE XX

UTILIZATION OFIINTERNSHIPS

Internship Length Internship Number of Number of
Hours Number Location Courses With P-SI's With
PrDay of Weeks Off an Internship an Internship

University
3* 10 x
4*# 10 x
3 14 x x 8 4

NI+ 14 x
2 10 x

**

Co l1ege

3

School

10
10

x

-"x

4 2

6 3 1
On- o r 0ff-Campu s

*Internship optional
#More than one course has these same requirements
+Not Indicated
**40 hrs. work 1 classroom credit; 80 hrs. work = 2 class-room credits; etc.

internship. Of the eight universities, four indicated having at least

one internship. Of the twenty-eight courses offered by the universities,

four included an internship, four had an optional internship, and twenty
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contained no internship. The typical internship length was 3.3 hours

per day for 11.3 weeks. Five of the programs were conducted off-campus,

one was on-campus, and one was both off- and on-campus. An additional

set-up mentioned by one respondent, was an internship program whereby

the number of classroom credit hours depended upon the number of hours

worked: forty hours of work in the program merited one credit; eighty

hours earned two credits; etc. So a student would work 160 hours on a

job to attain four hours of classroom credit.

Of the three colleges responding to the survey, two offered an

internship program. Four of the courses offered contained an intern-

ship, and five did not. The average length of a program was two hours

per day for nine weeks, and all of the programs were conducted on-campus.

Only one of the three schools had an internship program, and it was

offered in three courses. No hours per day were indicated, but the

internship lasted from four to six weeks and was conducted off-campus.

Teaching Materials

No consistency existed in the textbook(s) used for specific courses,

and few texts were used. Most of the teaching materials used were

vendor products (usually the operating manual for a specific machine) or

teacher-constructed materials.

Equipment

Type of equipment used and'proficiency level required.--A wide

variety of equipment brands was used by the P-SI's. No attempt was made

to classify by brand name but rather by equipment type. The universities
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reported using non-magnetic typewriters, magnetic typewriters, and

dictation-transcription equipment extensively, and composers, offset

and mimeograph equipment, and CRT media occasionally. Four of the eight

universities required a mastery of the mag-media typewriters at the end

of the WP program. One required an intermediate operations ability, and

three required an acquaintance with the equipment. It was almost unan-

imous that dictation-transcription equipment be mastered by the end of

the program. In the single instance where utilized, the composer,

memory, and offset equipment was to be mastered by the end of the WP

program. Five of the university courses utilized no equipment.

The three colleges did not indicate using any non-magnetic type-

writers, but did use magnetic typewriters, dictation-transcription

equipment, and in one instance a photocopier and a common-language high-

speed printer. One of the colleges required a mastery-level knowledge

of the mag-media typewriters, one required an intermediate-level knowl-

edge, and the third did not indicate the proficiency level required

upon completion of the WP program. A mastery level was required for

use of dictation-transcription equipment. A photocopier and a high-

speed printer was used by one college, and a mastery-level was required.

One college course was noted as having no equipment.

The three schools indicated the use of mag-media typewriters,

dictation-transcription equipment, and in one instance a keypunch.

Each piece of mag-media equipment was taught as an independent course,

and mastery was expected. All dictation-transcription equipment was

Now-OWN immm"Ploomm UhM
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generally combined in a single course and mastery of each piece of

equipment expected. One course had no equipment noted.

Acquisition of equipment.--Almost all of the courses required

machine practice outside of class time, and approximately two-thirds was

in an open-access laboratory, with an assistant on duty at least part-time.

The returned questionnaires indicated that all of the dictation-transcription

equipment had been purchased by the P-SI's and was located in the class-

room. Twice as much mag-media equipment was purchased as was rented.

That which was purchased was located in the classroom, while that which

was rented was located on-campus, outside the classroom.

Special Training or Education
Received by WP Instructors

Each respondent was asked whether he or she received any special

training or education in WP before actually teaching the course or courses

in WP. Of the university respondents, two made no indication, three indi-

cated no special preparation, and six noted some preparation. Three of

the six who received some preparation received only vendor training on

the equipment (usually a two-day orientation). One individual attended

a one-week vendor seminar on supervision of the WPC, and another indi-

vidual attended a Data Pro Seminar on WP. The remaining individual

received vendor training on two pieces of equipment, attended three WP

conventions, and took a course taught by the authors of a WP textbook.

Of the college respondents, one made no indication of training, two

indicated vendor equipment training only, and one respondent indicated
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vendor training, attendance at WP society seminars and Expo's, attendance

in a class taught by the authors of a WP textbook, and eight weeks of

on-the-job training during a summer, working on the equipment later used

in the classroom.

Four individuals accounted for the responses from the three schools.

One person made no indication concerning previous training, one had no

training, one indicated vendor equipment training only, and one indi-

cated vendor equipment training plus experience in operating several

WPC's in area businesses.

The Interviews: Findings

Compilation of the taped and summarized interviews revealed a

variety of information about actual business practices.

Title of Interviewees

The first question on the "Interview Schedule" was the title or

position of the interviewee. Although each had the responsibility for

the WPC or magnetic equipment operation, several titles were found.

Exact titles varied greatly, but the general categories are shown in

Table XXI along with the number of persons having that title and the

company types in which the title was found. Of the thirty-nine inter-

twelve were managers, two were manager-supervisors, seventeen were

supervisors, one was a coordinator, one a legal technician, one a vice

president, and five were secretaries. Nine of the managers and super-

visors listed in Table XXI had an assistant who helped with the daily

operation of the system, relieving the superior of such things as

Sam 4" IWINFINdmill
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TABLE XXI

POSITION TITLE OF INTERVIEWEES

Position Title Number of Persons Type of Company
WithTitle With Title*

Coordinator 1 6

Legal Technician 1 3

Manager 12 2, 5, 6, 7, 8

Supervisor 17 2, 3, 4, 5
7, 9, 10

Manager/Supervisor 2 5, 8

Secretary 5 1, 4, 7, 9

Vice President 1 2

* 1, engineering; 2, financial; 3, government;
4, hospital; 5, insurance; 6, legal; 7, manufacturing;
8, non-profit; 9, petroleum; 10, utilities

logging in documents, determining routine priorities, answering the

telephone, and answering minor machine operation questions.

Type of WP System

Th-e type of WP system found in each type of company is shown in

Table XXII. The Centralized system was the most common, with twenty-

four incidents reported. (See page 16 for a definition of each type of

WP system.) Each company type shows at least one centralized system,

with two exceptions--hospitals and engineering firms. The only decen-

tralized system reported was in a hospital; the only satellite system

reported was in an insurance firm. Five transitional systems were
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reported, two by manufacturing firms, two by legal organizations, and

one by an engineering firm. Five mixed systems were also reported,

TABLE XXII

NUMBER OF FIRMS USING VARIOUS WP SYSTEMS
BY COMPANY TYPE

Type of Type Of'WP System __

Company Centralized Decentralized Satellite Transitional Mixed

Engineering
Financial 4 .. 3
Government 3

Hospital
Insurance 7
Legal 2 .. 2 1
Manufacturing 3 .. 2 1

Non-Profit 2
Petroleum 2
Utilities 1 0.0.*

Total 24 1 1 5 5

three by financial

by a manufacturing

organizations,

firm.

one by a legal organization, and one

Average Number of WP System Employees

Correspondence secretaries.--Of the companies which had one or more

WPC's, the average number of employees was six per center. Of those

companies whose secretaries had WP equipment, but the company did not

maintain a WPC, an average of eight secretaries per company had a

mag-medi-a typewriter.
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Administrative support'secretaries --In the thirty-six companies

the average number of AS secretaries was twenty-six, all of whom had

non-mag-media typewriters. Only two companies reported a clustered

AS system. Three AS secretaries reported to an administrative super-

visor, and the remainder reported to the principal served.

Private secretaries.--An average of eight private secretaries

(one-to-one relationship) per company was reported in addition to

the employees in the WPC and the AS secretaries. Those employees

having a private secretary ranged from "anyone, according to need,"

to "only the president." However, the majority reported that only

upper level management personnel had private secretaries.

Whereas ten companies reported having no AS secretaries, no

company was without at least one private secretary. Six of the persons

with private secretaries could not or did not use the WPC in addition to

their private secretary. Eight of the private secretaries could not

input information to the WPC. But in one instance, instead of inputing

information to the WPC, the private secretary could use the equipment in

the center.

Educational Requirements

When asked about minimum education requirements for a correspondence

secretary, nine interviewees stated that there was no minimum, as shown

in Table XXIII. One interviewee wanted a high school graduate with six

months' experience, one wanted a college junior, and the remainder

(twenty-five) said that high school or its equivalent was minimum. When
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asked if additional education or training on magnetic equipment would

make a difference in one's starting pay or classification, fifteen

TABLE XXIII

MINIMUM EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS FOR
A CORRESPONDENCE SECRETARY

Minimum Education Number of Companies

No minimum . . . . . . . 9

High school diploma plus
six months on-job training . . . . . . . . . . 1

College junior standing ....... .. ......... I

High school diploma or equivalent . . . . . . . . 25

interviewees answered with an unqualified, "No." The remaining twenty-

one interviewees said that if the skill level was commensurate with the

education, the salary or classification or both would be higher.

Testing and Traiin5j Practices

Testing.--Another area of inquiry during the interviews was the

pretesting and hiring standards of each company. Table XXIV shows a break-

down of the type of testing required by the companies. As indicated ten

companies required no testing. Two of those ten had a minimum typing speed

requirement (one fifty and one sixty words per minute) but took the word

of the individual instead of testing.

Twelve interviewees reported that a typing test only was adminis-

tered. Speed requirements ranged from fifty to eighty, with the most

frequently required speed being fifty words per minute. Ten of those

typing tests were standard, traditional tests, but two companies were

using the back-space strike-over technique in their typing tests to

simulate the use of WP equipment. One of those two companies was admin-

istering both types of tests.

94
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The remaining fourteen companies were testing, in addition to

typing, such language skills as grammar, spelling, proofreading,

TABLE XXIV

PRE-EMPLOYMENT TESTS ADMINISTERED

Number of
Type of Testing Companies

None only . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10

Typing only . . . . . . .o ..a ..o .. 12

Typing plus others . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24

terminology, vocabulary, and punctuation. In addition, some were testing

skills such as math, filing, reasoning, consistency, shorthand, and

transcription.

Training.--The training of employees fell into two categories--that

given to machine operators and that given to word originators. Machine

operators were trained in-house, by vendors, or through a combination of

both methods. Fourteen interviewees stated that in-house training was

used exclusively, with the training time ranging from one day to three

weeks of extensive instruction and up to six months of "additional"

training.

Five interviewees trained in-house sometimes and utilized vendor

training sometimes. Seventeen interviewees utilized vendor training exclu-

sively, with training time again ranging from one day to two weeks.

Eighteen persons stated that an acquaintanceship level of equip-

ment operation was generally gained in one week of training; seven stated

a shorter time period; eleven stated a longer time period, ranging up to

six weeks. To acquire a proficiency level of operation, twenty-three

persons felt that from three to six months' training was required.
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Fourteen companies indicated having some kind of in-house originator

orientation to WP or training in the use of dictation equipment, or both.

Most of the programs consisted of a brief introduction to WP or to

dictation equipment; however, three firms indicated an in-depth, con-

tinued program of training and updating in the art of dictation as well

as in the operation of dictation equipment.

Most of the training programs (both operator and originator) were

conducted by the person in charge of the WP system. However, in one

instance the job was handled by the Training Department, which handled

all of the training programs for the organization. In addition, several

companies indicated having had vendor equipment orientation and a vendor

seminar in communications and the art of dictation.

Career Paths

Another phase of the interviews dealt with available career paths

for the WP secretaries. 'In all but one instance, the AS secretaries had

no career path within the AS area. Their only promotion possibility was

to an executive or private secretary position,. 'In the one exception,

each employee began in the WPC and spent from three months to one and

one-half years there before being "promoted" into the AS area. Five

levels or steps were available in the AS area, with the highest level

being that of a "Private Secretary" position.

Table XXV shows the number of companies in each company type which

had from one to seven steps in the equipment operators' career path.

The average number of career steps for each type of company is shown also.

Seven of the WPC' s had only one position with no promotion possible

within the center, although one company would promote an individual out

of the center to other duties. Seven locations had two levels within
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the WPC--an operator and a supervisory level. Two of those seven

locations did promote operators out of the WPC.

TABLE XXV

NUMBER AND AVERAGE NUMBER OF STEPS IN
CAREER PATH IN EACH COMPANY TYPE

Type N berfSteps _ Average Number

o y2 3 4 5 6 7 ofSteps in
Company-CareerPath

Engineering 1 .
Financial 1 1 2 3 .. .. 3
Government .. .. 1 2 .. s .. 3.6

Hospital 1 - I .T. .. 2
Insurance 1 1 1 1 4 1 .. 4
Legal 3 2 .. . . .. 1.4
Manufacturing 1 .. 2 1 2 .. 3.5

Non-Profit - - - 1 .. . 1 5
Petroleum .. 2 -- -- .. 2
Utilities ..- .*...2

Weighted
Average __2.75

Eight companies reported three career steps within the WPC. After

an individual reached "supervisor" or "manager," three of those eight

companies would promote that person to duties outside the WPC. Seven

companies reported having four career steps within the WPC; six companies

noted five career steps; one company had six career steps; one company had

seven steps.

The weighted average of Table XXV shows that about three levels of

advancement (by classification) were provided by the businesses.

WPCAge

The average age of the WPC's was four years, with four centers

being six months old or less, one being ten years old, and three being
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eight years old. Table XXVI shows the average center age by type of

company. Manufacturing firms, according to the data, have had WPC's the

TABLE XXVI

WORD PROCESSING CENTER AGES AND AVERAGE AGE
BY TYPE OF COMPANY

Company Number of Years in Operation _ Average
Type 0-1/2 1 23 4f 5 6 7 8 9 10 WPC Age

Engineering .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . *

Financial .. .. 2 .. 3 .. . .. 1 .. .. 4
Government .. .. ,.. 1 .. 2 .. .. ,.... .. 4.5

Hospital 1 .. .. .. 1 .. .. .. .. .. .. 2
Insurance .. 1 2 1 1 1.... 2 a.. .. 4
Legal 2 . . .1 . .. .. . 2
Manufacturing ........ .. 2 1 ..... 1 7

Non-Profit . 1 1.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 2.5

Petroleum .. 1 .. .. .. .. 1 .. .. .. 5
Utilities 1 . .. ........ .. .. 0-1/2

*No WPC reported--traditional system.

longest period of time, with the oldest WPC being ten years of age. Two

insurance firms and one financial institution had centers which were

eight years of age. The two most common WPC ages were two and four

years, with six companies having centers of each age. The youngest WPC'S

were less than six months of age.

As an industry average, manufacturing firms have had WPC's the

longest--seven years--followed by the petroleum industry, government

agencies, insurance and financial organizations, non-profit organizations,

legal firms and hospitals, and utilities. It should be noted that some

of the organizations , particularly legal firms, have been using magnetic

typewriters for several years in a traditional-type secretary-principal

relationship.

Qw "law, v w mm, a -wom- W-0 -M-6 am"" mama
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Work Measurement

Table XXVII shows the type of work measurement utilized by the

companies. Nineteen interviewees indicated that a line count was kept

of each operator's work, and a majority of the operators were expected

to keep their own line count. In a few instances, however, the super-

visor or manager kept the line count and the operators were not aware of

its being kept. As indicated in Table XXVII, three interviewees reported

a page count measurement; two reported keeping time cards per job; one

TABLE XXVII

WORK MEASUREMENT UTILIZED

Type of Number of
Measurement Companies

Line count . . . . . . . 19
Page count ............ 3
Time cards per job . . . 2

Number of reports . . 1
Stroke count..... .... ... .2
No measurement . . . . . . . . 12

kept track of the number of reports transcribed only; two indicated a

stroke count (tabulated by computer); and twelve said that no work

measurement records were maintained. Most indicated that the work mea-

surement was simply for use in the charge-back system or for justification

of equipment and personnel, with only three interviewees indicating that

the work measurement was used for operator performance evaluation. None

of the companies paid their operators on a performance-based system.

In fourteen instances, when work measurement was computed, some form

of weighting was applied, according to the type of work, recognizing
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that some typing problems are more difficult to do than others. In some

instances, a distinction was drawn between hard copy and machine dictated

material, with each line of typing done from hard copy receiving one

and one-half lines of credit and each line typed from machine dictation

receiving one line of credit.

In most cases, however, the major distinction was between ordinary

prose, statistical or tabulated material, and replay typing. Ordinary

prose in whatever form--letter, memorandum, report, etc.--was generally

credited as one line of typing for each line actually typed; although in

one instance, manuscripts were given one and one-half times the credit

of other prose typing.

Statistical and tabulated material was given from one and one-

half to three times as much credit as ordinary prose; so for each line

of typing, from one and one-half to three lines of credit was granted.

In some companies replay typing was given only one-half credit.

Measurement was occassionally broken down so that only the lines of

actual replay was given one-half credit, and original typing in the

same document was given full credit. In other companies any document

containing mostly replay was, given one-half credit for the whole document.

Other weighting practices included giving five lines of credit for

each element change required, crediting according to whose error--typist

or originator--caused a revision, and, according to one interviewee,

by item, which is broken down by quarter-pages, which equates to

unit credits, which equates out to people."
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EUjPment

The final area of investigation during the verbal segment of the

interviews concerned the type of equipment used.

Dictation equipent.--Table XXVIII shows the type of dictation

system utilized by the various industries. The "In-House Centralized"

system was the most frequently used system, with twenty. five companies

having such a system. The term "In-House Centralized" means that the

dictation input device (generally a telephone) is located in the

building and that the material to be transcribed is received at the

point of transcription.

Desk-top units were the next most frequently used dictation device,

with sixteen companies maintaining such equipment. Desk-top units sit

on the dictator's desk, and the recording media (tape, belt, disk, etc.)

are physically taken to the transcription location.

Eleven of the firms had an out-of-house centralized system at the

time of interview, and several indicated intentions of installing such a

system. As with in-house centralized systems, material to be recorded

via an out-of-house centralized system is transmitted electronically to

the point of transcription. Dictation can originate, however, from any

compatible telephone, in or out of the building.

Only four companies indicated any usage of portable dictation

units, and nine indicated the use of hard copy from which to transcribe.

It is interesting to note that five of those nine had no other type of

input--hard copy was the only medium for transcription. Another company,
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however, would not accept any hard copy materials; such were flatly

refused. In defense of that position the interviewee stated that other

systems were readily available to originators, and transcription from

the other systems was much more efficient.

TABLE XXVIII

DICTATION SYSTEMS

Type of In-House Out-of-House Desk Portable Hard
Comrany Centralized Centralized Top _Copy

Engineering .. .. 1 1
Financial 6 2 2 1 2
Government 2 1 1 .. I

Hospital 2 1 1 1 ..
Insurance 8 4 2 .. 1
Legal 1.. 5 1 1
Manufacturing 3 1 2 1 1

Non-Profit 2 2 1
Petroleum 1 .. 1 .. 1
Utilities......

Total 25 11 16 4 9

As indicated by the table, most of the companies used more than one

type of dictation system to input materials to the WPC.

Transcription eguipment.--Table XXIX indicates the types of tran-

scription equipment used in the industries. The two most numerous

pieces of equipment were IBM's Mag II, with 97 units reported in use,

and the Xerox 800, with 95 units reported in use. As shown in the table,

twenty-seven Mag I's, twenty Mag A's, fifteen Memory typewriters, eight
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MT/ST's, six 66/40 Printers, and six CMC's were being used by the thirty-

six companies; all IBM products. The "Miscellaneous" column indicates

less frequently mentioned equipment and includes nineteen electronic

typewriters--six Lexitron, five Redactron, six Sperry-Remington, one

CPT, and one A B Dick--two composers, nine electric typewriters, seven

Mag Exec's, one teletype, and six word processors--four Lanier, one IBM

System 6, and one Wang.

Comparison of the Rating Sheets

The rating sheets completed by business personnel and educators

represented responses from the following seven groups: WPC managers,

WPC supervisors, correspondence secretaries, administrative support

secretaries, educators from universities, educators from colleges, and

educators from schools.

Nineteen sets of comparisons were made among the groups. In

reporting the results of the Kruskal-Wallis comparisons, those items

which showed a significant difference are listed as they appeared on the

rating sheets, which are displayed in Appendices F and H. Tables XXXII

through L, which show the results of the Kruskal-Wallis one-way analysis

of variance for each set of comparisons, are presented in Appendix I.

Education Cross-Comparisons

The three types of P-SI's--universities, colleges, schools--were

compared by use of the Kruskal-Wallis one-way analysis of variance to

find differences in the various WP programs. Three sets of comparisons

were tabulated.
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Comparison one: universities/colleges.--For an indication of the

differences in WP courses taught by the universities and colleges, the

rating sheets from each were compared. The statistical results of the

comparisons are shown in Appendix I, Table XXXII. Fifteen of the forty-

five items (33.3 percent) showed a significant difference. Those items

were as follows:

Written Communication Skills
5. Composition of letters
7. Ability to edit (Prepare written work for typing or

printing)
Typewri ti ng

12. Speed typing
13. Numerical (statistical; tabulated) typing

MiscellaneoutSkills
18. Logging formation (record keeping--card files,

mailing lists, indexes, etc.)
19. Skill in setting priorities in work
20. Skill in management of time
21. Use of adding machines/calculators
23. Shorthand, receiving dictation
24. Shorthand transcription
26. Mail handling (opening, sorting, distribution)

Knowledge About oVnderstnin of_:
31. Automated data processing

Development of Attitudes Toward:
37. Cooperativeness in working with others
40. Getting work out on time
43. Accepting criticism gracefully

In all instances the college results showed a higher mean rank than

the university results, indicating a higher rating on the Likert rating

scale.

Comparison two: universities/schools.--For an indication of the

differences in WP courses taught by the universities and schools, the

rating sheets from each were compared. The results of the comparisons

are shown in Appendix I, Table XXXIII. Four of the forty-five items
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(8.8 percent) showed a significant difference. Those items were as

follows:

Written Communication Skills
5. Composition of letters

Typewriting
13. Numerical (statistical; tabulated) typing

Development of Attitudes Toward:
39. LoyaTty towards employer
42. Confidentiality in the office

In all instances the results showed a higher mean rank for school

courses than for university courses.

Comparison three: colleges/schools.--A comparison of the rating

sheets completed for college and school courses showed seven (15.5 per-

cent) significant differences as follows:

Miscellaneous Skills
18. Logging information (record keeping--card files,

mailing lists, indexes, etc.)
19. Skill in setting priorities in work
20. Skill in management of time
26. Mail handling (opening, sorting, distribution)

Development of Attitudes Toward:
37. Cooperativeness in working with others
40. Getting work out on time
43. Accepting criticism gracefully

In all instances the results showed a higher mean rank for

college courses than for school courses. Appendix I, Table XXXIV,

shows the statistical results of the Kruskal-Wallis comparisons for

these groups.

Business Personnel Cross-Comparisons

To determine the differences between the business positions can-

vassed and to determine that the positions were unique, having unique

skills and knowledges, cross-comparisons of the groups were made.
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Comparison one: managers/supervisors.--The manager and the WPC

supervisor each had, in different companies, the responsibility of

operating the WPC. In other companies, the supervisor was an assistant

to the manager. To determine whether they performed essentially the

same tasks, a comparison was made of the responses of the two groups.

Table XXXV in Appendix I presents the results of the comparisons of the

groups. Those results revealed nine items (20.0 percent) which showed a

significant difference in the responses of the two groups. Those items

were as follows:

Verbal Communication Skills
2. Ability to dictate correspondence

Written Communication Skills
7. Ability to edit (Prepare written work for typing or

printing)
8. Use of proper written grammar

Typewriting
*15. Executive typewriter (use of proportional spacing)

Miscellaneous Skills
16. Ability to schedule appointments

Knowledge About or Understanding of:
32. Office management
33. Personnel management
34. Business organization and management
36. Bookkeeping/Accounting: Knowledge of accounting and

principles of budgeting, etc.

As indicated by the asterisk, for only one item did supervisors

receive a higher mean rank than managers. The remaining eight signi-

ficantly different items were shown to have received a higher mean

rank, or a higher rating on the Likert rating scale, by the managers.

Comparison two: supervisors/operators.--As indicated in comparison

number one above, some of the supervisors interviewed had charge of the

operation of the WPC. Some organized and controlled the WPC only, while

00"WORUW4, -.- do -
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others were "working supervisors" and operated the equipment much of the

time in addition to their supervisory duties. Table XXXVI in Appendix I

presents the results of the Kruskal-Wallis comparisons of the super-

visors' and operators' rating sheets, which revealed nineteen (42.2 per-

cent) significantly different items. Those items were as follows:

Verbal Communication Skills
1. Telephone techniques
3. Oral communicating (giving or taking instructions,

asking questions)
4. Use of proper oral grammar

Miscellaneous Skills
16. Abili ty to schedule appointments
18. Logging information (record keeping--card files,

mailing lists, indexes, etc.)
19. Skill in setting priorities in work
20. Skill in management of time
21. Use of adding machines/calculators
26. Mail handling (opening, sorting, distribution)

Knowledge About or Understanding of:
27. Systems analysis
28. Flow of work (flow charting, etc.)
29. Scheduling of work (projects, etc.)
30. Research techniques (information gathering)
32. Office management
33. Personnel management
34. Business organization and management
35. Bookkeeping/Accounting: Ability to keep a set of books

Development of Attitudes Toward:
37. Cooperativeness working with others
38. Willingness to do more than expected

In all nineteen instances the supervisors' ratings resulted in a

higher mean rank than did the operators' ratings.

Comparison three: correspondence secretaries/administrative

support.--One of the assumptions of the WP system is that the duties of

the traditional secretary are split (and expanded) between a corres-

pondence secretary (WP equipment operator) and an administrative secre-

tary (AS). To determine whether these positions are actually unique,
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with different skills and knowledges needed for both, the rating sheets

of each were submitted to the Kruskal-Wallis one-way analysis of variance.

The comparison results of the forty-five items are shown in Table XXXVII,

Appendix I. Eighteen items (40.0 percent) showed a significant dif-

ference by comparison. Those items were as follows:

Verbal Communication Skills
I. Telephone techniques
2. Ability to dictate correspondence

Written Communication Skills
5. Composition of letters

Typewriting
*10. Automatic typewriter/text editor operation

Miscellaneous Skils
16. Ability to schedule appointments
17. Filing
21. Use of adding machines/calculators
23. Shorthand, receiving dictation
24. Shorthand transcription
25. Use of copiers/duplicating equipment
26. Mail handling (opening, sorting, distribution)

K OW1edg About or Understanding of:
30. Research techniques information gathering)
32. Office management
33. Personnel management
34. Business organization and management
35. Bookkeeping/Accounting: Ability to keep a set of books
36. Bookkeeping/Accounting: Knowledge of accounting and

principles of budgeting, etc.
DevOIpment: of Attitudes Toward:

*41. Working under pressure

As shown by the asterisks, two items were scored by the groups

such that the operators' results received a higher mean rank than

the administrative support's results.

Education/Business Comparisons

In completing the rating sheets, educators were asked to indicate

the amount of emphasis they placed on each item in teaching a specific

course; and one rating sheet was completed for each WP course taught.
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The business personnel were asked to indicate the training needed for

an entry-level position. For an indication of whether these business

requirements were being met by educators, twelve comparisons were

made. Each business position--manager, supervisor, operator, AS--was

compared with each P-SI type--university, college, school.

Comparison one: universities/managers.--University educators' and

WPC managers' rating sheet results were compared for an indication of

how well the emphasis placed on items in university courses correlated

with the importance placed on the items by WPC managers. The managers

were rating their own job at an entry level. Table XXXVIII, Appendix I,

shows the results of the forty-five comparisons between the two groups.

Twenty-nine items (64.4 percent) showed a significant difference between

the responses. Those items were as follows:

Verbal Communication Skills
.I Telephone techniques
3. Oral communicating (giving or taking instructions,

asking questions)
.4. Use of proper oral grammar

Written Communication Skills
5. Composition of letters
7. Ability to edit (Prepare written work for typing or

printing)
8. Use of proper written grammar

Typewriting
* 9. Standard electric typewriter operation
*14. Correction of errors (erasing or using correction tape

or liquid, etc.)
Miscellaneous Skills

16. Ability to schedule appointments
18. Logging information (record keeping--card files,

mailing lists, indexes, etc.)
19. Skill in setting priorities in work
20. Skill in management of time
21. Use of adding machines/calculators

Knowledge About or Understanding of:
287 Flow of work (flow charting, etc.)
29. Scheduling of work (projects, etc.)
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30. Research techniques (information gathering)
32. Office management
33. Personnel management
34. Business organization and management
36. Bookkeeping/Accounting: Knowledge of accounting and

principles of budgeting, etc.
DovelOpment of Attitudes Toward:

37. Cooperativeness in working with others
38. Willingness to do more than expected
39. Loyalty towards employer
40. Getting work out on time
41. Working under pressure
42. Confidentiality in the office
43. Accepting criticism gracefully
44. Having a good sense of humor
45. Working with interruptions

The asterisks indicate the two instances in which university

responses showed a higher mean rank than the WPC managers responses.

For the remaining twenty-five significantly different items, the WPC

managers' responses had a higher mean rank than the university educa-

tors' responses.

Comparison two: universities/supervisors.--The university edu-

cators' responses to the amount of emphasis being placed on the rating

sheet items in the courses taught were compared with the WPC supervisors'

responses to the amount of importance placed on the items for an Entry-

level WPC supervisor's position. The following fifteen items (repre-

senting 33.3 percent) showed a significant difference according to the

Kruskal-Wallis comparisons:

Verbal Communication Skills
I. TelepIhone techniques
3. Oral communicating (giving or taking instructions,

asking questions)
4. Use of proper oral grammar

Miscellaneous Skills
18. Logging information (record keeping--card files,

mailing lists, indexes, etc.)
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19. Skill in setting priorities in work
20. Skill in management of time

Development of Attitudes Toward:
37. Cooperativeness in working with others
38. Willingness to do more than expected
39. Loyalty towards employer
40. Getting work out on time
41. Working under pressure
42. Confidentiality in the office
43. Accepting criticism gracefully
44. Having a good sense of humor
45. Working with interruptions

In all instances the WPC supervisors' ratings resulted in a higher

mean rank than did the university educators' ratings. Table XXXIX in

Appendix I shows the results of the Kruskal-Wallis one-way analysis of

variance for all forty-five items.

Comparison three: universities/operators.--To obtain an indication

of how well the university courses prepared an operator for an entry-

level position, the responses of the two groups were compared. Table IL

in Appendix I shows the results of the Kruskal-Wallis comparisons of the

university educators' and the correspondence secretaries' (operators)

responses. The following fourteen items (31.1 percent) showed a signi-

ficant difference between the responses:

Verbal Communication Skills
2. Ability to dictate correspondence

Typewriting
*12. Speed in typing
14. Correction of errors (erasing or using correction tape

or liquid, etc.)
Miscellaneous Skills

16. Ability to schedule appointments
Knowledge About or Understanding of:

27. Systems analysis
28. Flow of work (flow charting, etc.)
29. Scheduling of work (projects, etc.)
30. Research techniques (information gathering)
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Development of Attitudes Toward:
*39. Loyalty towards employer
*40. Getting work out on time
*41. Working under pressure
*42. Confidentiality in the office
*43. Accepting criticism gracefully
*44. Having a good sense of humor

The mean ranking was evenly split between the two groups, with each

receiving the highest mean rank on seven items. The asterisks indicate

the seven items on which the operators' ratings were the higher.

Comparison four: universities/administrative support.--Appendix I,

Table ILI, presents the results of the forty-five comparisons of the two

groups. As indicated in the table, eight items (17.7 percent) showed a

significant difference in the comparison of university educator rating

sheets and AS personnel rating sheets. Those items were as follows:

Verbal Communication Skills
17 Telephone techniques

Miscellaneous Skills
21. Use of adding machines/calculators
23; Shorthand, receiving dictation
24. Shorthand transcription
26. Mail handling (opening, sorting, distribution)

Knowledge:About or Understanding of:347 Business organization aincf management
36. Bookkeeping/Accounting: Knowledge of accounting and

principles of budgeting, etc.
Development of Attitudes Toward:

37. Cooperativeness in working with others

In all instances, the AS secretaries' responses received a higher

mean rank than did the university educators' responses, indicating that

the AS ratings were higher on the Likert scale.

Comparison five: colleges/managers.--The first of four college/-

business comparisons was between the college educators' responses and
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The WPC managers' responses. Eight (17.7 percent) significantly dif-

ferent items were evidenced by the Kruskal-Wallis one-way analysis of

variance, as evidenced in Table ILII, Appendix I. Those items included

Typewriting
12. Speed in typing
13. Numerical (statistical; tabulated) typing
15. Executive typewriter (use of proportional spacing)

Mistellaneous Skills
23. Shorthand, receiving dictation
24. Shorthand transcription

Knowledge About or Understanding of:
*29.jScheduTing of work projects , etc.)
*33. Personnel management

Development of Attitudes Toward:
*42. Confidentiality in the office.

As shown by the asterisks, the ratings by managers resulted in a

higher mean rank on three items. The remaining five items were col-

lectively scored higher by the college educators.

Comparison six: colleges/supervisors.--College educators' and WPC

supervisors' rating sheet results were compared for an indication of how

well the emphasis placed on items in college courses correlated with the

amount of training WPC supervisors felt necessary for an entry-level

supervisory postion. Appendix I, Table ILIII, shows the results of the

Kruskal-Wallis comparisons. Three items (6.6 percent) exhibited a

significant difference by comparison:

Written Communication Skills
T. Ability to edit (Prepare written work for typing or

printing)
Miscellaneous Skills

24. Shorthand transcription
Knowledge About or Understanding of:

31. Automated data processing
In all three instances, the results showed college scores receiving

a higher mean rank than supervisor scores.
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Comparison seven: Colleges/Operators--The WPC equipment operator,

or correspondence secretary, is usually the focal point in WP. The

equipment operator is frequently seen as the individual with sophisti-

cated equipment, a new location, and new skills to master. The comparison

results of college educator responses to WP equipment operator responses

are shown in Appendix I, Table ILIV. According to the Kruskal-Wallis

comparisons, twenty-one items (46.6 percent) showed a significant dif-

ference. Those items were as follows:

Verbal Communication Skills
2. Ability to dictate correspondence

Written Communication Skills
5. Composition of letters
7. Ability to edit (Prepare written work for typing or

printing)
Typewri ti ng

13. Numerical (statistical; tabulated) typing
Miscellaneous Skills

T16.Ablity to schedule appointments
18. Logging information (record keeping--card files,

mailing lists, indexes, etc.)
19. Skill in setting priorities in work
20. Skill in management of time
21. Use of adding machines/calculators
23. Shorthand, receiving dictation
24. Shorthand transcription
26. Mail handling (opening, sorting, distribution)

Knowledge About or Understandinq of:
27. Systems analysis
28. Flow of work (flow charting, etc.)
29. Scheduling of work (projects, etc.)
30. Research techniques (information gathering)
31. Automated data processing
33. Personnel management
34. Business organization and management
35. Bookkeeping/Accounting: Ability to keep a set of books
36. Bookkeeping/Accounting: Knowledge of accounting and

principles of budgeting, etc.

In all twenty-one instances the college ratings resulted in a

higher mean rank than did the operator ratings.
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Comparison eight: colleges/administrative support.--The job of the

administrative secretary is frequently viewed as that of a traditional

secretary without a typewriter and those associated duties. For an

indication of how well college programs were meeting the needs of entry-

level administrative secretaries, the Kruskal-Wallis was applied to the

rating sheets of the two groups. The results of the forty-five compari-

sons are shown in Table ILV in Appendix .I. Nine items (20.0 percent)

were significantly different, including

Written Communication Skills

7. Ability to edit (Prepare written work for typing or
printing)

Typewritin
10. Automatic typewriter/text editor operation
13. Numerical (statistical; tabulated) typing

Miscellaneous Skills
18. Logging information (record keeping--card files,

mailing lists, indexes, etc.)
20. Skill in management of time

K [owledge About or Understanding of:
27. Systems analysis
31. Automated data processing

Development of Attitudes Toward:
40. Getting work out on time
43. Accepting criticism gracefully.

In all instances colleges again scored the higher mean ranks. Four

college/business comparisons have been reported above; and in three of

the comparisons, colleges scored the highest mean ranks in all instances.

Comparison nine: schools/managers.--The first of the four

school/business comparisons was made between the responses of the school

educators and the WPC managers. The statistical results of the compari-

sons are shown in Appendix I, Table ILVI. Twenty-one significantly

different items (46.6 percent) appeared. Those items included
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Verbal Communication Skills
1. Telephone techniques
3. Oral communicating (giving or taking instructions,

asking questions)
4. Use of proper oral grammar

Typewriting
*13. Numerical (statistical; tabulated) typing
*14. Correction of errors (erasing or using correction tape

or liquid, etc.)
Miscellaneous Skills

16. Ability to schedule appointments
18. Logging information (record keeping--card files,

mailing lists, indexes, etc.)
19. Skill in setting priorities in work
20. Skill in management of time

Knowledge About or Understanding of:
28. Flow of work (fow charTng, etc.)
29. Scheduling of work (projects, etc.)
30. Research techniques (information gathering)
33. Personnel management
34. Business organization and management
36. Bookkeeping/Accounting: Knowledge of accounting and

principles of budgeting, etc.
DpVeloprentof Attitudes Toward:

37. Cooperativeness in working with others
38. Willingness to do more than expected
40. Getting work out on time
41. Working under pressure
43. Accepting criticism gracefully
45. Working with interruptions

As shown by the asterisks, two of the items were scored higher

by the schools; nineteen items were rated higher by the managers.

Comparison ten: schools/supervisors.--Thirteen significant differ-

ences (28.8 percent) were revealed by the comparison of schools and

supervisors. Those items were as follows:

Verbal Communication Skills
1. Telephone techniques
3. Oral communicating (giving or taking instructions,

asking questions)
4. Use of proper oral grammar

Typewriting
*14. Correction of errors (erasing or using correction tape

or liquid, etc.)
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Miscellaneous Skills
18. Logginginformation (record keeping--card files,

mailing lists, indexes, etc.)
19. Skill in setting priorities in work
20. Skill in management of time

DevelOpment__of Attitudes Toward:
37. Cooperativeness in working with others
38. Willingness to do more than expected
40. Getting work out on time
41. Working under pressure
43. Accepting criticism gracefully
45. Working with interruptions

As shown by the asterisk, one item only was rated higher by the

schools than by the supervisors. The statistical data for the forty-

five comparisons between these two groups are presented in Appendix I,

Table ILVII.

Comparison eleven: schools/operators.--The school educators rated

each item according to the amount of emphasis placed on the skill or

knowledge in the WP courses taught. The WP equipment operators, or

correspondence secretaries, rated the same items according to the amount

of training needed to enter an equipment operator's position. Appendix I,

Table ILVIII, presents the results of the Kruskal-Wallis comparisons of

the rating sheet responses, which revealed ten (22.2 percent) signifi.

different items, as follows:

Verbal Communication Skills
2. Ability to dictate correspondence

*3. Oral communicating (giving or taking instructions,
asking questions)

Written Communication Skills
5. Composition of letters
7. Ability to edit (Prepare written work for typing or

printing)
Typewriting

13.Numerical (statistical; tabulated) typing
14. Correction of errors (erasing or using correction tape

or liquid, etc.)
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Knowledge About or Understandin of:
29. Schedui ng of work projects, etc.)
30. Research techniques (information gathering)

Development of Attitudes Toward:
*37. Cooperativeness in working with others
*43. Accepting criticism gracefully

As indicated by the asterisks, three items were rated such that

the mean ranks of the operators' scores were higher values than those

of the school educators' scores.

Comparison twelve: schools/administrative Support.--The final

school/business comparison was between the school educators and the

administrative support secretaries. This comparison showed the fewest

significant differences of the four school/business comparisons. The

statistical data for the Kruskal-Wallis one-way analysis of variance are

presented in Table ILIX, Appendix I. Eight items (17.7 percent) were

revealed as having significant differences in the scores of the two

groups. Those items were as follows:

Verbal Communication 'Skills
1. Telephone techniques
3. Oral communicating (giving or taking instructions,

asking questions)
Typewriting

*10. Automatic typewriter/text editor operation*13. Numerical (statistical; tabulated) typing
Miscellaneous Skills

17. Filing
26. Mail handling (opening, sorting, distribution)

Knowledge About' o Understanding 'of:
34. Business organization and management

Development of Attitudes Toward:
37. Cooperativeness in working with others

The asterisks show that two of the eight significantly different

items had a higher mean ranking by the school educators than by the

administrative support secretaries.
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OVerall 'COpaisonj 'All Education/All Business

One final, overall comparison was made by putting all of the edu-

cators' responses together, combining all of the business personnel

responses, and comparing the two groups. The overall comparison revealed

seventeen significantly different items (representing 37.7 percent) out

of the forty-five total items on the rating sheets. The statistical

data for the forty-five Kruskal-Wallis comparisons are presented in

Appendix I, Table L. The significantly different items were

Verbal Communication Skills
.1. Telephone techniques
*2. Ability to dictate correspondence
3. Oral communicating (giving or taking instructions,

asking questions)
4. Use of proper oral grammar

TypeWriting
*14. Correction of errors (erasing or using correction tape

or liquid, etc.)
Misce11aneous Sk11s

*24. Shorthand transcription
Knowledge 'About or Understanding of:

*27. Systems analysIS
*28. Flow of work (flow charting, etc.)
*31. Automated data processing

Developppent of Attitudes Toward:
37C'Cooperativeness in working with others
38. Willingness to do more than expected
39. Loyalty towards employer
40. Getting work out on time
41. Working under pressure
42. Confidentiality in the office
43. Accepting criticism gracefully
45. Working with interruptions

As indicated by the asterisks, six of the significantly different

items received a higher mean ranking by the. educators than by the

business personnel.
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Summary of Rating Sheet Comparisons

A total of nineteen sets of comparisons were made among the seven

groups of respondents. Table XXX gives a summary of the groups which

formed each comparison set, the number of significantly different items

TABLE XXX

SUMMARY OF RATING SHEET COMPARISONS

Comparison Group No. of Significantly Percent of No. of
Different Items Total Items* Cases+

Education
Cross-Comparisons:
Univ/College 15 33.3% 24/9
Univ/School 4 8.8 24/12
College/School 7 15.5 9/12

Business Personnel
Cross-Comparisons:
Mgr/Superv. 9 20.0 12/7
Superv./CS 19 42.2 7/30
CS/AS 18 40.0 30/14

Education/Business
Comparisons:

Univ./Mgr. 29 64.4 24/12
Univ./Superv. 15 33.3 24/7
Univ./CS 14 31.1 24/30
Univ./AS 8 17.7 24/14

College/Mgr. 8 17.7 9/12
College/Superv. 3 6.6 9/7
College/CS 21 46.6 9/30
College/AS 9 20.0 9/14

School/Mgr. 21 46.6 12/12
School/Superv. 13 28.8 12/7
School/CS 10 22.2 12/30
School/AS 8 17.7 12/14

*Percentages of the forty-five rating sheet items represented by
the number of significantly different items in the previous column.

+Number of rating sheets tabulated for the two groups of respondents
(respectively) in the first column.
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found in each set, the percent of the total forty-five rating sheet

items that the significantly different items represents, and the number

of individuals (cases) represented in each group.

As shown by the table, the largest group represented was the WP

equipment operators, followed by the university educators, administrative

secretaries, school educators and WPC managers, college educators, and

supervisors. The comparison having the largest number of significantly

different items was between the university educators and WPC managers,

with twenty-nine significantly different items, representing 64.4 per-

cent of the forty-five rating sheet items. In contrast, the comparison

having the lowest number of significantly different items was between

the college educators and the WPC supervisors, with three significantly

different items, representing 6.6 percent of the forty-five rating sheet

items. The overall comparison of educators/business personnel is approx-

imately midpoint in the number of significantly different items, with

seventeen, or 37.7 percent of the forty-five total rating sheet items

showing a significant difference.

To conclude the statistical reporting of the rating sheets, those

items showing a significant difference in the sets of comparisons were

collated, revealing the number of times each item was significantly

different in the nineteen sets of comparisons. Below is a listing

of all forty-five rating sheet items in sequential order according to

the number of times it appeared as a significantly different item, begin-

ning with the most frequently occurring significantly different item.

Significantly different in eleven instances:
37. Cooperativeness in working with others
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Significantly different in nine instances:
1. Telephone techniques

18. Logging information (record keeping--card files,
mailing lists, indexes, etc.)

20. Skill in management of time
40. Getting work out on time
43. Accepting criticism gracefully

Significantly different in eight instances:
3. Oral communicating( giving or taking instructions,

asking questions)
13. Numerical (statistical; tabulated) typing
19. Skill in setting priorities in work
34. Business organization and management

Significantly different in seven instances:
7. Ability to edit (Prepare written work for typing or

printing)
16. Ability to schedule appointments
24. Shorthand transcription
26. Mail handling (opening, sorting, distribution)
29. Scheduling of work (projects, etc.)
30. Research techniques (information gathering)
33. Personnel management
36. Bookkeeping/Accounting: Knowledge of accounting and

principles of budgeting, etc.
41. Working under pressure

Significantly different in six instances:
2. Ability to dictate correspondence
4. Use of proper oral grammar
5. Composition of letters

14. Correction of errors (erasing or using correction tape
or liquid, etc.)

21. Use of adding machines/calculators
28. Flow.of work (flow charting, etc.)
38. Willingness to do more than expected
42. Confidentiality in the office

Significantly different in five instances:
23. Shorthand, receiving dictation
27. Systems analysis
31. Automated data processing
39. Loyalty towards employer

Significantly different in four instances:
32. Office management
44. Having a good sense of humor
45. Working with interruptions
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Significantly different in three instances:
10. Automatic typewriter/text editor operation
12. Speed in typing
35. Bookkeeping/Accounting: Ability to keep a set of books

Significantly different in two instances:
8. Use of proper written grammar

15. Executive typewriter (use of proportional spacing)
17. Filing

Significantly different in one instance:
9. Standard electric typewriter operation

25. Use of copiers/duplicating equipment

Not significantly different in any instance:
6. Ability to proofread

11. Accuracy in typing
22. Machine transcription

Summary of Findings

The information compiled from the returned "Questionnaire for

Educators" showed the following results:

1. No separate WP course was offered by 73.8 percent of the

responding P-SI's; 22.6 percent of the responding P-SI's planned to begin

a separate WP course; 52.4 percent of the P-SI's incorporated WP with

other courses; and 15.1 percent of the P-SI's gave no exposure to WP.

2. One separate course in WP was offered by 17.9 percent of the

P-SI's; 11 percent incorporated WP with other courses in addition to

offering the separate course.

3. Two courses in WP were offered by 5.9 percent of the P-SI's;

4.3 percent incorporated WP with other courses in addition to offering

two separate courses.

4. A WP program as defined in this study (three or more separate

WP courses carrying at least two hours credit per course for three of
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the courses) was offered by,2.4 percent of the responding -P-SI's, with

1.5 percent incorporating in addition to offering separate courses.

Table XXXI shows the percent of the responding universities,

colleges, and schools which offered from no courses to a program in WP.

TABLE XXXI

TYPE AND PERCENT OF P-SI'S OFFERING
FROM NO COURSES TO A PROGRAM

IN WORD PROCESSING

Type of Number of CoursesOffered
Institution '; :0' 1 2 Program

University 75.8% 14.7% 5.7% 3.7%

College 70.2 21.6 6.7 1.4

School 75.3 11.4 5.1 1.9

A total of 244 university educators responded to the Questionnaire

and of that number, 75.8 percent were offering no courses in WP, as

indicated by Table XXXI. As also indicated, only 3.7 percent of the

universities were offering a program in WP as defined in this study.

Of the 208 college respondents, 70.2 percent of the P-SI's were

offering no WP courses and 1.4 percent had a WP program. From the

schools were returned 158 questionnaires, and 75.3 percent of those

institutions offered no courses in WP whereas 1.9 percent had a program

in WP.

The questionnaire also showed that WP concepts were being incor-

porated into courses such as office practice, business communications,

office machines, shorthand, teaching methods and management.
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The "Questionnaire for WP Instructors" revealed the following

information:

1. A wide variety of course titles for WP courses was in use.

2. Typing and English were common prerequisites to WP courses,

with other prerequisites mentioned.

.3. Secretarial and business teacher education majors made up

the majority of the enrollment in WP courses, with management and

other majors also enrolled.

4. Many of the courses encompassed an internship, with the

typical internship being,3.3 hours per day for 11.3 weeks. Intern-

ships were located both on- and off-campus.

5. Most of the teaching materials used in the WP courses were

vendor products or teacher-constructed materials.

6. The equipment used in the WP courses included non-magnetic

typewriters, magnetic typewriters, dictation/transcription equipment,

composers, offset and mimeograph equipment, CRT media, photocopy

equipment, a common-language high-speed printer, and a keypunch.

Some of the courses utilized no equipment.

The interviews yielded the following data:

1. The title of the person in charge of the WPC ranged from

vice president to secretary.

2. The type of WP system ranged in sophistication of development

from one in which former secretaries were equipped with magnetic-media

typewriters to one in which both a correspondence and an administrative

support function were developed and managed by one individual.
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:3. High school or equivalent education was generally recognized

as a minimum for employment in an entry-level WP position.

4. Pre-employment testing ranged from "none" to "typing plus

other exams." Two companies were using a back-space, strike-over

technique for testing typing.

5. Most of the interviewees felt that from three to six months'

training on the equipment was necessary for proficiency.

6. The number of steps in the career paths for WP employees

ranged from one to seven.

.7. The WPC ages ranged from less than six months to ten years.

8. The output of WPC employees was not measured by some of the

companies. However, of those which did measure output, a line-count

was the most frequent method of measurement, with a weighting system

for varying types of output being common.

The Kruskal-Wallis one-way analysis of variance used as a

comparison of the rating sheets showed the following results:

1. The comparisons among the P-SI's showed the greatest number

of significant differences between the university/college ratings and

the least number of significant differences between the university/-

school ratings.

2. The comparison of managers/supervisors showed nine items (20

percent) to have a significant difference in the responses of the groups.

3. The comparison of supervisor/operator showed 42.2 percent

of the items to be significantly different with the supervisors

showing a higher mean score in all cases.
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4. The operator/administrative support comparison showed 40 per-

cent of the items to be significantly different. With only two

exceptions the AS showed higher mean ranks than the operators.

5. The university/manager comparison yielded 64.4 percent of the

items having a significant difference, with the managers' ratings

showing higher mean scores on most of the items.

6. All of the university/supervisor items which showed a signifi-

cant difference (33.3 percent) were rated higher by the supervisors.

7. Half of the university/operator items which showed a signi-

ficant difference (31.1 percent) were rated higher by the university

respondents and half by the operators.

8. The university/administrative support comparisons showed

administrative support responses to yield a significantly higher

mean score on 17.7 percent of the items.

9. In all of the comparisons between colleges and business person-

nel, the college ratings showed a higher mean score on all of the items

(with three exceptions) which yielded a significant difference.

10. In the comparisons between schools and business personnel, the

business ratings showed a higher mean score on all of the items (with

five exceptions) which yielded a significant difference.

11. In the overall comparison of all education responses to all

business responses, 37.7 percent of the items showed a significant

difference with the business results showing higher mean scores in two-

thirds of the instances.



CHAPTER V

THE CURRICULUM MODEL FOR WORD PROCESSING

All research input sources were considered in arriving at the

following WP curriculum model. The review of the literature provided

an overall scope of WP--how it was being used in businesses across the

country, equipment capabilities, content and general complexion of on-

the-job training programs, feelings of business personnel concerning the

prior training and knowledges they would like beginning employees to

possess, content and organization of some of the P-SI WP programs, how

the P-SI programs were begun, what equipment was being used in the P-SI

programs, and some of the needs uncovered by the pioneering P-SI programs.

The interviews with business personnel in the Dallas-Fort Worth

metroplex clarified many of the generalities gained through the literary

review. In addition, the interviews provided first-hand information

concerning the desires, needs and expectations of business personnel.

For example, one of the most frequently mentioned needs was for courses

in WP management. The WP curriculum model presented contains an optional

management segment. The interviews also yielded forms and procedural

manuals used in the operation of the WP system in many firms, which

showed even more tangibly the needs of the system.

The contacts made with educators through the questionnaires yielded

more than completed returns. Some of the educators sent copies of WP

information which they felt would be useful in the development of a

172
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curriculum model. The materials included articles from magazines,

course syllabi, outlines of departmental course offerings showing which

courses were required in the WP program, and an outline of topics covered

in a special convention of educators interested in learning about WP.

Likewise, the statistical comparisons of the rating sheets com-

pleted by the educators and business personnel provided an indication of

the effectiveness of the P-SI WP programs in providing for students

those skills and knowledges needed for successful job entry.

The WP curriculum model, then, is a product of synthesizing all of

the knowledge and information gained through reading and researching.

It is not based solely upon any one source, but is an assimilation of

all input.

The purpose of this curriculum model is to present a plausible

set of courses, with specific outcomes, which would prepare those com-

pleting the program, or various parts of it, for an entry-level position

in at least one of the many positions in WP. No specific teaching

methods are ascribed to courses, allowing for individual differences in

teachers and recognizing that methods successful for one teacher may be

somewhat less than successful for another.

The model includes a set of core courses required of all who enter

the program and several electives to complete the fifty-seven hour, four-

semester program, with an optional, additional semester for management

certification. Several of the courses could be taught as full semester

courses or as concentrated half-semester courses, as more and more P-SI's

introduce staggered entrance times and flexible scheduling.
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By semester, the suggested order of courses is as follows:

Semester I

Courses
*Typi.ng I
*Shorthand I
English Composition
Introduction to Business
WP Concepts

Total hrs. credit:

Semester III

Typing III
Accounting I
Oral Communications

**AS Function
**Mag Media I
**Mag Media II

Total hrs. credit:

Semester II

Credit
2
3
3
3
3

14

2
3
3
2
2
2

14

Courses Cr
*Typing II
*Shorthand II
Business Communications
Reprographics
Data Processing
Business Machines

Total hrs. credit: I

Semestter IV

**Mag Media III
**Transcription

***Internshi p

Total hrs. credit:

edit
2
3
3
2
3
2

15

2
3

4-6

9-11

Plus sufficient electives to total fifty-seven hours of classwork.

Semester V,
(Optional Management)

Psychology of Human
Relations

WP Management
Records Management
Office Management
Business Law

Total hrs. credit:

3
3
3
3
3

15

Electives

Shorthand III 3
**Executive Secretarial 2
**Business Spelling and

Punctuation 2
**Filing 2

Principles of Managemt 3
Personal Finance 3

(Or other courses, with proper
approval.)

*Could be passed through proficiency examination.
**One-half semester, concentrated course, if desired.***Credit system:

4 hours per day for 8 weeks = 4 credits
5 hours per day for 8 weeks = 5 credits
6 hours per day for 8 weeks = 6 credits

As constructed, the program is a two- to two-and-one-half year

program, but could be modified to fit into a four-year :B.S. degree in
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business teacher education or office administration. Or it could be

scaled down to accommodate a one-year certification program. Course

objectives and outlines are presented for those courses which might be

new to the curriculum due to their specific WP application.

The following material are course objectives and outlines for those

courses specific to WP.

Course Title: WP Concepts Sem. Hrs. Credit: 3

Course Objectives:

1. To develop an understanding of the evolution of the WP system
and its present function as part of information processing in an office.

2. To develop a fundamental understanding of the WPC, its purposes
and operation.

3. To develop a fundamental understanding of the AS function, its
purposes and operation.

4. To develop an understanding of the variety of configurations of
WP which may be used in an organization.

5. To develop an understanding of the variety of career oppor-
tunities available through WP.

6. To acquaint students with some of the periodical literature
concerning WP and the professional societies concerned with its
advancement.

7. To acquaint students with magnetic media typewriters, their
varying capabilities, and variety of uses.

8. To acquaint students with CRT equipment, capabilities and uses.

9. To acquaint students with mini-computer word processors, their
capabilities and uses.

10. To develop an understanding of the various types of work which
can be applied to WP, and the type of WP equipment best suited for that
work application.

11. To develop an acquaintanceship with the input-output media
used in WP.

..........
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12. To develop an understanding of the skills, abilities, andqualifications necessary for entry and advancement in the field of WP.

13. To acquaint students with the terminology used in WP.

14. To acquaint students with logging systems, work measurement
techniques, and procedures manuals.

Course . Outline:

1. INTRODUCTION
Purpose of the course
Organization of the course
Requirements of the course
Brief introduction to concept of WP

.2. HISTORY OF WP
Background of the office function
Development of office equipment
Development of WP
Current status of WP in the office function

3. JUSTIFICATION FOR WP
Increasing costs of paperwork, including cost of producing

an average letter
Inefficiency of one-to-one relationship and dependence upon

one secretary
Increasing costs of salaries--secretaries and executives
Current management theory

4. CONFIGURATIONS AND USE OF WP
Centralized
Decentralized
Satellite
Types of companies using WP and its application

5. CAREER OPPORTUNITIES IN WP
AS and WPC
Associate
Secretary
Secretary Specialist
Senior Secretary
Executive Secretary
Supervisor and/or manager

6. INPUT MEDIA
Input equipment

Discrete
In- and out-of-house centralized
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Dictation procedures
Originator and transcriptionist responsibilities

7. OUTPUT MEDIA
Output equipment

Magnetic media typewriters
CRT equipment

Document suitability
Applications

8. WP/DP MERGER
Computerized systems

46/40 Document printer
Word Processor/32
Communicating typewriters

Applications

:9. WPC OPERATIONS
Office design

Modular
Open landscaping
Noise level

Logging procedures
Work measurement
Procedures manuals
Filing methods

10. AS FUNCTION
Configuration and line of authority
Expanded and special-ized duties

Research assistant
Document coordinator
proofreading
attachments
mailing
filing

Routine correspondence dictation
Occasional typing

interoffice memos
file folders
forms
things not applicable to the WP

to WPC

iI. PROBLEMS IN WP
Resistance to change
Personnel requirements
Management--from inside

Placement of present
Over-staffing caused

Acceptance of system

or outside
employees in AS or WPC
by WP; attrition problem

'C
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12. PROJECTIONS FOR THE OFFICE OF THE FUTURE
Information increase
Equipment specialization
Facsimile transmission
Telecommunications
The paperless office

In addition to the above topical suggestions, films, guest speakers

from operative WP installations, vendor demonstrations, field trips to

existing WP installations of various sizes and configurations, and a

review of the literature should be incorporated into the course.

Course Title: Reprographics Sem. hrs. Credit: 2

Course Objectives:

Note: The preparation of masters and proper machine operation for
both the memeograph and the stencil should be covered in business
machines and are therefore not part of Reprographics.

.1. To provide opportunity for an understanding of the development
of reprographics and its place in the WP system.

2. To acquaint the students with the various types of equipment
involved in reprographics.

3. To develop an understanding of the factors influencing equipment
selection for in-house use and the factors influencing selection of out-
of-house usage.

.4. To develop an understanding of how to choose the right equipment
for a particular job.

:5. To develop skill in cost-comparison and cost-control for
reprographic equipment.

6. To acquaint students with the various configurations for
reprographic systems.

7. To develop a proficiency-level skill in operation of the offset
duplicator.

8. To learn the care and proper maintenance of reprographic
equipment.
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9. To develop skill in preparation and selection of materials, use,and maintenance of copiers.

I10. To develop the ability to think critically and to make
decisions.

Course Outline:

1. INTRODUCTION
Purpose and nature of the course
Requirements of the course

.2. BACKGROUND
Reason for development of reprographic equipment
Early to current equipment
Equipment considered part of reprographics

spirit duplicators
stencil duplicators
offset duplicators
copiers
printing

3. EQUIPMENT CAPABILITIES
Reprographic Quality
Suggested limits for number of copies
Training and skill necessary for operation
Collating and other capabilities
Speed of reproduction
Copy life
Legality

4. METHOD OF REPRODUCTION
Fluid
Thermographic
Electrostatic
Typesetting (manual and computer)
Photocomposition (composer)
Ink jet printing (mag cards)

5. EQUIPMENT COSTS
Rent, lease, buy
Maintenance
Softwares

6. FACTORS AFFECTING EQUIPMENT PURCHASE DECISIONS
Quality of reproduction needed
Distribution--in or out of house
Floorspace available
Personnel requirements
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Training availability
Service availability and speed
Softwares available
Cost, quality, and time factor of out-of-house service

7. CONFIGURATIONS
Equipment

centralized
decentralized

Usage and maintenance
open-access
dedicated operator

Control of usage

8. HANDS-ON EXPERIENCE
Preparation of input (except mag card if composer or ink-jet

printer are available)
Operation of equipment
Maintenance performance

In addition to the above topics, vendor demonstrations, tours of

companies with reprographic equipment, case studies, cost analyses, and

literary reading are recommended.

Course Title: AS Function Sem. fHrs. Credit: 2

Course Objectives:

1. To provide students with a thorough understanding of the role
of AS in the total WP system.

2. To develop an understanding of the skills and abilities
necessary for an entry-level position in AS and for advancement in the
AS division.

3. To assist the student in developing the skills and abilities
necessary to succeed as part of an AS team.

4. To inform the students of the current status of AS in businesses,
the reasons for its slow development in comparison with the WPC, and the
outlook for the future.

5. To develop an understanding of the background and reasons for
having an AS function.

6. To develop the ability to think critically, to make decisions
and to work under pressure.
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.7. To provide an understanding of how the student's work fits intothe flow of other office work and to gain an understanding of the overallbusiness cycle.

8. To acquaint students with the equipment and supplies used inthe AS function.

9. To develop oral and written communicative skills for moreeffective interpersonal relationships in the accomplishment of tasks.

10. To develop efficient work habits of accuracy, punctuality,initiative, organization, and the ability to see a job through to
completion.

11. To develop desirable work attitudes of cooperation, integrity,
and dependability.

12. To acquire an acquaintanceship level of compentence in researchtechniques and business report writing.

13. To acquire skill in telephone techniques and message handling.

14. To acquire skill in mail handling--dating, logging, and
distributing, or answering those applicable.

15. To acquire skill in dictation techniques.

16. To acquire skill in the operation of at least one dictation
machine.

Course Outline:

.1. INTRODUCTION
Purpose and nature of the course
Requirements of the course

:2. BACKGROUND
Evolution from secretary to AS

Causes
Duties
Resistance

Cooperative functions of AS, WPC, and Executive secretaries

3. CURRENT OFFICE PROCEDURES
Configurations
Factors determining configuration
Line of authority
Advantages of teamwork by the AS staff
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4. JOB OPPORTUNITIES IN THE AS FUNCTION
Job titles & functions
Requirements for entry
Requirements for advancement

'5. RESEARCH TECHNIQUES AND BUSINESS REPORT WRITING
Use of reference materials
Use of the library
Use of microphotography files
Techniques of grouping like material
Critiquing and summarizing
Assimilation of data
Proper format for business reports

After adequate coverage of these topics, it is suggested that a

simulated AS section be formed, with a rotation of jobs (including a

supervisor to coordinate, provide coverage for absentees, etc.), to

develop an understanding of the importance of teamwork and to gain

experience in handling duties and responsibilities akin to AS. It is

further suggested that toward the end of the class, when the trans-

cription students are competent on their magnetic equipment, that the

AS students dictate answers to routine correspondence or other

materials to be typed and that the WPC students transcribe and return

the material to the AS students for further processing.

Course Title: agMedia I, II III Sem.s. Credit: 2 ea.

Course Objectives:

Note: The following objectives and course design are applicable toall three of the Mag Media courses. The first two courses should beconcerned with the operation of magnetic typewriters and the third with
operation of a mini-computer word processor.

.1. To dispel any "fear of equipment" that the student might have
of operating sophisticated equipment.

2. To gain an understanding of the applications for which the
equipment is suited.
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3. To gain a minimum proficiency-level skill in the operation of
the specific magnetic equipment being used.

.4. To gain an understanding of the basic process by which mag
media performs its' task.

5. To become acquainted with the terminology of mag media
programming and operation.

Course Design:

The students should be allowed to work through the vendor's
instruction manual for machine operation, if it is well-written and
easily understood. In addition, teacher-constructed, special appli-
cation problems designed to accompany the instruction manual could
be utilized.

Course Title: Transcription Sem. Hrs. Credit: 2

Course Objectives:

Note: Transcription is placed in the curriculum model after Mag
Media so that the equipment can be used in Transcription.

.1. To develop an understanding of and ability to maintain line
counts or other work measurement tools.

2. To develop an understanding of the importance of accurate and
efficient storage and retrieval systems.

3. To increase proficiency in the operation of magnetic equipment.

4. To develop the ability to maintain a logging system.

5. To develop the ability to proofread.

6. To develop skill in the use of dictation/transcription machines
as they apply to the WPC.

7. To review the many kinds of business documents applicable to
the mag equipment.

8. To improve the student's knowledge of business vocabulary as
well as the rules of grammar, punctuation, spelling, word division,
capitalization, use of numbers, and use of abbreviations.

.9. To develop the ability to follow dictated and printed
instructions and to carry through on an assignment.
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10. To develop an understanding of the importance and use of
user (author) manuals and WPC personnel manuals.

Course Design:

Transcription is not a new course to the business education curric-ulum, and no basic design change is suggested. For a course in a WPcertificate program, however, the transcription should be done on magmedia, logging and work measurement should be required, storage andretrieval of softwares should be required, and WP forms and manuals
should be used to designate some of the typing requirements, layout
standards, etc.

Course Title: Internship Sem. Hrs. Credit: 4-6

Course Design:

The internship, as proposed, offers from four to six hours of class-room credit for completion. Exact timing and length of internship wouldhave to be worked out with the cooperating company; however, it isrecommended that a minimum of 160 hours of work (or the equivalent offour hours per day for eight weeks) be required for four credit hours,and that a minimum of 240 hours of work (or the equivalent of six hoursper day for eight weeks) be required for six credit hours.

It is also recommended that half of the internship be spent in anAS capacity and half in a correspondence secretary capacity. It shouldbe a cooperative effort between the P-SI and the business organization,and a coordinating educator should keep in close contact with the stu-dent's work supervisor concerning progress and/or problems.

Course Title: Filing Sem. Hrs. Credit: 2

Course Desjyj:

The filing course is likewise not new to the business and secre-tarial curriculum, but in this circumstance should include those systemsspecific to the AS function and the WPC, such as filing mag tapes andcards and a corresponding hard copy example in the WPC, storingfrequently- and infrequently-used disks, tapes, belts, cards, maintaininghard copy files for several individuals, and maintaining logs of incomingtranscription. In addition, it should include storage and retrieval of
microphotographic media.
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Course Title: WP Management Sem. irs. Credit:

Course Objectives:

*l. To develop an understanding of the functions, operations, and
capabilities of various WP systems.

2. To develop an understanding of the process and basic principles
involved in conducting a feasibility study for the initiation of WP.

.3. To develop an understanding of the procedures involved in
implementing a WP system, including the causes of resistence to change,
how to cope with such resistence, how to "sell" the program to those
involved, reorganization principles, and personnel selection and training
or retraining.

*4. To develop the ability to recognize inefficiencies and to
implement procedures to cut costs in the various aspects of a WP system.

*5. To develop an understanding of the role of logging systems,
production standards, work-measurement techniques, cost analysis
techniques, systems analysis methods, procedures manuals and work-
simplification techniques.

*6. To develop an understanding of the leadership skills and
qualities necessary to function as a successful WP manager.

*7. To develop an understanding of the personnel administration
functions of recruitment, selection, induction, orientation and
training as applied to WP.

*8. To develop an understanding of the various types of WP equipment
including computers available, and to develop the ability to evaluate
and determine the best for particular needs.

9. To gain an understanding of the principles of office design as
it relates to a WPC and an AS group location.

10. To develop an understanding of the processes of developing job
descriptions and establishing salary structures.

11. To develop an understanding of the principles of budgeting and
a continuing equipment and personnel cost-justification program.
*Adapted from a WP Concepts course syllabus by Arnold Rosen.

**Course Outline:

.1. EVOLUTION AND PURPOSE OF WP
History of the Office
What is WP
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WP in the total organizational structure
Justification of WP

costs, productivity, quality, turn-around time
WP as a system

text processing
AS

2. ANALYSIS OF WP NEEDS
Initiating a WP feasibility study
Analyzing typewriting and administrative functions
Office work specialization and WP analysis
Tools for WP feasibility study

Questionnaires and interviews
task lists
word flow charts
forms analysis

.3. IMPLEMENTING WP
Proposal to management
Gaining management support
Human elements to consider

overcoming resistance to change
selecting and training the right people
job enrichment factors

Selling the users
Time table

4. DESIGNING AND ORGANIZING A WP SYSTEM
Factors to consider

productivity
responsiveness
convenience
job satisfaction
quality

Decentralization vs. centralization
Environmental factors

noise level
lighting
office landscapi ng
space utilization
heating/cooling
furniture

.5. EVALUATION OF WP EQUIPMENT
Types of equipment available
Importance of software support
Selecting equipment to meet needs
Using checklists to compare WP equipment

types of input/output
storage capacity
special features
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.6. COMPUTER WP
Types of systems available
Analysis of various systems
Software packages available
Applications for computer WP
Determining need
Cost effectiveness
Computer WP future

7. PROFESSIONAL STRUCTURE OF THE SYSTEM
Developing job descriptions
Establishing salary structure
Providing career paths
Preparing procedures manuals
In-depth planning of AS

8. ROLE OF WP/AS MANAGER AND SUPERVISORS
Duties and responsibilities
Maintaining effective communication
Building a team
Creating a motivational atmosphere
Scheduling and logging
Control forms
Production standards in WPC
Developing a charge-back system
Maintaining on-going equipment and personnel cost

justification
Improving utilization of WP system
On-going training programs
Budgeting
Continual re-evaluation of the system

9. COLLATION
Problem-solving and case discussion using ideas and infor-
mation acquired in the course.

**Adapted from a proposed course description of Word Processing Manage-
ment by Kay Wagoner, Ball State University.



CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Conclusions

The following conclusions arise from a synthesis of the research

data from all sources:

1. Each type of P-SI surveyed--universities, colleges, schools--

was offering programs in WP. The percentage of institutions offering

a WP program was small--3.7 percent of the universities, 1.5 percent

of the colleges, and .1.9 percent of the schools. The conclusion is that
P-SI's are beginning to recognize the prominence of WP and the differences

in training it requires from the traditional secretarial positions.

2. Secretarial majors constituted the most frequently mentioned

type of student enrolled in the WP courses. In addition, however,

students majoring in communications, management, business teacher edu-

cation, business technology, office administration, administrative

services, and information systems were enrolled in the WP courses.

Individuals outside the secretarial field are, then, beginning to recog-

nize the impact of WP on their own areas and are seeking the training

necessary to work efficiently with the WP system.

3. P-SI's used the following equipment in WP courses: standard

electric (non-magnetic) typewriters, dictation-transcription equipment,

offset, mimeograph, and photocopy reproduction equipment, common-language

high-speed printers, keypunch equipment, magnetic typewriters, composers,

188
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and CRT WP media. Most of the equipment appurtenant to a traditional

secretarial program--non-magnetic typewriters and dictation equipment--

was purchased by the P-SI's, and about one-third of the remaining

equipment was purchased by the P-SI's. All of the equipment which was

purchased was used in the classroom, and for additional training

equipment located elsewhere on campus was being rented. The conclusion

is that WP, like DP in its infancy, has not yet made an impact suffi-

cient enough to impel the purchase of equipment for classroom use.

4. On the basis of the research the type of business most fre-

quently utilizing a WPC is inconclusive. The data gathered would

indicate that financial institutions is the type of business which most

frequently uses a WPC. However, not all company-types in the Dallas-

Fort Worth metroplex were surveyed; neither were all businesses randomly

sampled. It is concluded that on the basis of this research it is impos-

sible to determine the type of company most frequently using a WPC.

5. The organization size had little to do with whether or not a

WP system was utilized, since systems were found in organizations

ranging from less than 50 employees to more than 2000. Company type

was not the determining factor, since both service and product organi-

zations maintained WP systems. The only discernible common factor among

the companies was the type of hard-copy output required. Each of the

companies needed materials which were to be used repetitively, or which

required numerous revisions, or which required error-free copy. The

conclusion is that the determining factor for utilizing a WP system is

the type of hard-copy output required by the organization.
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6. The minimum amount of education for an entry-level correspon-

dence secretary's position is high school graduation or its equivalent.

Additional education generally does not affect one's entry level by

position, but in many instances does affect the entry level pay rate.

Previous training on the equipment being used in the WPC usually

raises both the entry level position and pay in WPC's which have more

than two steps in the WP career path. The conclusion is that in order

to raise the standard for positions in WP, at least an acquaintance-

level of machine operation should be taught individuals interested in

employment in a WPC.

7. On-the-job training of WP employees ranges from three to six

months to acquire a proficiency-level equipment operation, depending on

the person's adaptability, previous training, and the type of work pro-

duced by the WPC. Only one interviewee had hired an individual with

P-SI training in WP; therefore, the three to six months training period

applies to persons without P-SI training. It is unknown what the impact

of the introduction of WP in P-SI's will have on training periods.

8. The time required for job advancement is inconclusive based on

the research information. Some companies reported no advancement

possible, some reported advancement to be governed from outside the

WPC (persons being "advanced" to positions outside the WPC when such

positions became available), and others reported advancement to be

based on each employees capabilities and controlled by the person in

charge of the WPC. In most of the instances in which job advancement

was not possible or was governed from outside the WPC, detailed job
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descriptions were not available either. It is concluded that WP, in

most instances, has not been in existence long enough to establish

definite career paths or position standards.

9. It is clear from the interviews that one of the major areas in

need of improvement is in originator understanding of WP and in origi-

nator training in dictation. Poor dictation procedures and unrealistic

demands on the WPC are extremely costly to many companies.

10. The positions represented in WP are unique positions, requiring

different skills and knowledges (or different amounts of certain skills

and knowledges) in order to successfully perform the functions of the

position. The business personnel were asked to indicate, for each item

on the rating sheet, the importance of that item for success in their

position. The rating sheet responses of the WP personnel--managers,

supervisors, AS, CS--were compared by means of the Kruskal-Wallis one-

way analysis of variance. The comparisons of the rating sheets completed

by managers and supervisors showed nine of the forty-five item responses

(20.0 percent) to be significantly different. The comparisons made

between the supervisors' and operators' rating sheets showed nineteen

items (42.2 percent) to be significantly different. Eighteen of the

comparisons (40.0 percent) between the responses of operators and admin-

istrative support showed a significant difference. With that degree of

variation, it is concluded that separate courses should be offered to

supply the skills and knowledges unique to the position for which one is

training.
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11. Three sets of comparisons were made between the rating sheets

completed by the educators concerning the WP programs conducted in the

three types of P-SI's. Universities/schools analysis of variance showed

8.8 percent (four of the forty-five item comparisons) of the comparisons

to be significantly different. In the colleges/schools comparisons

15.5 percent of the forty-five comparisons showed a significant dif-

ference; in the universities/colleges comparisons 33.3 percent of the

items showed a significant difference. It is concluded that the WP

programs conducted by the three types of P-SI's are not alike in the

amount of emphasis placed on topics taught in the WP courses.

12. The Kruskal-Wallis one-way analysis of variance applied to the

rating sheet responses of university educators/managers showed signif-

icant differences in 64.4 percent of the item comparisons. In two of

the twenty-nine instances in which the Kruskal-Wallis revealed a

significant difference between responses, the universities were supplying

more emphasis on the topic (scored a higher mean rank) than managers

needed according to the mean rating. For the remaining twenty-seven

items (60 percent) on the rating sheet, managers apparently wanted more

training or knowledge than universities were supplying in WP courses.

However, most universities offer general management courses, not associ-

ated with WP, in which management principles are taught. It is concluded

that the present WP programs of universities are not meeting the

requirements of WP managers.

13. The comparison of college courses to managers showed a signif-

icant difference in 17.7 percent of the item comparisons of the rating
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sheet responses. On only three items (6.6 percent) did managers indi-

cate more training needed than the colleges were offering. For the

position of manager, then, the college programs are in line with the

on-job needs.

14. The comparison of school courses to managers showed a sig-

nificant difference in 46.6 percent of the item comparisons of the

rating sheets. On nineteen items (42.2 percent) the managers' responses

resulted in a higher mean rank than the school educators' responses.

It is concluded that WPC managers need more training than the schools

are providing.

15. The supervisors' responses compared with the university

educators' responses on the rating sheets showed that 33.3 percent of

the item comparisons were significantly different. In all instances

the supervisor's job required more training than the universities were

providing (the university mean score was higher than the mean score of

the supervisors). According to several respondents, many of those items

were supplied in other courses and were, therefore, not included in the

WP courses. For example, "oral communicating" and the "use of proper

oral grammar" were covered in communication and speech courses, which

were not considered part of the WP program.

Nine of the items which were rated differently by the two groups

were concerning "attitude" rather than concrete concepts, and these

things, according to some respondents, "cannot be taught in a course"

and according to other respondents are, "stressed throughout the program

as a fringe product. It is concluded that universities are probably
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supplying most of the supervisor's needs, but not specifically in those

courses called WP.

16. College educators' and supervisors' responses on the rating

sheets showed only three item comparisons to be significantly different.

In all three instances colleges had a higher mean rating, or were putting

more emphasis on the topic, than the supervisors. It is concluded that

the colleges are offering the necessary skills and knowledges for super-

visors in their WP programs.

17. School educators' and supervisors' responses on the rating

sheets showed 26.6 percent of the item comparisons to be significantly

different. In all instances the supervisors had the higher mean rating.

Those items fall in the categories of communications, management, and

work attitudes, and according to some notations on the rating sheets,

were covered in other courses. It is concluded that the schools are not

offering the needed WPC supervisory skills and knowledges specifically

in WP courses.

18. Except for work attitude items, the only items for which

operators indicated needing more training than the educators (univer-

sities, colleges, and schools) were offering was in speed in typing (on

the university/operator comparison) and in oral communicating (on the

school/operator comparison). Since a fully-recognized program in WP

is not generally available, typing courses in which speed is taught

extensiyely and courses in communications are offered prior to or

outside of the WP courses.

MAW
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Operation of the equipment is usually one of the first WP courses

initiated into a P-SI. It is not surprising, then, that each P-SI type

is meeting or surpassing the requirements of an equipment operator.

19. In the analysis of variance of administrative support/university

educators, 17.7 percent of the item comparisons showed a significant

difference, with administrative support having the higher mean rank in

all instances. Those items--communication skills, shorthand, office

machines, management, accounting--were topics generally covered in

traditional secretarial courses, and since WP courses are at the present

time only an addition to existing curriculum, it is concluded that those

topics have not yet been absorbed by WP.

20. College/AS analysis of variance showed 20 percent of the item

comparisons to have significant differences. The college educators

rated each of those items higher on the Likert scale than did the AS.

Three of those items dealt with typing skills. Whereas AS should be

able to type, it is concluded that a mastery-level of magnetic media

equipment is not necessary for AS personnel.

21. Two of the items on which the colleges and AS ratings differed

significantly concerned a knowledge of DP. In a sophisticated WP system,

the AS personnel could be expected to understand DP equipment and com-

puter systems. It is concluded, then, that the AS side of WP has not

been developed to its fullest potential.

22. The school/AS analysis of variance showed 17.7 percent of the

item comparisons to have been rated significantly different. The only

two items on which schools were apparently offering more training in the

-w
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WP courses than AS needed was in the area of typing. As defined in

this study, schools are private business and secretarial P-SI's. Such

institutions generally offer very specialized courses, which prepare one

for a specialized position in a short period of time. Therefore, the

courses termed WP generally provide training on a particular piece of

equipment. The six items on the rating sheet which were ranked higher

by the AS than the schools were in areas which would be taught as secre-

tarial courses and not related to specific machine operation.

It is concluded that most of the schools have not entered a full-

fledged WP program but are offering courses in specific machine operation.

However, this is not unanimously the case. In at least one instance the

school did offer a full WP program according to the information sup-

plied, but a rating sheet was not completed for each course in the

program--only those dealing with maching operation. It is concluded

that WP, to some educators, is viewed as machine operation only, even

though WP programs have been instituted which include other subjects.

23. The proficiency level at which to teach magnetic-media

equipment is inconclusive. Some of the interviews stated that a mastery-

level knowledge of the equipment used in that particular

WPC would be highly desirable. Other interviewees stated that an

acquaintanceship with some kind of mag media was helpful in learning

the particular equipment and methods in that WPC. However, several

interviewees stated that a person with no previous training on mag

media was easier to train than someone with knowledge about another

type of machine or a person with previous training on the same machine
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but using the methods and procedures of another company. Educator's,

on the other hand, taught a mastery-level of equipment in most cases.

24. An evaluation of current educational practices in educating

individuals for positions in WP indicates that P-SI's in general are not

yet exercising their full potential for accomplishing the task. Of the

P-SI's surveyed, 15.1 percent afforded no contact with WP; 52.5 percent

were teaching WP concepts as a segment of (an)other course(s); 23.8

percent were offering one or two separate WP courses; 6.2 percent made

no indication; and only 2.4 percent of the P-SI's had a program in WP as

defined in this study.

Whereas the P-SI's which have a WP program are probably offering

(within the many courses offered throughout the P-SI) the skills and

knowledges needed for an entry-level position in each of the WP positions

found in business, it is not evident from the rating sheet comparisons

of WP courses/business personnel needs. As high as 60 percent of the

items compared for the groups showed significant differences in the

statistical interpretations. Most of those differences were in areas

handled outside the realm of WP, since WP "programs" at the present time

are generally courses (usually teaching equipment operation) added to an

existing curriculum. Few P-SI's offered "specialist" or "associate"

degrees in WP.

The equipment found in the P-SI's was not equivalent to that found

in businesses. Several of the P-SI's were providing single-station

media training, and only on rare instances was such equipment found in

business. Most of the-P-SI's had multiple dictation units and a very
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limited number of magnetic typewriters. In business the WP equipment

operator rarely sees or uses input dictation equipment but operates a

magnetic typewriter most of the time. The use of CRT and minicomputer

equipment was markedly higher in the businesses than in the P-SI's, too.

None of the businesses required a mastery-level of equipment knowl-

edge for an entry position because, as stated by several interviewees,

"educational institutions are not yet producing trained individuals so

that we can obtain trained employees." In order to raise the standard

of an entry level position in WP, all of the P-SI's should produce

adequate numbers of trained employees to meet the need of the employment

communi ty.

One-half of the P-SI's had some form of internship connected with

at least one course, but none of the institutions had an entire course

devoted solely to an internship. A full-scale internship would be a

valuable asset to the preparation of a WP employee.

Recommendations

The following recommendations are based on the knowledges acquired

from this research in WP:

1. Community surveys should be made periodically by all P-SI's to

determine the use of WP in the "work area" of graduates. Regardless of

the geographical location of the-P-SI, WP should be introduced to all

business and secretarial students. The amount of emphasis and detail

given the subject should increase with the availability of positions in

the field.

tam
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2. Each P-SI serving a large metropolitan area should institute

a fully-recognized program in WP, designed to meet the needs of persons

entering each WP position--usually, manager, superivsor, correspondence

secretary and administrative secretary. The program should lead to an

"associate" or "specialist" certificate in WP.

.3. The WP programs should culminate in an internship which would

afford practical experience as both an AS and a CS for a period of at

least four weeks.

4. One of the biggest controversies arising out of the inception

of WP is whether or not to continue to stress accuracy and speed in

typing since the equipment, according to some, "compensates" for those

abilities. A typed document produced correctly the first time,

regardless of whether the document is typed on an electric or a magnetic

typewriter, saves both time and money. Paper costs are reduced and

salaries are reduced. The equipment is certainly an aid in production,

but is not a cure-all. Both speed and accuracy should continue to be

stressed in typing courses.

.5. Basic shorthand should be taught as a part of the WP curri-

culum to both CS and AS. At the present time many companies promote

secretaries from the WPC to positions outside the center, and those

positions frequently require a knowledge of shorthand.

6. As WP is introduced as a major or an an area of concentration

within a major, a separate course in WP management should be included

in the program. Additional courses in management should be taught as an

optional portion of the WP program and should be open to WPC managers in

the area.
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.7. Every potential word originator (i.e., management major) should

be introduced to WP and should be taught to dictate and to use dictation

equipment. A mini-course might be sufficient as an introduction, but

all future managers should be taught to dictate and should know the

function and capabilities of WP equipment.

8. How to dictate should not be given major emphasis in WP courses

intended for the CS. A common complaint of interviewees was that persons

having had WP courses in school had been taught how to dictate rather

than how to transcribe. It was often claimed that entire courses were

devoted to techniques of dictation. According to all of the information

gathered, CS need not be taught to dictate proficiently.

9. How to dictate should be given more emphasis for the AS than

for the CS. According to the information gathered, AS frequently dictate

correspondence to the WPC.

10. The equipment used in the classroom should be, whenever pos-

sible, the same as that which is used in the community. Single-station

magnetic typewriters are infrequently found in businesses because of the

expanded capabilities of dual-station media, yet, many P-SI's continue

to teach single-station media.

11. All WP students should be introduced to data processing through

at least one course in data processing. The more sophisticated WP

equipment is merging WP with DP; the individual familiar with both fields

will be a valuable asset to an organization introducing new equipment.

12. According to many VIP supervisors, the reason that previous

training on WP equipment is not a requirement is that educational
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institutions have not produced sufficient numbers of potential employees

with such training. The recommendation is that P-SI's with graduates

who find employement in large metropolitan areas equip as many students

as possible with the necessary skills to up-grade the profession and

to provide more highly-qualified employees to WP systems.

13. It is recommended that a study be undertaken to determine the

differences in on-the-job training time between persons who have com-

pleted a WP program in a P-SI and persons who have not had such training.

14. Every word originator and/or management level employee in

a company with a WP system should be given a thorough indoctrination

and demonstration of the equipment and its capabilities.

15. Every word originator should be given instruction in the art

of dictation and the use of the dictation equipment he/she should use to

access the WPC.

16. Every word originator should be given written instructions of

how to access the WPC, what type(s) of material the WPC will handle,

the pre-recorded, stored information available through the center, and

the turnaround time which can be expected from the center.

17. All future management majors should be taught proper utili-

zation of the administrative capabilities of AS personnel. In most

instances the interviews revealed that AS personnel was an untapped

resource. The typing function of the secretary had been removed but

in many cases had not been replaced with other duties, apparently.

One of the objectives of WP is to free the AS to assist the principal(s).

That objective cannot be fulfilled if the principal(s) do not know

how or what to delegate to the AS personnel.



APPENDIX A

FIRST LETTER TO EDUCATORS

(Return Address)

(Mailing Address)

WORD PROCESSING INSTRUCTION

In recent years word processing has become a "buzz word" in many
educational circles, prompting a variety of responses. Our profes-
sional journals are heralding an increasing number of articles on the
subject, and some institutions are incorporating word processing
courses in their curriculum.

A study, my doctoral dissertation, is now underway to determine the
thrust of education into the area of word processing and to propose
a curriculum model for teaching word processing on the post-secondary
level. Your input to the study is essential if accurate information
is to be published.

Would you take just a moment, now,
this correspondence, and return itIyou.

to complete the reverse side of
to me at the above address. Thank

(MRS.) SHARLETT GILLARD

sw
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APPENDIX B

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR EDUCATORS

1. Name of post-secondary institution

2. Kind of educational institution:
Four-year Private Business or Secretarial
Junior College Other (please specify)

3. Your name__Position or Title

4. Does this school currently offer a(ny) course(s) in word processing?
Yes (skip to question #6) No (continue)

5. Do you have plans to institute such a course? _ Yes No
If "Yes," when? (skip to question #9)

6. How many courses in word processing are currently offered?

7. When (semester and year) was the first WP course initiated?
Second course?__Third course?

8. Please complete the following for each word processing course offered:

Department Number of Name and Title of
Offering Credit Hours Person to Contact for

WP Course Course Title Granted Additional Information

9. Is word processing integrated into another course? Yes No
If "Yes," please indicate which course(s):

Typewriting Management
____Sharthand Business Communications

Teaching Methods Other(s) (Please specify)
Office Machines _ ......

Office Practice _.......
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Appendix C

FOLLOW-UP LETTER TO EDUCATORS

(Return Address)

(Mailing Address)

WORD PROCESSING INSTRUCTION

In recent years word processing has become a "buzz word" in many
educational circles, prompting a variety of responses. Our profes-
sional journals are heralding an increasing number of articles on the
subject, and some institutions are incorporating word processing
courses in their curriculum.

A study, my doctoral dissertation, is now underway to determine the
thrust of education into the area of word processing and to propose
a curriculum model for teaching word processing on the post-secondary
level. Your input to the study is essential if accurate information
is to be published.

Would you take just a moment, now, to complete the reverse side of
this correspondence, and return it to me at the above address. Thank
you.

(MRS.) SHARLETT GILLARD

sw

Return of this second request for information will assure your represen-
tation in the study. A self-addressed, stamped envelope is enclosed for
your convenience.
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APPENDIX D

LETTER TO WP INSTRUCTORS

(Return Address)

(Mailing Address)

WORD PROCESSING INSTRUCTION

According to a recent survey, your educational institution offers atleast two independent courses (not integrated with another subject) inword processing. Your name was given as the individual to contact formore detailed information concerning one or more of those courses.

Would you please complete the questionnaire on the reverse of this letterand the accompanying double-sided rating sheet for one course. Anadditional questionnaire and rating sheet is enclosed for each course forwhich your name was given on the original survey sheet.

This research is part of my doctoral dissertation in word processingcurriculum development. A self-addressed, stamped envelope is includedfor your convenience in returning the material. Your cooperation issincerely appreciated!

(MRS.) SHARLETT GILLARD

Did you, as an instructor, receive any special training or education inword processing before actually teaching word processing?........
If "Yes," please elaborate:

(Questionnaire on reverse side)
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APPENDIX E

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR WP INSTRUCTORS

1. Your name_________Positio ne...

2. Course title

3. Sequence of this course in word processing program: First courseSecond course Third course' Fourth course Other_ _
4. Prerequisite(s) to this course:

5. Indicate below the majors of students enrolled in this course:
Secretarial Business Teacher Education
Communications Other (please specify)
Management

6. Do students in this course participate in an internship program?If "Yes": Internship length: hrs/day for weeks
Internship location: on campus; off campus

7. Textbook(s) used (name and author)

Other teaching/training materials used

8. Indicate below the equipment used by students in this course, theamount of time or proficiency level required on each machine, andhow many machines are available.
Equipment Brand Kind of Time or Proficiency No. ofand Model Number Equipment Level Required Units

a)
b)

d)

9. For each machine noted in question 8, respectively complete:
School Acquisition: Part of Located in LoCated Out of Classroom
Purchased Rented InTernship Classroom On Campus Off Campus

c)
d)

10. Is machine practice required outside of class? Yes No
If "Yes": Required lab time Open-access practice

Assistant on Duty and/or Assistant on Duty
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APPENDIX F

RATING SHEET FOR WP INSTRUCTORS

Course Title

For the following series of possible topics to be covered in word proces-,sing, please indicate the emphasis placed on each topicin the above,-named course by circling one number from 1 to 5, accordinitijfscriteria: 1 = Not Included
2 = Minor Emphasis
3 = Moderate Emphasis
4 Considerable Emphasis
5 = Major Emphasis

Verbal Communication Skills .
1. Telephone techniques
2. Ability to dictate correspondence
3. Oral communicating (giving or taking

instructions, asking questions)
4. Use of proper oral grammar

~~*~1~~~~~

Written Communication Skills
5. Composition of letters
6. Ability to proofread
7. Ability to edit (Prepare written work for

typing or printing)
.8. Use of proper written grammar

Typewriting
9. Standard electric typewriter operation

10. Automatic typewriter/text editor operation
11. Accuracy in typing
12. Speed in typing
13. Numerical (statistical; tabulated) typing
14. Correction of errors (erasing or using

correction tape or liquid, etc.)
15. Executive typewriter (use of proportional spacing)

Mistellaneous Skills
16. ATblity to schedule appointments
17. Filing
18. Logging information (record keeping--card files,

mailing lists, indexes, etc.)-
(Continue on reverse side)

12 3 4 5
12 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5
12 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5

1
1
I
1
1

2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5

123 45
123 45

123 4 5
123 4 5

S23 4 5
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(Continued from reverse side)

19. Skill in setting pr
20. Skill in management
21. Use of adding machii
22. Machine transcript
23. Shorthand, receivin
24. Shorthand transcript
25. Use of copiers/dupl
26. Mail handling openi

Rating Criteria:
I = Not included
2 = Minor emphasis
3 = Moderate emphasis
4 = Considerable emphasis
5 = Major emphasis

iorities in work
of time

nes/cal cul ators
on
g dictation
tion
icating equipment
ing, sorting, distribution)

1
1
1
I
1
1
I
1

I
I
1
I
I

I
I
1

Knowledge About or Understanding of:
27. Systems-analysis
28. Flow of work (flow charting, etc.)
29. Scheduling of work (projects, etc.)
30. Research techniques (information gathering)
31. Automated data processing

32. Office management
33. Personnel management
34. Business organization and management
35. Bookkeeping/Accounting:

-- Ability to keep a set of books
36. -- Knowledge of accounting and principles of

budgeting, etc.

Dve0jopment of Attitudes Toward:
37.Cooperativeness in working with others
38. Willingness to do more than expected
39. Loyalty towards employer
40. Getting work out on time
41. Working under pressure
42. Confidentiality in the office
43. Accepting criticism gracefully
44. Having a good sense of humor
45. Working with interruptions

46. Others)

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2
2

2
2
2

123 4 5

123 4 5

1
1
I
I
1
I
1
1
I

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

1 2 3 4 5

12345

12345
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3
3
3
3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3
3

3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

4
4
4
4
4

4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

5
5
5
5
5

5
5
5

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5



APPENDIX G

INTERVIEW SCHEDULE

Name of Company'-''_Name of Interviewee

1. Your position or title
2. What type of company is this? (Mfg.; banking; engineering; etc.)
3. What is the total number of employees at this place of business?
4. What is the configuration of this WP system? (Centralized; decen-

tralized; mixed; transitional)
5. How is WP arranged on the company's organization chart? (Chain of

command)

6. How many employees are on the WP staff?
7. What kind of testing is done before hiring for an entry-level job?

English' Typing__ S'hand Other'
8. What are the hiring standards for entry-level positions?

Typing, __wpm; S'hand, _ wpm; Machines'
9. How much education is required for an entry-level job?

10. Does the amount of one's education affect the entry-level? How?

11. If an individual has had no previous training in WP, how much on-
the-job training is necessary?

12. If previous training (either in school or on-the-job) has been
received, how much retraining is required?

13. To whom do the WPC employees report? (supervisor, manager, etc.)
14. When was the WP (center or system) begun?
15. Please state the career path available to WPC employees, beginning

with the entry-level position and giving: job title, number of
employees, duties, requirements for advancement.

16. What brand(s) of equipment do your WP equipment operators use, and
how many of each is used? (Equipment brand & model; kind of
equipment; number in WPC or system; percent of the working day it
is in use.)

17. What dictation equipment is used by the originators? What types
of materials are received by the WPC for transcription--hard copy,
belts, tapes, hand written, etc.

18. What kind of typing is received by the WPC--letters, reports,
statistics.

19. Is any kind of logging system used to measure the WPC output or the
operator's output? If so, is a weighting system applied to the
output? Are you on a charge-back system?

209
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20. What kind of manuals are used by the WPC employees and/or the
originators?

21. Has anyone terminated work as a CS because they did not like the
work?

22. Has any originator training been given since the beginning of the
WP system? How much; To what extent; By whom? Is the training acontinuing program of updating or retraining and of training new
employees?

23. How many employees are on the AS staff?
24. To whom do the AS employees report? (supervisor; departmant manager;

other)
25. Please state the career path available to the AS, beginning withthe entry-level position and stating: job title, number of employees,duties, requirements for advancement.
26. Can (or does) the AS employees dictate materials for transcription

by the WPC?
27. When the switch was made to WP, did the present AS choose to remain

as AS or have they been hired specifically for the position?

28. How many people still have a traditional (personal) secretary?
29. What is the level of the employee(s) with a traditional secretary?
30. Do these employees use the WPC in addition to the work produced bythe personal secretary?
31. Does the secretary dictate materials for transcription by the WPC?



APPENDIX H

RATING SHEET FOR BUSINESS PERSONNEL

Your title or position_

For the following series of topics, please rate the training needed by
(administrative support/word processing/supervisory) personnel for job-
entry positions. Circle one number from 1 to 5, according to this
cri teria: 1 = Not Included

2 = Minor Emphasis
3 = Moderate Emphasis
4 = Considerable Emphasis
5 = Major Emphasis

Verbal Communication Skills
1. Telephone techniques
2. Ability to dictate correspondence
3. Oral communicating (giving or taking

instructions, asking questions)1
4. Use of proper oral grammar

Written Communication Skills
5. Composition of letters
6. Ability to proofread
.7. Ability to edit (Prepare written work for

typing or printing)
8. Use of proper written grammar

Typewriting
9. Standard electric typewriter operation

10. Automatic typewriter/text editor operation
11. Accuracy in typing
12. Speed in typing
13. Numerical (statistical; tabulated) typing
14. Correction of errors (erasing or using

correction tape or liquid, etc.)
15. Executive typewriter (use of proportional spacing)

Miscellaneous Skills
16. AbTility to schedule appointments
17. Filing
18. Logging information (record keeping--card files,

mailing lists, indexes, etc.)
(Continue on reverse side)

123 4 5
123 4 5

123 4 5
123 4 5

123 4 5
123 4 5

123 4 5
123 4 5

I
I
I
I

1I

2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5

1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5
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(Continued from reverse side)

19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

Rating Criteria:
1 = Not included
2 = Minor emphasis
3 = Moderate emphasis
4 = Considerable emphasis
5 = Major emphasis

Skill in setting priorities in work
Skill in management of time
Use of adding machines/calculators,
Machine transcription
Shorthand, receiving dictation
Shorthand transcription
Use of copiers/duplicating equipment
Mail handling (opening, sorting, distribution)

Knowledge About or Understanding of:
27. Systems analysis
28. Flow of work (flow charting, etc.)
29. Scheduling of work (projects, etc.)
30. Research techniques (information gathering)
31. Automated data processing
32. Office management
33. Personnel management
34. Business organization and management
35. Bookkeepi ng/Accounti ng:

--Ability to keep a set of books
36. '--Knowledge of accounting and principles of

budgeting, etc.

Development of Attitudes Toward:
37. Cooperativeness in working with others
38. Willingness to do more than expected
39. Loyalty towards employer
40. Getting work out on time
41. Working under pressure
42. Confidentiality in the office
43. Accepting criticism gracefully
44. Having a good sense of humor
45. Working with interruptions

46. Others
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1
1
1
I
1
I
1
I

I
1
1
I
1
1
1
I

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

123 4 5

123 4 5

1
I
I
1
I
I
I
1
I

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

123 4 5
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APPENDIX I

RESULTS OF KRUSKAL-WALLIS ONE-WAY

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
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